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Abstract
Black hole perturbation theory predicts that a perturbed black hole will emit gravitational
waves in a superposition of quasi-normal modes. Various astrophysical processes can pro-
duce such a black hole including the merger of two compact binary neutron stars or black
holes. The final form of the waveform from such a system is known as a ringdown. We
discuss the search through data from LIGO’s fifth science run for ringdown gravitational
waves from intermediate mass black holes using a matched filtering pipeline. We outline the
improvements to the pipeline since LIGO’s fourth science run including the creation of a
fully automated post-processing pipeline for coincident triggers, updated waveform simula-
tion code, a new 3D coincidence test to check simultaneously for coincidence in frequency,
quality factor, and time, and the use of a new detection statistic through a multi-variate
statistical classifier. Results from four months of S5 data have been obtained so far and no
gravitational wave candidates were found. The results of the search are ongoing. We demon-
strate the improvement in the upper limit on the rate of black hole ringdowns in the local
universe over the upper limit of the fourth science run. We investigate parameter recovery of
full inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms using a ringdown matched filter. Finally, we explore
the Reduced Basis approach which provides very compact and high-accuracy representations
of multi-mode ringdown gravitational waves.
xviii
1. Introduction
Albert Einstein’s theory of General Relativity describes how the curvature of spacetime
reacts to the presence of matter and energy. In the weak field limit, the Einstein equation
simplifies to a wave equation, providing a theoretical basis for the existence of gravitational
waves. These waves are essentially ripples in the fabric of spacetime, propagating outward
from the source at the speed of light. Currently, we have only indirect evidence of gravita-
tional radiation. The canonical example is provided by measurements of the orbital period of
the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar. However, through the use of large scale laser interferometric
detectors, we could detect these waves directly by measuring the influence of a passing grav-
itational wave on the fringes of a large Michelson interferometer. A detection would usher in
the era of gravitational wave astronomy. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Ob-
servatory (LIGO) [1] would provide a new window on the universe through which we could
learn about the sources of these waves including binary black hole and neutron star colli-
sions, collapsing supernova, rotating stars and pulsars, the Big Bang itself, and more. With
LIGO, we can begin to probe astrophysical sources that cannot be observed with traditional
electromagnetic methods and test General Relativity in extreme relativistic conditions [2].
The work presented in this thesis represents the culmination of five years of projects and
investigations as a member of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC). The main focus of
this thesis will be the work I completed as the leader of the search for gravitational waves
from perturbed black holes in LIGO data. As a member of the LSC, I have also had the
opportunity to participate in other projects including searches for gravitational waves from
binary neutron stars and black holes, detector characterization, gravitational wave candidate
follow-up, and studies of false alarms in the data. This work will not be presented in this
thesis.
The LSC is composed of more than 800 members from over 70 institutions across the
globe who aid in the detection of gravitational waves from LIGO. Since 2007, LIGO has
operated jointly with the Virgo interferometric gravitational-wave detector through what is
known as the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration (LVC). Several other interferometers which have
contributed to the network or will hopefully contribute in the future include GEO6001,
TAMA2, KAGRA3, and INDIGO4. The LIGO project is jointly run by Caltech and MIT
and is funded by the National Science Foundation. The observatory consists of large-scale
interferometric detectors at two sites: Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA. The Virgo detector,
with 3 km arms, is located in Cascina, Italy. Figure 1.1 provides an aerial view of the three
sites.
The LIGO and Virgo detectors have seen several phases. Initial LIGO (iLIGO) began
with construction of the interferometric detectors in 1996. During this initial phase, the
Hanford site operated two collocated interferometers: one detector with 4 km long arms
(H1) and another with 2 km long arms (H2). The Livingston site operated a second 4 km
1GEO600 is a 600 m arm length interferometer located in Germany. It has had several joint science runs
with LIGO and continues to be operational [3–8].
2TAMA was a 300 m interferometer located in Tokyo and operated by the University of Tokyo. It had
several joint searches with LIGO but has been decommissioned as work focuses on KAGRA [9–11].
3KAGRA, previously known as the Large Scale Cryogenic Gravitational Wave Telescope (LCGT) is a
proposed detector for the advanced detector era located in the Kamioka mine. It will host two 3 km arm
length interferometers [12].
4INDIGO, or INDian Interferometric Gravitational-wave Observatory, is a proposed advanced generation
detector to be located in India [13]
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Figure 1.1: Aerial views of the three detector sites in the LIGO-Virgo network taken from
References [14] and [15]. (a) Hanford, WA site. Home of the 4 km H1 and former home of
the 2 km H2 interferometer. (b) Livingston, LA site. Home of the 4 km L1 interferometer.
(c) Cascina, Italy site. Home of the 3 km Virgo interferometer.
detector (L1). The iLIGO phase saw five data runs beginning with the first LIGO science
run (S1) on August 23, 2002 that lasted a little over two weeks and ending with the fifth
science run (S5) that collected data for two years starting on November 4, 2005. The S5
run marked the time when iLIGO reached the sensitivity for which it was designed [1]; the
goal was to collect data at this sensitivity until one year’s worth of triple coincident data
was collected. Virgo’s first science run (VSR1) overlapped with the end of S5, enabling a
four-detector network, H1H2L1V1 [16]. The second phase, enhanced LIGO (eLIGO), began
with a series of upgrades to the initial detectors to improve sensitivity and culminated with
the sixth LIGO science run (S6) that collected data for over a year starting on July 7, 2009
[17]. However, only H1 and L1 were operational; H2 was not. Virgo’s second and third
science runs (VSR2 and VSR3) overlapped with S6. Thus, the network for S6 included
H1L1V1. At the time of writing, both LIGO and Virgo detectors are undergoing upgrades
in preparations for the third phase of development, the advanced detector era. Advanced
LIGO (aLIGO) may begin taking data as early as 2014 [18]. Advanced Virgo is following
the same schedule [16]. The dates of all completed science runs for the LIGO-Virgo network
are shown in Table 1.1.
The iLIGO and eLIGO phases were prototypes for the development of the advanced
detectors. While these initial detectors were sensitive enough to detect gravitational waves
from strong sources out to several megaparsecs (in some cases, hundreds of megaparsecs),
no detections were made although searches are ongoing. In fact, the detection rates for
coalescing binary neutron stars for the initial LIGO interferometers were likely 0.02 per
year [19]. However, this likely rate jumps to 40 per year for the advanced detector network
[19]. Scientists searching for gravitational waves within LIGO data broadly work within four
categories based on the signal character of the most likely astrophysical sources [1]:
1. The Compact Binary Coalescence (CBC) Group: This group searches for grav-
itational waves from the coalescence of binary neutron stars and black holes. The
signal is composed of an inspiral, merger, and ringdown as the binary objects orbit
each other, collide, and form a single perturbed black hole. This signal is well-modeled
and thus, the technique of matched filtering is utilized. Previous CBC search results
are outlined in [11, 20–32].
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2. The Burst Group: This group searches for gravitational waves from transient grav-
itational wave sources that often are not well-modelled such as core-collapse super-
nova, as well as other unknown sources. Previous burst search results are outlined in
[4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 33–52].
3. The Continuous Wave Group: This group searches long stretches of data for signals
from sources that emit gravitational waves continuously such as pulsars and rotating
stars in general. Previous continuous wave search results are outlined in [6, 53–66].
4. The Stochastic Group: This group searches for a stochastic background of broad-
band gravitational waves by correlating noise at different detector sites. A background
is expected from gravitational waves from the early universe and possibly, an excess of
unresolved sources. Previous stochastic search results are outlined in [67–74].
Each of these search groups often conduct multiple searches tuned for particular mass
ranges, targeted time windows, specific parts of the expected signal, etc. Within the CBC
group, searches are generally split into low mass and high mass categories. The low mass
search looks for gravitational waves from CBCs with total mass Mtotal < 35M and compo-
nent mass ≥ 1 M. LIGO will only be sensitive to the inspiral part of the signal for low mass
CBCs; thus, low mass searches utilize matched filtering with an inspiral template. The high
mass search looks for gravitational waves from CBCs with total mass between 25− 100 M
and component mass between 1 − 99 M. LIGO will be sensitive to the last part of the
inspiral, merger, and ringdown signal for these high mass sources; thus, high mass searches
utilize matched filtering with an inspiral, merger, ringdown template. For the highest mass
CBCs visible by LIGO, the only part of the signal that can be detected will be the ringdown.
Thus, for binary black holes with total masses in the intermediate range, 100 − 450 M, a
matched filter search using only a ringdown template is useful. The ringdown search also
can be utilized to look for perturbed black holes in the intermediate mass black hole range
that may not have been the product of a compact binary merger but some other process
such as a head-on collision or direct collapse of a massive star.
This thesis presents the results of the search in LIGO data for ringdown gravitational
waves from the coalescence of intermediate mass black hole binaries (IMBHB) in the mass
range 100-450 M and from perturbed intermediate mass black holes in the mass range 50-
800 M. The details of the search’s sensitivity to these particular sources will be outlined
in the following chapters. Evidence for intermediate mass black holes has historically been
difficult to come by although recent electromagnetic observations have breathed life into the
possibility, and possible abundance, of such objects [75]. However, unambiguous evidence for
their existence will only come from the detection of gravitational waves from these objects.
In Chapter 2, I review the theory behind the generation of gravitational waves in General
Relativity, the most likely sources visible to current large-scale interferometric detectors, and
the current state of gravitational wave astronomy. In Chapter 3, I review the theory and
properties of black holes with a focus on intermediate mass black holes, the likely source for
the ringdown search. In Section 3.5, I also explore the ringdown waveform and how it can
provide details of the mass and spin of its source black hole. In Chapter 4, I outline the basic
principles of gravitational wave data analysis using the matched filter technique, specifically
for ringdown searches and discuss the development of the S5 ringdown search pipeline. I
also detail my work to implement a post-processing stage to the pipeline to analyze potential
ringdown gravitational wave candidates. The steps taken to properly tune the parameters of
the S5 search pipeline are also outlined. Finally, in Section 4.4.3, the results of the S5 search
and an analysis of the parameter recovery ability of the ringdown single-mode template are
reviewed. Finally, in Chapter 5, I motivate the need for a multi-dimensional, multimode
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Table 1.1: LIGO and Virgo Science Runs from the initial, enhanced, and projected advanced
eras.
Phase Run Start Date End Date Duration
iLIGO S1 23 Aug 2002 8 Sept 2002 17 days
S2 14 Feb 2003 14 Apr 2003 60 days
S3 31 Oct 2003 9 Jan 2004 71 days
S4 22 Feb 2005 24 Mar 2005 31 days
S5 4 Nov 2005 Oct 2007 2 years
Virgo VSR1 May 2007 Dec 2007 6 months
eLIGO S6 7 Jul 2009 20 Oct 2010 1 year
Virgo VSR2 7 Jul 2009 11 Jan 2010 6 months
Virgo VSR3 11 Aug 2010 20 Oct 2010 2 months
ringdown search and the possibility of such a search using the reduced basis method to
generate compact waveform catalogs.
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2. Gravitational Waves
2.1 Gravitational Waves in General Relativity
The central idea behind General Relativity can be summarized in the following schematic
form: (









Here we have the profound relationship between the geometry of spacetime and the matter
and radiation that fill it, one of the most important consequences of the general theory
of relativity published by Albert Einstein in 1916. The relation essentially describes the





where Gαβ = Rαβ − 1/2gαβR is the Einstein tensor constructed from the Ricci tensor Rαβ
and the Ricci scalar R which encode information about the curvature of spacetime and Tαβ
is the stress-energy tensor which describes the mass density of matter and the current and
internal stresses of that matter. The factor 8πG/c4 is required to match the Newtonian limit
for slow motion and weak gravitational fields. The constant G is Newton’s constant and c
is the speed of light. Note that Gαβ is a function of the metric tensor of spacetime gαβ (x
α),
a symmetric tensor with ten independent components that are functions of the spacetime
coordinates xα. We choose the index α to run over the four values in four-dimensional
spacetime such that x0 is the single time coordinate and x1, x2, and x3 are the three spatial
coordinates.. Thus the Einstein field equations are actually a set of ten nonlinear partial
differential equations for the ten components of the metric. From these field equations, we
find that the physical effects of “gravity” are actually a result of the curvature of spacetime!
The Einstein field equations do not have a general solution. However, it is possible to give
a complete analysis of the solutions of the Einstein equation for space-times that do not differ
significantly from flat space-time. We can find the form of the Einstein field equations in the
limit of weak gravitational fields, known as the linearized gravity approximation, and in the
limit of slow motion, known as the Newtonian limit of General Relativity. The derivations
outlined in the following sections are based on derivations found in References [76–78]. For
some seminal references on gravity and General Relativity, see [79–81].
2.1.1 Linearized Gravity
From the relationship between the geometry of spacetime and the physical effects of
gravity, we can infer that gravity will be weak when the spacetime metric is nearly flat.
Hence in the limit of weak gravity, we can assume that the metric will be that of the flat
Minkowski spacetime, ηαβ, plus a small perturbation, hαβ:
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ (2.3)




t x y z
t −c2 0 0 0
x 0 1 0 0
y 0 0 1 0
z 0 0 0 1
. (2.4)
From examining the components of the Minkowski metric, we find that the perturbation hαβ
will be small if |hij|  1, |h0i|  c, and |h00|  c2.
We can compute the linearized Riemann tensor, the linearized Ricci tensor, and the Ricci
scalar to obtain the linearized Einstein tensor Gαβ. We can reduce the number of terms in
Gαβ by expressing it in terms of the trace-reversed metric perturbation h̄αβ instead of the
actual metric perturbation hαβ:




where h = −ηαβh̄αβ. Further simplification can be achieved by selecting an appropriate
coordinate system in which the divergence of the trace-reversed metric perturbation is zero,
a condition very similar to the Lorentz gauge in electromagnetism. We then find that the





where  is the d’Alembertian operator, the flat spacetime wave operator:





Thus we find that the linearized Einstein equations become a wave equation with the matter
stress-energy tensor acting as a source term. The metric perturbations are actually waves,
or ripples in spacetime, and if matter is present, it can generate the waves. These are what
we call gravitational waves.
2.1.2 Newtonian Limit of General Relativity
The Newtonian limit refers to conditions that are close to what we normally observe, i.e.
slowly moving mass distributions with small internal stresses. Thus we can find a coordinate
system in which the components of the stress-energy tensor take familiar forms. The mass
energy density component must satisfy
T00/c
4 = ρ (2.8)
where ρ is the mass density of the material. The components describing the flux of mass
must satisfy the condition for non-relativistic slow motion v  c such that∣∣T0i/c3∣∣ ∼ ρ (v/c) T00/c4 (2.9)
The shear stress components must satisfy the condition for small internal stresses∣∣Tij/c2∣∣ ∼ p/c2 & ρ (v/c)2  T00/c4 (2.10)
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where p is the isotropic pressure for a material acting orthogonal to its element of area. Since
the matter is slowly moving, the metric perturbation will also be slowly moving and we can
replace the d’Alembertian operator with a spatial Laplace operator in the field equations:
∇2h̄00 = −16πGρ (2.11)
∇2h̄0i = 0 (2.12)
∇2h̄ij = 0 (2.13)
where the last two sets of equations have trivial solutions h̄0i = 0 and h̄ij = 0.
2.1.3 Properties of Gravitational Waves In Vacuum
In order to study the properties of gravitational waves, we may begin by exploring equa-
tion 2.6 outside the source where Tµν = 0 such that
h̄αβ = 0. (2.14)
In general, we may solve the wave equation above by assuming a solution of the form
h̄αβ = aαβe
ikµxµ (2.15)
where aαβ is a constant, symmetric tensor, kµ = [−ω,~k] is a constant wave four-vector
with ω = v‖~k‖ = c‖~k‖, and xµ = [t, ~x] is the flat-space position four-vector. Clearly, the
perturbation travels at the speed of light c. Physical solutions are obtained by taking the
real part of equation 2.15 so that we have a monochromatic plane wave
h̄αβ = |aαβ| cos (kµxµ) . (2.16)
The Lorentz gauge condition requires that ∂h̄µα/∂x





= −kµ|aµα| sin (kνxν) = −kµ|aµα| sin
(
~k · ~x− ωt
)
(2.17)
which is satisfied in every case only if kµ|aµα| = 0. The wave four-vector describes the direc-
tion of propagation of the wave. For example, the unit vector in the direction of propagation
is n̂ = c~k/ω. And the tensor aαβ describes amplitudes of the various components of the
wave. Thus, the Lorentz condition implies that the direction of propagation of the wave is
orthogonal to its amplitude components. Hence, we have a transverse wave.
The Lorentz condition also acts to reduce the 10 components of the metric perturbation
to six. However, we can reduce this even further by exploiting more gauge freedom and
choosing a gauge in which the perturbation is traceless and purely spatial. Then we find
that there are only two independent aαβ. If we orient the spatial coordinates so that the
direction of propagation is along the z-axis, the only non-zero components will be the 2× 2
symmetric matrix in the x−y subspace whose trace vanishes. Thus, we can write the solution




t x y z
t 0 0 0 0
x 0 h+ h× 0
y 0 h× −h+ 0
z 0 0 0 0
 cos [ω (t− z/c)] (2.18)
where hTTαβ is known as the transverse traceless, or TT, gauge metric perturbation. The two
independent degrees of freedom h+ and h× are the amplitudes of the “plus” and “cross”
polarizations of the wave. The general solution of the linearized Einstein equation is a
superposition of waves of different amplitudes of the two polarizations. The consequence
of these polarizations for a wave traveling in the z-direction is that only transverse (x-y)
separations will change with time.
2.1.4 Properties of Gravitational Waves With Source
We can learn more about the properties of gravitational waves by exploring their produc-
tion at the source where the near-field metric perturbation may not be small. Equation 2.6 is
the linearized version of the Einstein field equations and thus neglects terms that are second








where O (h2) includes those second order terms and acts as a contribution of the gravitational
radiation itself to the overall stress-energy tensor. Then, we can define the effective stress-




This is essentially an inhomogeneous wave equation with known solution




ταβ (t− ||~x− ~x′||/c, ~x′)
||~x− ~x′||
d3~x′ (2.21)
where tret ≡ t− ||~x− ~x′||/c is the retarded time at which the integrand should be evaluated.
This equation can be evaluated in both the far- and near-field zones. In the far-field zone,
one makes the approximation that the distance from the source to the field point r is much
greater than the gravitational-wave wavelength λ which in turn is much greater than the
size of the source R. When one uses these approximations with the TT-gauge, the solution




ÏTTij (t− r/c) (2.22)
where ITTij is the quadrupole tensor in the the TT-gauge. In general the quadrupole tensor
may be defined as
I ij(t) =
∫
xixjτ 00 (t− r/c, x) d3~x. (2.23)
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If we consider only the matter component of the effective stress energy-tensor, then τ 00 = ρ
and equation 2.23 is the second mass moment.
In the near-field zone, one makes the approximation that the distance from the source
to the field point r is much smaller than the gravitational-wave wavelength λ but is still
much greater than the size of the source R. In the Newtonian limit with the TT-gauge, the




ϊTTij (t− r/c) (2.24)







τ 00 (~x) d3~x. (2.25)
In the TT-gauge, we find that equation 2.23 and equation 2.25 are identical since the two
expressions only differ by a trace. Thus, the near-field and far-field solutions have been found
to be consistent. In section 2.2 , I will demonstrate how we can use these expressions to
calculate the gravitational radiation from various astrophysical sources.
2.1.4.1 Energy Carried by Gravitational Waves
A passing gravitational wave produces a real effect on nearby particles indicating that
the wave must be carrying energy. The idea of a unique local energy for a gravitational wave
cannot be defined in general relativity. However, one can compute an integral average of the
effective stress-energy tensor over a region of spacetime that is small compared to background
curvature but still large enough to contain several gravitational-wave oscillations. The energy




〈ḣ2+ + ḣ2×〉. (2.26)
The gravitational wave flux and luminosity, respectively, can also be calculated from this




















〈...ι ij...ι ij〉. (2.28)
2.1.5 Detection of Gravitational Waves
In order to understand the interaction of gravitational waves with a detector and what
sort of detector we might need, we need to select a reference frame to describe the waves and
the detector. As we have already seen, gravitational waves take a particularly simple form
in the TT-gauge and choosing a gauge is equivalent to selecting a reference frame. Thus
we should understand which reference frame corresponds to the TT-gauge. Also, it will be
instructive to investigate the interaction in the detector proper frame.
One important tool for this investigation is the geodesic equation, the classical equation
of motion of a test particle in the curved spacetime described by the metric gαβ in the absence










where τ is the proper time measured by a clock carried along the trajectory of the geodesic
and the coefficients Γαβρ are the Christoffel symbols constructed from the metric and its first
derivatives. Another important tool is the equation of geodesic deviation which describes
the difference between two nearby geodesics, one parameterized by the curve xα(τ) and the
other by xα(τ) + ξα(τ) where |ξα| is much smaller than typical gravitational field variations.









where the term on the left is what is known as the covariant derivative of the vector field ξα(x)
along the curve xα(τ) and Rαβρσ is the Riemann curvature tensor. The equation of geodesic
deviation basically shows that two nearby geodesics will experience a tidal gravitational force
determined by the Riemann tensor.
In the TT frame of reference, the geodesic equation 2.29 takes a very simple form. If
we assume that the test particle is at rest at τ = 0, then the derivatives dx
i
dτ
= 0 since the
particle is at rest. Furthermore, the Christoffel symbol vanishes because of the TT gauge




so that a particle initially at rest will remain at rest during the passing of a gravitational wave.
Furthermore, for similar reasons, the geodesic deviation equation 2.30 will also vanish in the
the TT frame. Thus the coordinate separation between two test particles will remain constant
as a gravitational wave passes through. However, while the coordinates do not change in the
TT gauge, we do find that the proper distances and proper times do change. Consider the
TT metric perturbation in equation 2.18 in terms of the plus and cross polarizations. This
can be used to write the invariant interval ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν as
ds2 =− c2dt2 + dz2 + {1 + h+ cos [ω(t− z/c)]} dx2+
{1− h+ cos [ω(t− z/c)]} dy2 + 2h× cos [ω(t− z/c)] dxdy.
(2.32)
For two events at (t, x1, 0, 0) and (t, x2, 0, 0) with coordinate separation x2 − x1 = L, equa-
tion 2.32 gives the proper distance s between the events as
s = (x2 − x1)
√










Thus, the proper distance is changing periodically in time.
However, the TT frame is not very applicable to an experimentalist since positions in a
lab are not marked by test particles. Instead, the preferred reference frame is the proper
detector frame in which the test particle is free to move because of a passing gravitational
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wave. Positions can then be measured with respect to a rigid ruler and origin. Earth-
based detectors will essentially be in a frame that accelerates (due to Earth’s gravity) and
rotates (like a Foucault pendulum). The path of a test particle can then be described by
Newtonian equations of motion in terms of forces. There are terms proportional to the
Riemann curvature tensor from the gravitational field of the Earth and gravitational waves
but also terms from static gravitational forces, Coriolis forces, etc. In order to combat these
other forces and leave only the part proportional to the Riemann tensor, experimentalists
use several tricks. Gravitational waves with low frequences (less than a few Hz) will have
to compete with slowly varying Newtonian noises. Thus Earth-based detectors look for
higher frequency gravitational waves. Furthermore, the acceleration in the z-direction due
to Earth’s gravity can be combated with suspension systems allowing the test mass to move
freely (i.e. in a freely falling frame) in the x − y plane. The equation of geodesic deviation






which allows us to immediately write the effect of gravitational waves on a test particle of







The effects of gravitational waves cannot be seen in isolated bodies. This is a result of
the fact that a single test mass, in a frame freely falling with it, will remain at rest. At
least two test masses are required to measure the effects of gravitational waves. This is also
the case when one wants to measure any curvature of spacetime. Consider the ring of test
masses in figure 2.1. Let the ring lie in the x− y plane and the gravitational wave propagate
in the z-direction. For the plus polarization at z = 0 and initial conditions hTTij = 0 at t = 0,







If the displacement between geodesics is ξα(t) = (x0 + δx(t), y0 + δy(t)), then equation 2.36





























Equations 2.39-2.42 describe the changes in the x and y components for a passing grav-
itational wave. The plus polarization alternately stretches and compresses the ring of test
masses in the x and y directions while the cross polarization exhibits the same behavior
rotated by 45◦ in the x− y plane. This feature of gravitational wave interaction is exploited
in the detection methods which will be explored in more detail in Section 2.3.
Figure 2.1: The effects of plus and cross polarization on a ring of test masses. The plus polar-
ization alternately compresses and stretches the x- and y-separations. The cross polarization
has the same effect only rotated by 45◦.
2.2 Sources of Gravitational Waves
Many astrophysical processes will result in the production of gravitational waves because
the dynamic motion of the system will not result in perfect spherically symmetric changes in
the mass distribution. Since the simplest form of non-spherically symmetric deformation is
the quadrupole moment, this means the system will have a time-varying quadrupole moment
and we can evaluate the expression for the metric perturbation in Equation 2.22. We can
compute the amplitude and frequency of the gravitational waves for various sources. Then,
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with these values in mind, we can explore the sensitivity of gravitational wave detectors and
their prospects for detecting waves from these astrophysical sources.
We can very roughly estimate the amplitude of the perturbation from Equation 2.22 in












Rather optimistically, we can set Enon−symmkin ∼ 1 M. Most sources will radiate significantly
less energy as gravitational waves. Then, for a source in the Virgo cluster at an intergalactic
distance of 16.5 Mpc away, the amplitude of the perturbation on Earth would be h ∼ 10−21.
And for a source at a Hubble distance of 4200 Mpc away, the amplitude of the perturbation
would be h ∼ 10−23 [82].
Also, interferometric gravitational wave detectors are broadband detectors and are sen-
sitive to a range of frequencies as we will explore in more detail in Section 2.3. Thus it is
important to understand the frequency of emitted gravitational waves to ascertain whether
they will fall within a detector’s frequency sensitivity band. In order to set an upper limit
on the frequency, we can assume the source can be no smaller than its Schwarzschild radius,
RS = 2GM/c
2; otherwise, it will collapse into a black hole. We will explore this concept more
in Chapter 3. Furthermore, we can estimate that the shortest period of gravitational wave
emission cannot be less than the light travel time around its circumference, τ = 4πGM/c3.







Thus, we see that the frequency of the emitted gravitational waves is inversely proportional
to the mass of the source [82].
2.2.1 Compact Binary Coalescence
A binary system can be analyzed fairly simply as two point particles with masses m1
and m2 in a circular orbit in the x− y plane so that the orbital angular momentum vector
points along the z−axis. The distances of the two particles from the z−axis are r1 and
r2, respectively, so that their orbital separation is a = r1 + r2 and the orbital phase is
φ = ωt. Other useful quantities to define are the total mass M := m1 + m2 and reduced
mass µ := m1m2/M .
For an observer at a distance of r and angle of inclination ι from the binary, the plus and

















where v = (πGMf)1/3 and f is the gravitational wave frequency [76]. An important thing
to note about a binary system is that the loss of energy from the system will, over time,
cause the orbit to decay, the frequency to increase, and the amplitude of the radiation to
increase. As the orbit decays, the phase φ does not increase uniformly with time which is
why the above equations show the phase as a function of v. The characteristic gravitational
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waveform is known as a chirp or inspiral. Eventually, the two objects will be close enough
to merge together and the calculation of their merger waveforms requires computationally
expensive simulations on a supercomputer. Finally after the objects have merged, the new
single object will pulsate in an excite state as it tries to return to equilibrium. This phase,
known as the ringdown phase, is well-modeled as a series of quasi-normal modes. Chapter 3
is dedicated to a thorough discussion of this inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform. As we will
see, LIGO will be sensitive to a binary system composed of either two neutron stars, two
black holes, or one of each. These objects are known as compact objects, hence the term
compact binary coalescence.
We can use Equation 2.43 to estimate the strain expected from a 1.4-1.4 M binary
neutron star system in the Virgo cluster that has a high orbital frequency of 500 Hz. In
general, for a binary of total mass M , separation a, and orbital period T , the non-symmetric
part of the kinetic energy is Enon−symmkin = M (πa/T )














for our 1.4-1.4 M neutron star binary example.
The Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar was the first binary neutron star system discovered.
General Relativity predicted an orbital decay of the system of Ṗ = 2.402 × 10−12, which
matches very well with the observed decay rate as shown in Figure 2.2 providing good
indirect evidence for the existence of gravitational waves!
2.2.2 Bursts
Unmodeled bursts describe sources of gravitational waves which produce a short duration
of excess strain. Many of these sources do not have a well-modeled form including asymmetric
supernova collapse. However, the merger signal of a compact binary coalescence, which would
be considered a burst, has recently been modeled for a variety of systems via numerical
relativity simulations.
As an example, consider the axisymmetric collapse of an initially rotating stellar core to
form a neutron star which will have radius R ∼ 15 km and mass M ∼ 1 M. During the
collapse, the neutron star will form into an axisymmetric ellipsoid with eccentricity e = 0.1
and principal moments of inertia I11 = I22 = 2/5MR
2 (1− 1/2e2) and I33 = 2/5MR2. An








where 10 kpc is a typical distance to supernovae in the Milky Way [76]. An observer along
the line of collapse would not see any gravitational waves.
2.2.3 Continuous Sources
A source that emits gravitational waves for a long period of time (typically more than
a few minutes, oftentimes much more than a year) is known as a continuous gravitational
wave source. Such sources would typically be high frequency rotating neutron stars with a
non-axial deformation or low frequency binary systems composed of white dwarfs or black
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Figure 2.2: This figure shows the cumulative periastron period shift in seconds of the famous
Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar PSR B1913+16 from 1975 to 2005. The red data points match
exceptionally well with the theoretical blue curve prediction for the period shift due to
gravitational wave emission as predicted by General Relativity [83]. The discovery and
analysis of this binary star system earned its discoverers, Hulse and Taylor, the 1993 Nobel
Prize in Physics.
holes far from merger. Typically, these sources can be modeled by nearly fixed frequency
sinusoids.
In the high frequency regime, rapidly rotating, distorted neutron stars could be a source
of high frequency gravitational waves. Very simply, we could model such a system as a
rotating triaxial ellipsoidal bar spinning about its z-axis, principal axis of inertia I3. We can
assume that the quadrupole tensor is diagonal at t = 0 and that the bar is spinning with
angular velocity ω; but for an observer at an inclination angle ι, we need to rotate the second
time derivative of the quadrupole tensor, take the TT projection, and use equation 2.22 to










 −12(1 + cos2 ι) cos 2ωt cos ι sin 2ωt 0cos ι sin 2ωt 1
2
(1 + cos2 ι) cos 2ωt 0
0 0 0
 (2.49)
where ε = (I1 − I2)/I3 is the ellipticity. It is a function of the three principal axes of inertia
around the x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively. Since this perturbation is transverse and traceless,









Table 2.1: Physical parameters of the Crab pulsar. Data taken from [76].
Rotation period P = 0.0333 s
Spin-down rate Ṗ = 4.21× 10−13
Mass M=1.4 M
Radius R=10 km
Mass quadrupole I3 ≈ 25MR
2 = 1.1× 1038m2kg






cos ι sin 2ωt. (2.51)
Consider, for example, the Crab pulsar, a young, rapidly rotating neutron star. It has
the approximate physical properties listed in Table 2.1. If the listed spin-down rate (or slow-
down rate) assumes loss of angular momentum and energy only due to gravitational radiation
(which is not a good approximation), these parameters give an over-estimated ellipticity of
ε ' 7.2× 10−4. The largest allowed neutron star deformity from models is ε ' 10−6. In the
case that a perturbation takes the form of a periodic plane wave, as it does in this case of
a distorted neutron star, we can read the plus and cross amplitudes, A+ and A×, directly
from the polarization equations 2.50 and 2.51. Thus, for the over-estimated ellipticity, we





1 + cos2 ι
2





= cos ι = 5.6× 10−25. (2.53)
2.2.4 Stochastic Background
When thinking about a stochastic background of gravitational waves, we can no longer
focus on individual sources but rather a number of sources that overlap in time and frequency
and lead to source confusion. The sum of the signals at any given time and frequency will be a
random variable drawn from a Gaussian distribution, hence the term stochastic background.
One possible source of a stochastic background might be the cosmic gravitational wave
background (CGWB) analogous to the cosmic microwave background (CMB). This would be
caused by density fluctuations in the early universe and would connect us to about 10−35 s
after the Big Bang. However, to measure waves from this epoch, we would need much more
sensitive detectors than the ground-based interferometers available [76].
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Another possible background could come from astrophysical sources. These possible
sources include a population of rotating neutron stars and a population of white dwarf
binaries that would be important mostly for a space-based interferometers such as LISA
[76].
2.3 Gravitational Wave Detectors
The first gravitational wave detectors were resonant-mass cylindrical bar detectors. The
first was developed and built by Joseph Weber in the 1960s [84]. Over the course of the next
several decades, more bar detectors were built that were at least four orders of magnitude
more sensitive than Weber’s original design [85]. These ∼ 2 ton detectors would be set into
oscillation at their resonant frequency by passing gravitational waves near that resonant fre-
quency. These detectors were sensitive to gravitational waves with relatively high frequency
(∼1 kHz) and in a narrow frequency band. Some bar detectors are still operating and some
have been decommissioned, including ALLEGRO at LSU [86]. To have a chance at detect-
ing signals in a broader range of frequencies and out to farther distances, we have moved
to large-scale interferometric detectors. The idea originated with the Russian theorists, M.
Gertsenshtein and V. I. Pustovoit in 1962 [87]. But the strong push for using interferometers
came in the late 1960s with R. Forward, R. Weiss, R. Drever, and others. From the early
2000s, several kilometer-scale ground-based interferometers operated in the frequency band
from ∼ 10 Hz to ∼ 1 kHz at a sensitivity that allowed the potential for detection from a
variety of sources at large extragalactic distances as outlined in Section 2.2. More description
of these detectors will be given in section 2.3.2. These broadband interferometric detectors
are currently the state-of-the-art. Thus, they will be the focus of the rest of this chapter.
An interferometric detector is based on the simple principles of a Michelson interferom-
eter. In general, an interferometer uses laser light as a displacement measuring device. Two
highly reflecting mirrors and a central beam splitter (a 50% reflecting mirror) act as test
masses. The three masses are suspended as pendulums and are allowed to swing freely in
the horizontal direction. Thus, they can be considered freely falling masses in that direction.
The reflecting mirrors are placed equidistant from the central beam splitter but in orthog-
onal directions. In Figure 2.3, these are labeled Test Mass for the x- and y-directions and
Beam Splitter, respectively. A beam of laser light is incident on the beam splitter and is
split into two beams along the x and y arms. The light is then reflected by the end mirrors,
recombined at the beam splitter, and detected at the photodiode. When the beams recom-
bine, they will interfere constructively if the lengths of the two arms differ by an integral
number of wavelengths and interfere destructively if the lengths differ by an odd number of
half wavelengths:
∆L ≡ Lx − Ly = nλ, constructive interference (2.54)






, destructive interference (2.55)
where n = 0, 1, 2, ...
Following the discussion in section 2.1.5, we saw that the effect of the plus and cross
polarizations, h+ and h×, on a ring of test masses is to alternately stretch and compress
the ring in the x − y plane as the wave propagates in the z direction. This introduces a
relative temporary change in the x length with respect to the y length and vice-versa. It is
this relative change in distance between test masses on a ring that can be measured with
gravitational wave detectors.
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Figure 2.3: Optical layout of a Michelson interferometer. Diagram taken from [88].
Suppose we reduce our ring of test masses to an interferometer with two test masses
equidistant from a beamsplitter at the origin- one at a distance x from the origin and the
other at a distance y from the origin. Consider only a plus polarized gravitational wave
traveling in the z direction. The proper distance between the test masses in the curved
spacetime of a passing gravitational wave is given by equation 2.32:
ds2 =− c2dt2 + dz2 + {1 + h+ cos [ω(t− z/c)]} dx2+
{1− h+ cos [ω(t− z/c)]} dy2 + 2h× cos [ω(t− z/c)] dxdy
=− c2dt2 + {1 + h} dx2 + {1− h} dy2.
(2.56)
For interferometric detectors, the light path difference is affected. The geodesic for a photon
in this light path is a null geodesic, meaning ds2 = 0. Thus, equation 2.56 simplifies to











≈ c(1 + h
2
)dt = Lydt. (2.58)
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where we have used an approximation for the square roots in the above equations since we
can assume that the pertubation h is very small. We can then compute the difference in
path length between the x and y arms:
Lx − Ly = chdt = Lh (2.59)
where L = cdt is the unperturbed path length. Thus we see that a gravitational wave
traveling in the z direction produces a strain (a term borrowed from engineering), or frac-
tional change in distance, in the length of the x and y arms of an interferometric detector:
h = ∆L/L. There will be no change in separation between two masses lying along the z
axis. However, a realistic detector will not necessarily be perpendicular to an incoming grav-
itational wave. The actual change in length for an arbitrary orientation can be calculated
as well and will be smaller than for the orthogonal case.
Thus, equation 2.59 indicates that a gravitational wave will cause a strain in the detector
and equations 2.54 and 2.55 indicated that such a strain will cause a phase shift that can
be detected with a photodetector.
2.3.1 Toward a Real Detector
The basic design of an interferometric detector described above is a good starting point for
understanding the layout of a real gravitational wave detector. In general, if the arms of
the detector are the same length (up to an integer wavelength), the light, when recombined
at the beamsplitter, will interfere constructively and return entirely towards the laser (the
symmetric output direction). However, if the arm length differs by an amount other than an
integer wavelength, then there will be some constructive interference in the direction opposite
the laser (the antisymmetric output direction). A photodiode placed at the antisymmetric
output will detect some of this light. A gravitational wave that changes the arm lengths will
cause some light to reach the antisymmetric output photodiode. This is how gravitational
waves are detected. We will assume initially that a measurable change in the interference
pattern would be on the order of the wavelength of the laser light, ∆l ∼ λlaser, a very
conservative change. Thus, for an infrared laser with wavelength 1 µm, with this simple










Recall that a gravitational wave detector should be able to detect strains on the order of
h ∼ 10−21 in order to have a chance at finding the sources described in Section 2.2. This is
much too large! But we can do better with the following improvements.
Increase the optical path length
Examining the above equation, it is clear that if we increase the optical path l, we can
increase our strain sensitivity. Due to physical constraints, an earth-based interferometric
detector cannot be much larger than l ∼ 1 km. However, by creating an optical cavity
in each arm, we can increase the effective length of the arm by forcing the light to travel
many times up and down an arm before it recombines with light from the other arm. This
type of cavity, known as a Fabry-Perot cavity, is created by two sets of mirrors along an
optical axis- the partly transmissive input test mass (ITM) and the highly reflective end test
mass(ETM). With careful tuning, there is a buildup of light in the cavity. See Figure 2.4.
This is helpful to our sensitivity until the effective arm length leff approaches the gravitational
wave wavelength λ ∼ 1000km . Thus we could measure perturbations on the order of
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Figure 2.4: Optical layout for the LIGO interferometers. The power recycling cavity is
formed by the power recycling mirror (PRM), the beam splitter (BS), and input test masses
(ITMX,ITMY). The Fabry-Perot cavities are formed by the ITMs and the end test masses










Improve optical path length measurement
Again, examining the strain equation, we see that if we can improve our ability to measure
changes in the optical path lengths beyond the wavelength of the laser light, we can improve
our strain sensitivity. Better sensitivity comes with a better photodiode. The primary
limitation in measuring a small change in light is shot noise, or the natural fluctuations
in the rate of photons arriving at the photodiode, that follow a Poisson process. Let a
photodiode collect Nphotons over time τ with a natural fluctuation of ∼
√
Nphotons. In order






Photons will be collected for about the period of a gravitational wave, τ ∼ 1/fGW. Thus, the
total number of photons that will be collected depends on the gravitational wave frequency










where h is Planck’s constant. For a laser with Plaser = 1W and λ1µm and a gravitational
wave with fGW ∼ 300Hz, the number of photons is found to be
Nphotons =
1W
(6.626× 10−34J · s) (3× 108m/s) / (1µM)
1
300Hz
∼ 1016 photons. (2.64)
















This is very close to the required sensitivity!
Increase laser power
From equation 2.63, it is clear that we can increase the Nphotons by increasing the laser
power Plaser. Of course, there are practical limits to how powerful (and stable) a laser can
be but it is possible to increase the effective power of a laser by several tricks. In Sec-
tion 2.3.1, it was explained that if the arms of the interferometer are the same length, all
the recombined light heads toward the symmetric output direction. However, if there is an
arm length difference, some of that light will head toward the antisymmetric output direc-
tion. But a significant amount still enters the symmetric output direction and this light can
be recovered and reflected back into the interferometer. This is known as power recycling.
See Figure 2.4 where we have labeled this mirror the PRM. Too much power built up in
the arms can lead to too much radiation pressure on the mirrors. This can be combated
with larger mirrors. Currently, the improvement in strain sensitivity due to power recycling
is about one order of magnitude. This puts the sensitivity right where we need it: h ∼ 10−21.
Advanced interferometry
Advanced detectors including Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) are currently being built and
tested. Scientists have even begun looking beyond the advanced detector era to third gen-
eration detectors. While aLIGO and beyond are outside the scope of this thesis, there are
several interesting features to help with noise reduction that should be mentioned. A further
discussion of noise sources can be found in Section 2.3.1.
Quantum squeezing of light is expected to reduce the effect of shot noise. More massive
mirrors with lower absorptivity will combat radiation pressure allowing more power in the
arms to further reduce shot noise. Improved seismic isolation will decrease low frequency
noise. Higher quality optics will help with thermal noise. Additional signal recycling will be
implemented using reflected light leaving the interferometer from the antisymmetric output
direction changing the nature of shot noise and allowing for easier tuning of the interferom-
eter. Third generation detectors aim to combat seismic noise by operating underground and
by monitoring gravity gradient noise so that it may be actively cancelled. Also, cryogenic
cooling of mirrors and suspension components will help with thermal noise.
Calibration of the Detectors
Interferometric detectors must maintain resonance in the various cavities so that the anti-
symmetric port remains dark. Environmental noise constantly moves the mirrors and acts
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to destroy the resonance (i.e. the detector “loses lock”). Thus a feedback loop was designed
to keep the differential arm length constant. However, the antisymmetric port is where the
effects of a passing gravitational wave will be seen so it is important to determine the effect
of this feedback loop on a gravitational wave signal.
The control loop is diagrammed in Figure 2.5. In the absence of a feedback loop, the
sensing function C(f) describes how the interferometer filters an external strain sext(f) to
produce a readout signal known as the error signal e(f). This error signal is read out by
the channel DARM ERR in LIGO which is sampled in counts at a rate of 16384 Hz. In order
to control the effects of low frequency seismic noise on the mirrors, the error signal e(f) is
low-pass filtered by a digital filter D(f) to produce a control signal d(f). It is sent to the
mirrors as an actuation. This control signal is known as DARM CTRL in LIGO. Finally, an
actuation function A(f) relates the actuation force to the motion of the mirrors to produce
a control strain sc(f) that is fed back to the interferometer. When working in the frequency
domain, it is straightforward to express this feedback loop mathematically.
The residual strain sres(f) experienced by the interferometer is the difference between
the external strain sext(f) and the control strain sc(f):
sres(f) = sext(f)− sc(f). (2.66)
The error signal e(f) results when the residual strain sres(f) is filtered by the sensing function
(or Fabry-Perot cavity transfer function) C(f):
e(f) = C(f)sres(f) (2.67)
which is then filtered by the digital filter D(f) to produce the differential arm control signal
d(f):
d(f) = D(f)e(f). (2.68)
Finally, the actuation function A(f) acts on this to produce the control strain:
sc(f) = A(f)d(f). (2.69)
Ultimately, we want to express the external strain in terms of the transfer functions of the
feedback loop and the readout error signal that we measure. We can use Equations 2.66-??
to express the error signal:








e(f) = R(f)e(f) (2.71)






and G(f) is known as the open loop gain:
G(f) = C(f)A(f)D(f). (2.73)
Figure 2.5: The differential arm feedback control loop of an interferometric detector.
In Chapter 4, I will discuss how one can extract a gravitational wave signal h(f) from
the external strain sext(f) that will also contain noise n(f).
Antenna Response
In general, we cannot expect that a gravitational wave will propagate from directly above
or directly below the interferometric detector. This particular configuration would be used
to describe an “optimally positioned and oriented” source, one that provides the maximum
strain possible in the detector for a source of that type. But, in fact, we expect most
sources to not be optimally positioned and oriented but rather, to be propagating from some
random direction in the sky and from a random orientation. In such cases, the detector will
only capture part of the signal. Consider, for example, the generic case in Figure 2.6. A
gravitational wave source in a frame measured by (x, y, z) emits waves, a portion of which
travel along the red line connecting source to detector. The source itself is rotating with
angular momentum pointing in the ẑ direction. This makes an angle ι with the ẑ′ direction
in the detector frame. This angle is a measure of the inclination of the source and is known
as the inclination angle. The wave propagates along the direction ẑ′′ from the source to
the detector in a frame measured by (x′′, y′′, z′′). The perpendicular plane (x′′, y′′) makes an
angle Ψ with the (x′, y′) plane of the detector frame. This is called the polarization angle.
The detector arms lie along (x′, y′) and the propagation direction makes an angle φ with the
x′ axis and an angle θ with the z′ axis.
We can write the actual strain produced at the detector using this arbitrary orientation.





1 + cos2 θ
)
cos 2φ cos 2ψ − cos θ sin 2φ sin 2ψ (2.74)
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Figure 2.6: Cartoon demonstrating relative positions and orientations of a source frame
(x, y, z), polarization frame of the gravitational wave in the direction of the detector





1 + cos2 θ
)
cos 2φ sin 2ψ − cos θ sin 2φ cos 2ψ. (2.75)
Then, the strain produced at the detector for an arbitrary configuration is
h(t) = h+(t)F+(θ, φ,Ψ) + h×(t)F×(θ, φ,Ψ). (2.76)
Note that for θ = 0◦ and Ψ = 45◦, the effect in both arms will be the same and no phase
shift is produced.
From these expressions, we can define an effective distance Deff . For any an arbitrarily
located source with a position, polarization, and inclination at a distance D, we can define




F 2+ (1 + cos
2 ι)2 + F 2× cos
2 ι
. (2.77)
This definition will prove useful in Chapter 4.
The Noise Spectral Density
The various noises of the detector can be conveniently characterized by a spectral strain
sensitivity with dimensions of 1/
√
Hz. Recall from Section 2.3.1 that the detector output
s(t) is composed of instrumental noise n(t) arising from naturally occurring random processes
and a potential strain signal h(t)
s(t) = n(t) + h(t). (2.78)
The detection problem then becomes how to distinguish h(t) from n(t) when h(t) << n(t).
In a way, n(t) provides a measure of how small an h(t) we can detect. Thus we take n(t) as the
detector’s noise and have a convenient way to compare performances of different detectors.
Instrumental noise is a random process. In the case that we have a stationary random process
(which can be the case for detector noise for short periods of time), the expectation value of








For simplicity, let us assume that 〈n〉 = 0. We can still define the power in the signal by
integrating n2(t) over some duration T and then dividing by T . Again, the expectation value








If n(t) = 0 outside of −T/2 < t < T/2, then we can extend the integral limits to infinity to



























where Sn is what is known as the power spectral density of the noise process n(t) and ñ(f)
is the Fourier transform of n(t). Thus, in general, the power spectral density of a stationary













It can also be shown that, for stationary processes, the power spectral density is twice






Another useful expression for the power spectral density can be found by finding the expec-
tation value of the frequency components of the noise:
〈ñ∗(f ′)ñ(f)〉 = 1
2
Sn(f)δ(f − f ′). (2.84)
Since the noise is real, ñ(−f) = ñ(f) and thus, Sn(−f) = Sn(f). If n(t) has no dimensions,
then Sn(f) has units of Hz
−1. If 〈ñ∗(f ′)ñ(f)〉 is obtained by integrating only over the physical
range of frequencies, f > 0, then Sn(f) is known as the one-sided spectral density.














where < takes the real part.
We will make use of these definitions in the following sections as we describe the dominant
noise sources of the LIGO interferometers and as we try to characterize the sensitivity.
Furthermore, we will encounter these definitions again in Section 4 as we explore gravitational
wave data analysis. For a thorough description of these sources, refer to [89].
Dominant Noise Sources
Here we list the common noise sources in ground-based interferometers. Figure 2.7 demon-
strates how these noise sources limit the strain sensitivity of LIGO. The three dominant
noise sources for the initial detectors were seismic, thermal, and shot noise.
Photon Shot Noise
As described in Section 2.3.1, the primary limitation in measuring a small change in light
is shot noise, or the natural fluctuations in the rate of photons arriving at the photodiode,
that follow a Poisson process. The noise will decrease with increasing laser power, recycling
cavity gain, arm cavity gain, and arm length.
Radiation Pressure Sensor Noise
Radiation pressure noise is associated with the photons from the laser striking the mirror
and causing a force on the mirror. Of course, increasing the laser power to combat shot
noise will actually result in an increase of radiation pressure. This noise source dominates
the sensor noise at low frequencies while shot noise dominates at high frequencies. Thus one
must optimize the laser power to give the smallest sensor noise overall.
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Figure 2.7: Noise sources of initial LIGO. Figure taken from [90].
Seismic Noise
At low frequencies, below about 40 Hz for initial LIGO, ground motion is the dominant
source of noise. It shakes the optics and produces strain signals that mask gravitational wave
signals. It would actually dominate at higher frequencies as well if it were not for a series
of active- and passive-isolation systems. The first line-of-defense is suspending the optics
as pendulums. For ground-motion frequencies much larger than the pendulum frequency
(fpend = 0.76 Hz for initial LIGO), motion of the optics will be suppressed. Further sup-
pression occurs from four alternating mass-spring layers which provide an attenuation factor
∝ f−2.
Thermal Noise
At frequencies of about 40-100 Hz, the random Brownian motion of the molecules on the
surface of the mirrors and wires dominates. Initial LIGO’s two most important sources of
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thermal noise are the pendulum suspension system and the internal vibration modes of the
mirrors [91].
Gravity Gradient Noise
Gravity gradient noise is actually due to the gravitational attraction between the test
masses and density fluctuations in the atmosphere and earth in the local vicinity of the
detector. It was not a dominant source of noise for initial detectors but will be for advanced
detectors at low frequencies [92].
2.3.2 Progress
Several first-generation detectors have been in operation since the early 2000s. The Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) currently has two sites in the United
States separated by 3030km. Two interferometers share a vacuum tube at the Hanford,
Washington site although the second smaller detector may be relocated to India for the
advanced detector era. The large interferometer at Hanford (H1) has 4km arms, and the
smaller (H2) had 2km arms. At the Livingston, Louisiana site, there is one interferometer
(L1) with 4km arms. All LIGO detectors are power-recycled Michelson interferometers with
Fabry-Perot cavities as arms. The worldwide network of observatories also includes the
German-British GEO600 with 600 m long arms, the Italian-French Virgo (V1) with 3 km
long arms, and the Japanese TAMA with 300 m arms (although TAMA was damaged in the
recent Japanese earthquake and will likely be replaced by KAGRA with 3 km long arms).
This thesis will focus mainly on data collected using only the LIGO detectors during its fifth
science run (S5).
LIGO is looking forward to the first detection of gravitational waves. Analysis of data
from (S5) is continuing with some search results already published. No gravitational waves
have been found. Data was taken for two years during this science run. Figure 2.8 compares
the amplitude spectral density of the displacement noise of the LIGO detectors during the S5
science run. The LIGO detectors are most sensitive to gravitational waves between ∼ 100 Hz
and ∼ 300 Hz. The initial LIGO goal was a strain sensitivity of 10−21, or equivalently, a
change in length on the order of 10−18 m. From Figure 2.8, we see that this goal was met
and surpassed for the most sensitive frequency range.
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Figure 2.8: The best amplitude spectral density of the displacement noise of the LIGO
detectors during the S5 science run. Taken from [88].
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3. Black Holes
3.1 Black Holes in General Relativity
As early as the eighteenth century, French mathematician Laplace and Cambridge pro-
fessor John Mitchell speculated on objects with such strong gravitational pull that not even
light could escape [93, 94]. But it was not until after Einstein formulated his theory of Gen-
eral Relativity in 1915 that German astronomer Karl Schwarzschild found an exact solution
for the geometry of such an object [95]. The Schwarzschild metric describes a non-rotating,











dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2 (3.1)
where M is the mass of the black hole. These objects are known as Schwarzschild black
holes. They are without angular momentum, or spin, and are spherically symmetric. An
important characteristic of these objects is their Schwarzschild radius dependent only on the





This radius describes a one-way boundary called the event horizon that separates the inside
of the black hole from the rest of the universe. All events that occur inside this radius are
forever hidden from us. Radiation from within the event horizon is infinitely red-shifted and
the object appears dark, hence the name “black hole” coined by John Wheeler in 1968 [96].
At the center, within the horizon, is a singularity, or point of infinite density, where all the
mass of the black hole is concentrated. The curvature of spacetime at this point is infinite.
Surprisingly, despite the extreme nature of these objects, black holes can be completely
characterized by just three parameters: mass, angular momentum, and electric charge. This
concept is known as the “no-hair theorem” [97]. The Schwarzschild black hole just described
has no angular momentum or charge so it is completely characterized by its mass alone! A
discussion of charged black holes is outside the scope of this thesis since it is not expected
that black holes with significant charge will be formed in nature; the electromagnetic force
in compressing a charged mass is much greater than the gravitational attraction, requiring
tremendous amounts of energy[98]. However, a black hole with angular momentum is highly
relevant as it is the key source for searches of gravitational wave ringdowns as will be explored
in Section 3.4.
In 1963, Roy Kerr described the spacetime geometry around an uncharged black hole with
angular momemtum J , or spin a = J/cM [99]. The Kerr spacetime describes a rotating,






















where again, a is the spin of the black hole, ρ2 ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ, and δ ≡ r2 − 2GMr/c2 +
a2. Further discussions about the spin of a black hole will refer to the dimensionless spin
parameter â = Jc/GM2. This quantity is useful since it ranges from â = 0 for a non-spinning
black hole to â = 1 for an extreme Kerr black hole that has reached its maximum allowed
angular momentum. This limit can be understood by examining how the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO) for a black hole changes with increasing angular momentum. This
circular orbit is defined at a radius inside of which particles will fall into the black hole





But increasing angular momentum acts to shrink the event horizon and ISCO radius. For a
maximally spinning black hole, these orbits are closer to the hole:




For â ≥ 1, the black hole would be rotating too fast to have an event horizon. At this point,
the singularity becomes naked!
While naked singularities are highly speculative, the existence of black holes is not. As
described in the next section, extremely good evidence exists for two classes of black holes:
stellar mass, with several solar masses, and supermassive, with millions of solar masses. A
third class, known as intermediate mass black holes between hundreds and thousands of solar
masses, has historically had weak evidence although new observations look promising.
3.2 Observations of Black Holes
The identification of a black hole, by its very nature, is a difficult job. A black hole
cannot be observed directly because light cannot escape it. Thus, its effects on matter in
the vicinity must be used to infer its presence. Luckily, black holes are extremely efficient at
converting the energy of infalling material into emitted X-ray radiation due to the extremely
high temperatures the material reaches as it approaches the ISCO of the black hole. Thus,
if a black hole has a donor companion star, then it will be a source of X-rays in a high-mass
X-ray binary (HMXB) or low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB). In fact, even infalling gas clouds
will produce observable flares. Furthermore, since black holes are small and the processes
occurring in the inner parts of the accretion disk can be quite complicated, their brightness
can vary on short-timescales. Also, magnetic fields in the vicinity may cause material to be
ejected from the black hole in jets, for example in the nearby galaxy M87. Thus, the process
of black hole identification involves observations at several different wavelengths as well as
careful analyses such as monitoring the donor star’s motion in a binary.
The first strong evidence for a black hole came from X-ray and optical observations of the
HMXB Cygnus X-1 in 1964 [100]. Initial observations indicated that the binary contained a
blue supergiant star and a hidden X-ray source [101–105]. The supergiant was found to move
with a velocity of ∼ 75 km s−1 in a 5.6-day orbit about its unseen companion. Using one of
the most important expressions in X-ray astronomy, the mass function, it was shown that
the mass of the object in Cyg X-1 should be ≥ 4 M. The mass function is an expression
that is derivable simply from the binary’s period Porb and the orbital speed of the companion
vC :
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where MC is the mass of the companion, MX is the mass of the X-ray source, and i is the
inclination angle between the normal to the orbital plane and the line of sight. The reason
Cyg X-1 became the first solid candidate was that, in addition to knowing Porb and vC ,
astronomers also knew that the eccentricity was very small (≤ 0.02) and that the orbit was
nearly circular. Furthermore, the companion was a relatively normal blue supergiant for
which masses can be as high as 20 M but due to the likely mass-transfer and measured
luminosity at Earth, a lower limit was found to be ∼ 10 M providing a lower limit to the
mass of the X-ray source of MX ≥ 4 M. The importance of this result is that neutron
stars, the second most compact astronomical object in the universe, have a mass upper limit
of about ∼ 3 M [106]. With a mass upper limit of ∼ 4 M, the unseen object in Cyg X-1
became a very compelling candidate for the most compact astronomical object, a black hole.
To date, there are many black hole candidates. Due to the assumptions that must be made
to extract a mass from the mass function and our inability to directly observe a black hole,
unambiguous evidence for their existence will only come from the detection of gravitational
waves. Approximately two dozen stellar mass black hole candidates exist. These objects, in
the mass range 3 ≤M/M ≤ 20, are the end points of stellar evolution when the collapsing
part of the star is more massive than the mass upper limit of a neutron star (∼ 3 M). In
addition, several dozen supermassive black hole candidates exist. These objects have masses
in excess of 106 M and are found in the centers of galaxies. Little is known about the
formation of these impressive black holes [107].
A keen observer will note that there is a large gap in the mass ranges of stellar and super-
massive black holes. This mass range, from 102 ≤M/M ≤ 104, is predicted to be populated
by a class of elusive black holes known as intermediate mass black holes [108]. Evidence for
these objects has historically been difficult to come by although recent observations have
breathed life into the possibility, and possible abundance, of such objects [75]. Their exis-
tence, and furthermore, their existence in binary systems, is very important for ringdown
searches as intermediate mass black hole binary systems produce black hole ringdown grav-
itational waves that fall within LIGO’s sensitivity band and thus form an important source
for the ringdown search.
3.3 Intermediate Mass Black Holes
Two types of data provide compelling evidence for the existence intermediate mass black
holes (IMBHs). The first are ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) that have angle-averaged
fluxes many times that which would be expected from a stellar mass black hole (M < 20 M)
accreting at the Eddington limit. The second are cores of globular clusters showing excesses
of dark mass. For an excellent review of intermediate mass black holes, see Reference [109].
The first possible source of IMBHs can be cited as an explanation for the apparent
super-Eddington luminosities observed in some ULXs. As we have already seen, the X-ray
luminosity of a black hole is generated by accretion. For a source of mass M that accretes










where σT = 6.65×10−25 cm2 is the Thomson scattering cross section and mp is the mass of a
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proton. At greater luminosities than LE, the pressure of radiation exceeds the gravitational
force and the gas is blown away. Furthermore, the observed flux, if isotropy holds, can be
used to place a lower limit on the mass of the black hole. If one considers a stellar mass
black hole to have a maximum mass of ∼ 20M, then from Equation 3.7 we see that this
corresponds to a maximum Eddington luminosity of ∼ 3 × 1039 erg s−1. However, several
dozen ULXs have LX > 3× 1039 erg s−1, some even more than LX > 1040 erg s−1. If these
objects are radiating isotropically, the only explanation is that these are accreting black holes
with masses larger than any known stellar mass black hole. However, there is still doubt as
to whether these could be IMBHs because there is no way to discern whether the radiation
is isotropic or anisotropic. If it is anisotropic, for example the radiation is beamed in a
particular direction, then there is no fundamental reason why LX cannot be greater than
LE. Thus ULXs could be explained as a different phenomena than IMBHs. For a review of
ULX sources, see Reference [110]. Some recent observations of ULX sources, some of which
could host IMBHs, include the Compact Blue Dwarf galaxy MRK996 [111], the Local Group
starburst galaxy IC 10 with the most massive known stellar mass black hole[112, 113], the
ultraluminous X-ray sources M82 X-1 [114, 115] and NGC 1313 X-2 [116], and an eclipsing
X-ray binary in M101[117, 118].
The second possible sources of IMBHs may be globular clusters in the halo of our galaxy
[119–121]. These clusters are spherical collections of stars that are much older than the
galactic clusters found in the disk of the galaxy. They have been found to have an excess of
dark mass in their centers that could be explained by the presence of a ∼ 103 M IMBH.
However, it has been shown that the excess of dark mass could just as easily be explained
by a cluster of lower mass objects such as white dwarfs, neutron stars, or stellar mass black
holes.
Further speculation about the existence of IMBHs comes from questions about the for-
mation mechanisms of such objects. Black holes in the mass range from 102 − 104 M are
more massive than the most massive stars forming in our current universe. Even the most
massive stars, certainly no larger than ∼ 200 M, will lose significant mass due to winds and
pulsations leaving only a fraction for remnant black holes. Thus is unlikely that an IMBH
would form directly from stellar collapse in the current universe.
However, one interesting idea postulates that Population III stars could have been pro-
genitors. These are the first generation of stars that would have formed in the very low
metallicity environments (low metallicity in astronomy implies a composition of mostly hy-
drogen and helium) of the early universe [122, 123]. Such an environment would allow for
much higher initial masses. Above about 250 M, these very massive stars would have
collapsed directly into black holes with very little mass loss [123].. Perhaps these isolated
IMBHs would have been gravitationally captured in a star cluster, sunk to the center of the
cluster, and acquired a companion.
Also, it is reasonable to expect that the mergers of a collection of compact objects like
black holes, neutron stars, and binaries of these object may combine to give an IMBH.
However, the probability of multiple of these events is generally very small. Nevertheless,
in the center of old, dense stellar clusters where most stars would have evolved off the main
sequence, we would expect to find their massive remnants (black holes, neutron stars, etc.)
sunk to the center. Here it may be possible for multiple interactions via binary mergers,
direct capture, or another type of n-body encounter [119, 120].
Of course, in order for LIGO to have a chance at detecting IMBHs, there must be
gravitational wave production. This can be accomplished via the merger of compact binary
systems containing an IMBH or the direct, asymmetrical collapse of a very massive star
directly into an IMBH. In the case of compact mergers, Reference [19] sets a plausible
optimistic estimate of 0.007 GC−1Gyr−1 and a rate upper limit of 0.07 GC−1Gyr−1 (where
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Table 3.1: A list of the first few (complex) quasi-normal mode frequencies GMωnl/c
3 of
oscillation for a non-spinning Schwarzschild black hole [127].
l n GMωnl/c
3
2 1 ± 0.3737 + 0.0890i
2 ± 0.3467 + 0.2739i
3 ± 0.3011 + 0.4783i
3 1 ± 0.5994 + 0.0927i
2 ± 0.5826 + 0.2813i
3 ± 0.5517 + 0.4791i
GC stands for globular cluster) assuming that ∼10% of young dense clusters have sufficient
mass and a binary fraction that exceeds ∼10%. This translation to an iLIGO detection rate
for IMBH-IMBH mergers of 10−4 − 10−3 per year and an aLIGO detection rate of 0.1-1 per
year. These values are calculated from rates estimated in Reference [124].
3.4 Perturbed Black Holes
We can study the effects of a small mass on a black hole by examining the reaction of
black hole spacetimes to perturbations as was first done by Regge and Wheeler in 1957 [125].
In the case of a Schwarzschild spacetime, we find that a complete description of the outgoing
gravitational wave (ie that experienced by an observer at a large distance), will be contained







where Ψ4 is a complex Weyl scalar which provides a description of the curvature of spacetime
[125]. Solving the Einstein equation provides a wave equation for Ψ4 known as the Teukolsky
equation for a Schwarzschild black hole [126]. This equation is separable into a radial function
Rl(r, ω) and spin-weighted spherical harmonics −2Ylm(θ, φ) of spin-weight s = −2. The radial
equation can only be solved for certain complex values of the eigenfrequency ω. These are
known as the quasi-normal modes of the Schwarzschild black hole, a set of complex natural
frequencies of oscillation for the black hole [125]. In 1985 Leaver calculated the fundamental
l=2 and l=3 modes as well as the first 62 overtones, indexed by n [127]. The first of these
are shown in Table 3.1. These quasi-normal modes (QNMs) are complex frequencies which
implies that they decay exponentially with time. Over time, the black hole will settle to a
stationary state as the different modes of oscillation caused by the perturbation is radiated
away as gravitational waves. In Table 3.1, we see that each QNM has a characteristic
complex angular frequency GMωln/c
3 where (l, n) label the different modes. The real part
characterizes the spectrum of gravitational wave frequencies and equals fln = 2π<{ωln}.
The imaginary part is the inverse of the damping time τ−1ln = ={ωln} = πfln/Qln where
Qln is referred to as the quality factor. From Table 3.1, note that (2, 1) has the smallest
imaginary piece, or longest damping time. This mode is also typically the most strongly
excited mode of oscillation of the black hole.
Similarly, for a generic stationary rotating black hole, we can obtain a decoupled curvature
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Table 3.2: A list of the first few (complex) quasi-normal mode frequencies GMωlm/c
3, eigen-
values Alm, and dimensionless spin parameter c
2a/(GM) for the fundamental (l,m, n) =
(1,m, 2) mode of a rotating Kerr black hole.
l,m c2a/(GM) Alm GMωlm/c
3
2, +2 − 0.98 4.7108 + 0.1950i + 0.2927 + 0.0881i
− 0.60 4.4827 + 0.1277i + 0.3168 + 0.0889i
0 4 ± 0.3737 + 0.0890i
+ 0.60 3.1454 + 0.1567i − 0.4940 + 0.0838i
+ 0.98 1.3336 + 0.1500i − 0.8254 + 0.0386i
2, +1 − 0.98 4.3892 + 0.0787i + 0.3439 + 0.0837i
− 0.60 4.2558 + 0.0577i + 0.3490 + 0.0876i
0 4 ± 0.3737 + 0.0890i
+ 0.60 3.6125 + 0.0835i − 0.4360 + 0.0846i
+ 0.98 3.0797 + 0.1022i − 0.5642 + 0.0516i
2, 0 0 4 ± 0.3737 + 0.0890i
± 0.60 3.9730 ± 0.0126i ∓ 0.3881 + 0.0860i
± 0.98 3.9127 ± 0.0315i ∓ 0.4222 + 0.0735i
perturbation Ψ4. We again obtain a separable Teukolsky equation for the Kerr spacetime
in Equation 3.3 with angular Slm(cos θ, ω) and radial Slm(r, ω) function pieces and a sep-
aration constant Alm(aω/c). The solutions to the angular functions Slm(cos θ, ω) are the
spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics of spin-weight s = −2. These are again QNMs of oscil-
lation of the Kerr black hole where the frequencies now depend on the spin parameter a and
the angular mode number m [126]. Table 3.2 lists the eigenvalues Alm and QNM frequencies
GMωlm/c
3 for the fundamental (l,m, n) = (1,m, 2) mode. Again, these were calculated by
Leaver in 1985 [127]. The lists are separated for various values of the dimensionless spin
parameter â = c2a/(GM). We again have the gravitational wave frequency and quality
factor relationships flmn = 2π<{ωlmn} andτ−1lmn = ={ωlmn} = πflmn/Qlmn. For an excellent
review of black hole perturbation theory, see Reference [128].
The frequency and quality factor for each multipole can be related to the black hole mass
M and dimensionless spin parameter â. Echeverria was the first to find a fit to Leaver’s
calculations [129]. The fitting formulae have since been updated with better accuracy by






f1 + f2(1− â)f3
2πM
, Qlmn = q1 + q2(1− j)q3 (3.9)
where values for the (l,m, n) dependent constants fi and qi can be found in Reference [130].
For example, for the (2, 2, 0) and (3, 3, 0) modes considered in the following sections and in
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[1.5251− 1.1568(1− â)]0.1292 ,








[1.8956− 1.3043(1− â)]0.1818 ,
Q330 = 0.900 + 2.3430(1− â)−0.4810.
(3.11)
In Figures 3.1 and 3.2, we can see graphical representations of these relationships for the
(2, 2, 0) mode. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the inverse relationship of f220 and final black hole
mass for different dimensionless spin parameter values. High spins shift the curve to higher
frequencies. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how Q220 varies with dimensionless spin. The minimum
value that Q220 can take is 2.1187; otherwise, the dimensionless spin becomes negative.
Figure 3.1: The frequency of the (2, 2, 0) mode as a function of final black hole mass for
different dimensionless spin values.
Conceptually, these (m, â) and (f,Q) relationships make sense. We can roughly think
of the “wavelength” of a black hole as its circumference at its Schwarzschild radius from









Figure 3.2: The quality factor of the (2, 2, 0) mode as a function of dimensionless spin
parameter.
Thus the inverse of the mass of a black hole is inherently tied to its frequency. Similarly,
the quality factor is inversely related to the rate of energy dissipation. From Equations 3.10
and 3.11, we see that the quality factor increases with increasing spin. Thus, a highly
spinning black hole will have a smaller energy dissipation rate and will take a longer time to
damp the perturbation. Thus, the spin actually works to amplify the perturbation.
3.5 Ringdown Waveforms
In order to perform a search for ringdown waveforms, we need to restrict ourselves to the
simplest possible waveform. Generally, it is assumed that the gravitational wave far from
the source will be dominated by the least-damped l = m = 2 mode and that contributions
from higher order modes can be ignored. As we have already discussed, at a large distance











where A is the initial amplitude, f220 is the frequency of the (2,2,0) mode, Q220 is the quality
factor of the (2, 2, 0) mode.
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In its simplest form which is a form that has been found to be sufficient for a search, a
single (2, 2, 0) QNM waveform has the form
hlmn(t) = h0(t) = A220(Ω)
M
r
e−(πf220/Q220)t cos (2πf220t) (3.14)
where A220(Ω) is the orientation-dependent dimensionless amplitude of the (2, 2, 0) mode, r
is the distance to the source, M is the black hole mass, and for simplicity we have set the
phase and arrival time to zero and G = c = 1 unless otherwise stated. In Figure 3.3, we
see two scaled ringdown waveforms with different (f220, Q220) values. The top plot shows a
ringdown with (2000 Hz, 20) and the bottom plots shows a ringdown with (50 Hz, 2.1187).
Figure 3.3: Ringdown waveforms with (f220, Q220)=(2000 Hz, 20) on top and (f220, Q220) =
(50 Hz, 2.1187) on bottom.
Of course, the waveform for an arbitrary position and orientation takes the form of




1 + cos2 ι
)
h0(t)
h×(t) = 2 cos ιh0(t)
(3.15)
where again, ι is the inclination of the source with respect to the detector frame.























where ε is the amount of energy emitted as gravitational waves during a ringdown, r is the
distance to the source, f and Q are the frequency and quality factor of the (2,2,0) mode, M
is the mass of the final black hole, and a is the dimensionless spin parameter.
The amount of energy emitted as gravitational waves during a ringdown will depend on
the strength of the perturbation. For a ringdown associated with compact binary coales-
cence which will be explored in more detail in Section 3.5.1, Reference [131] found that ε is
proportional to the symmetric mass ratio η by the relation
εCBC = 0.44η
2 (3.17)
where η = (m1m2) / (m1 +m2)
2 and m1 and m2 are the component masses of the two
compact objects in the binary. The quantity η is proportional to the mass ratio q = m2/m1 <
1 such that if q = 1, then η = 0.25. In Figure 3.4, we see how ε varies over an η range of
0.16-0.25 or equivalently, a q range of 0.25-1.0. For purposes of computing the ringdown
amplitude in the ringdown search, we have taken ε = 0.01. This is a reasonable value over
the range of mass ratios shown in Figure 3.4 but for extreme mass ratios, it is incorrect to
assume ε ∼ 0.01.
3.5.1 Ringdown Waveforms from Compact Binary Coalescence
As discussed in section 2.2.1, one type of astrophysical source that would produce gravi-
tational waves within iLIGO’s and eLIGO’s frequency sensitivity band is the coalescence of
two compact binary objects. These compact objects could be neutron stars, stellar to inter-
mediate mass black holes, or a combination of the two. The process of binary coalescence is
generally divided into three parts: inspiral, merger, and ringdown.
The inspiral phase marks the time when the objects are in orbit around each other,
radiating away energy and angular momentum in the form of gravitational waves. The
waveform is generally referred to as a “chirp” waveform as shown in Figure 3.5. The waves
from this phase carry information about the masses and spins of the system. This stage is
long, marking the time from initial separation to the ISCO.
The merger phase marks the coalescence of the two objects and generally emits the peak
of gravitational wave emission. For two black holes, this would be marked by the coalescence
of the horizons. The waves from this phase carry information regarding the fully general
relativistic dynamics of the system.
The ringdown phase marks the period after coalescence when the two objects have formed
a single perturbed black hole that rings down in a superposition of quasi-normal modes
(QNMs). The waves provide information on the mass and spin of the final perturbed black
hole.
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Figure 3.4: The amount of energy emitted as gravitational waves during the ringdown asso-
ciated with compact binary coalescence as a function of the symmetric mass ratio η. The
data and fit are taken from [131].
Figure 3.5: An example chirp waveform.
As we will discuss in more detail in Chapter 4, the ringdown search can measure its sensi-
tivity to various sources by determining how well it can detect various simulated waveforms
that are added to detector data. We expect that the ringdown template will match well with
the ringdown part of the IMR waveform. In fact, from the relationship between the amount
of energy radiated as ringdown gravitational waves, ε, in Equation 3.17 for IMR signals, we
can predict a theoretical ringdown horizon distance for CBC signals with different parame-
ters and different detector sensitivities. Figure 3.6 shows the ringdown horizon distance as a
function of final black hole mass assuming ε = 0.01, a dimensionless spin of a = 0.9 and an
SNR of 8 in the H1, H2, and L1 interferometers during the S5 science run and in the Virgo
detector V1 during its first science run. The features of the horizon distance curves can be
mapped to features in the LIGO and Virgo strain sensitivity curves. In Figure 3.7, we can
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see how the horizon distance varies with dimensionless spin. For a near-maximally spinning
final black hole, H1 could detect a 600-700 M IMBH binary out to 300 Mpc with an SNR
of 8. The horizon distance at high masses decreases as dimensionless spin decreases.
Figure 3.6: Ringdown horizon distance as a function of final black hole mass assuming ε =
0.01, a dimensionless spin of a = 0.9 and an SNR of 8 in the H1, H2, and L1 interferometers
during the S5 science run and in the Virgo detector V1 during its first science run.
Of course, the real test of the search’s sensitivity will come from the recovery of signals
injected into detector data. Previous searches for binary black holes used templates and sim-
ulated waveforms generated with post-Newtonian analytical techniques using the Stationary
Phase Approximation (SPA) [25, 132–136]. This is essentially a phase evolution approxima-
tion from a given low frequency up to the frequency of the inner most stable circular (ISCO)
orbit. This has been shown to be a good approximation for initial LIGO and binary systems
with low total masses, for example NS-NS or NS-BH systems because only the inspiral part
of the signal will be visible. The merger and ringdown, which are not included in the SPA
model, would be buried in the detector shot noise at high frequencies. However, the inspiral,
merger, and ringdown shift to lower frequencies for higher mass binaries thus making the
inclusion of merger and ringdown important. Eventually, the merger and ringdown will be
the only part of the signal with frequencies above the seismic wall and the only contributors
to the total SNR. Thus, for a matched filter pipeline, it is important to include these parts
of the signal for detection of high mass binaries. Two such inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR)
waveforms are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Figure 3.8 shows an IMR waveform for a non-
spinning compact binary with component masses of 10 M and Figure 3.9 shows an IMR
waveform for a non-spinning compact binary with component masses of 150 M. Note that
for the lower mass binary, there is significant contribution to the signal from the inspiral of
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Figure 3.7: Ringdown horizon distance as a function of final black hole mass assuming ε =
0.01 and an SNR of 8 in the H1 interferometer during the S5 science run. The dimensionless
spin parameter is allowed to vary.
the two objects. However, for the higher mass system, there are many fewer cycles in the
inspiral and the ringdown phase contributes a larger fraction to the overall signal.
Recently, due to the successes of numerical relativity in evolving the binary black hole
system through its merger and ringdown [137], full parameterized IMR waveforms have
become available for gravitational wave data analysis [135, 138–142]. While it is still com-
putationally expensive to generate these NR waveforms and thus cover the whole parameter
space, methods have been developed to help fill in the parameter gaps not covered yet by
NR. Typically, the inspiral portion generated by post-Newtonian techniques is connected
smoothly to merger and ringdown in order to cheaply incorporate and generate waveforms
from NR over a larger parameter space.
One such family of NR-inspired waveforms are those formulated via the Effective One
Body (EOB) approach [143–145]. This method evolves the EOB Hamiltonian for a binary
black hole system up to the “plunge” of the two black holes right before merger. The
plunge effects are calibrated based on NR results [135, 140, 146]. The gravitational waveform
is extracted in the far-field limit. Then the “plunge-merger” portion of the waveform is
connected to the merger-ringdown portion. These waveforms, as discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4, are used in ringdown pipeline sensitivity measurments. The initial waveform
family was known as EOBNR [144, 147–149]; these were used in the tuning of the pipeline as
outlined in Section 4.3. However, recently higher order terms were introduced and calibrated
against numerical relativity in the EOBNRv2 family. We have used these new waveforms in
the final S5 analysis runs as described in Section 4.4.3.
Another family of NR-inspired waveforms are the parameterized, phenomenological bank
of binary black hole waveforms known as IMRPhenom [136, 150]. These are constructed in
the Fourier domain by the smooth connection of inspiral, merger, and ringdown evolution
stages. The initial waveform family was known as IMRPhenomA. However, these waveforms
have also been adapted to include spin effects for initially spinning black holes aligned with
the angular momentum of the binary [151]. These waveforms are known as PhenomB. We
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Figure 3.8: IMR waveform for a non-spinning compact binary with component masses of
10 M.
have used these both in tuning the search pipeline and in the final S5 analysis runs as
described in Section 4.4.3.
The method we use to calculate the mass of the final black hole after the two objects have
merged assumes that we have an initially non-spinning binary as calculated in (Buonanno,
et al). The final mass from Table I in this paper is found to be:




η − 0.498η2. (3.18)
Figure 3.10 shows a graphical representation of this relationship for different values of the
symmetric mass ratio η.
Numerical relativity waveforms have shown us that equal mass non-spinning binary black
hole systems will often evolve to a final black hole with a final spin close to 0.7 [152, 153].
Furthermore, studies of unequal mass non-spinning black holes have shown that the am-
plitude of the l = m = 2 mode of the ringdown waveform decreases as the mass ratio of
the binary components becomes more extreme while the amplitude of the l = m = 3 mode
increases [154]. Also, we know that if the binary black holes are initially spinning, then
the spin of the final black hole and the amount of radiation depend on the magnitude and
inclination of the spins with respect to the orbital angular momentum [132–134, 155]. We
will see how these characteristics affect the sensitivity of the ringdown pipeline to particular
types of sources in Section 4.5.
We can calculate the norm and direction of the final spin of a black hole if we know
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Figure 3.9: IMR waveform for a non-spinning compact binary with component masses of
150 M.
the initial spins and masses of the two black holes as well as components of the orbital
angular momentum L. However, for the purposes of simulated waveform recovery in the
ringdown pipeline, we use PhenomB waveforms for which we know that the orbital angular
momentum L is along the positive ẑ direction and the dimensionless spins of the black holes
before merger a1 and a2 will be aligned or anti-aligned with L and thus with each other too.




[|a1|2 + |a2|2 q4 + 2 |a2| |a1| q2 cosα+
2
(
|a1| cos β(r) + |a2| q2 cos γ(r)
)
|`| q + |`|2 q2]1/2
(3.19)
with mass ratio q ≡ m2/m1 and ` ≡ ˜̀/(m1m2) where ˜̀ is the residual orbital angular
momentum contributing to the final spin. The angles α, β and γ are defined as follows:
cosα ≡ â1 · â2, cos β ≡ â1 · ˆ̀, cos γ ≡ â2 · ˆ̀. (3.20)
Thus, the values of these expressions for PhenomB waveforms will be either 1 or -1 depend-
ing on whether we have aligned or anti-aligned systems. Using fits to the results of NR
calculations, specifically aligned binary data, Reference [156] provides an expression for the
norm of ` used in equation 3.19:
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Figure 3.10: Final black hole mass as a function of initial mass for different values of the
symmetric mass ratio ν.
|`| =2
√





|a1|2 + |a2|2q4 + 2|a1||a2|q2 cosα
)
+(
s5η + t0 + 2
1 + q2
)(
|a1| cos β̃ (rin) + |a2|q2 cos γ̃ (rin)
) (3.21)
where η ≡ m1m2/(m1 + m2)2 and the constants have been calculated to be the following:
s4 = −0.1229± 0.0075, s5 = 0.4537± 0.1463, t0 = −2.8904± 0.0359, t2 = −3.5171± 0.1208,
t3 = 2.5763± 0.4833. In Figure 3.11, we can see the final black hole spin as a function of a2
for different a1 for a (100, 100) M binary black hole system and in Figure 3.12 for a (100,
25) M binary black hole system.
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Figure 3.11: Final black hole spin as a function of a2 for different a1 for a (100, 100) M
binary black hole system.
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Figure 3.12: Final black hole spin as a function of a2 for different a1 for a (100, 25) M
binary black hole system.
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4. Searches for Gravitational Wave
Ringdowns
4.1 Gravitational Wave Data Analysis
In Chapter 2, we saw how a gravitational wave can produce a fractional strain in the
lengths of the x and y arms of an interferometric detector. Furthermore, in Section 2.3.1,
we saw that the response of the detector to a gravitational wave will be influenced by the
control loop that corrects for external noise. In this chapter, we will explore how one can
extract a gravitational wave signal h(f) from the external strain sext(f) that will also contain
noise n(f).
Gravitational wave data analysis is essentially an attempt to extract a very weak signal
buried in detector noise. When the signal is known, the optimal method for extracting the
signal from Gaussian noise is matched filtering. While detector noise is not Gaussian, the
matched filtering technique can still be a powerful technique as outlined below. Further
methods for distinguishing true gravitational wave signals from non-Gaussian detector noise
are also employed and will be outlined below as well.










4.1.1 The Optimal Detection Statistic
From Section 2.3.1, we know that the detector output may or may not contain a weak
signal. Thus, the strain data s(t) will be composed of random noise n(t) and possibly a
gravitational wave of known form h(t):
s(t) =
{
n(t), null hypothesis : no signal
n(t) + h(t), alternative hypothesis : signal present, t > 0.
Let us assume that the detector noise is a stationary, random process with zero mean,
a Gaussian probability distribution, and a one-sided power spectrum Sn(f) given by Equa-
tion 2.84 in Section 2.3.1. Furthermore, we know the form of the signal h(t) we are looking
for (i.e. ringdown). In general, if we know the waveform, then the best way to find that
signal in the data s(t) is to pass the data through a filter K(t) that will produce a large
output when a signal is present and a small output when there is no signal. For our purposes,














where N is the filtered noise and H is the filtered signal. Since n(t) is a random process, we










Equation 4.4 and 4.5 can be used to construct a statistic that we can maximize by the
appropriate choice of a filter K so that a large value indicates signal. Thus, we seek to find














At this point, we should recall our specialized definition of the inner product between
quantities a and b in Equation 2.85. The last step in the above equation is important
because it lets us take advantage of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the expression in the
numerator. Recall that this inequality says that for two arbitrary functions C(f) and D(f),∣∣∣∣∫ C(f)D(f)df ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ ∫ |C(f)|2 df ∫ |D(f)|2 df. (4.7)
Thus, in order to maximize Equation 4.6, we need to force the denominator to be as large
as it can be (i.e. the equality in Equation 4.7 has to hold). The only solution to such an
integral equation is when C and D differ only by a multiplicative factor A. Thus we can find











to obtain the optimal filter K̃ for distinguishing a known signal h̃(f) from Gaussian noise
with a power spectrum of Sn(f).
Now we can apply this result to an actual gravitational wave search, one where we know
the form of the signal such as the ringdown search (damped sinusoid waveform) or the inspiral
search (chirp waveform). In the language of matched filtering searches, we call the known
waveform a template. Looking again at the form of the filter output in Equation 4.3 and the








This is the quantity on which we could set a threshold value such that a |Z| above the
threshold would indicate a signal and below would indicate no signal. However, we choose







Then, our new thresholding statistic, which we will call ρ is the SNR of the normalized





We can set any threshold on this value that we want to distinguish signal from noise. How-
ever, in reality, the threshold we set has to be computationally feasible. Too low of a threshold
may admit more signals but will also admit more false alarm signals from the background
noise. We have to tune this threshold so that we can admit as many signals as possible
while still keeping the false alarm rate low. However, even then, we must employ further
techniques to distinguish whether we have a signal or not; until we know for sure, we say
that we have a candidate signal. This will be discussed further in Section 4.2.6. Once we
have chosen a value ρ∗ on which to threshold, we say if
ρ
{
< ρ∗ candidate signal is absent
≥ ρ∗ candidate signal is present.
with some associated confidence in this cut. If no signal is present but ρ ≥ ρ∗, then we have
a false alarm. Also, we can have a case where a signal is present but ρ < ρ∗. This is a false
dismissal.
Finally, following the definition in Equation 2.85, we can express the variance of the








As described in Section 4.1.1, the optimal statistic when the signal is known is the Fourier
transform of the signal h̃(f) weighted by the inverse of the power spectrum and normalized
by the variance. However, in gravitational wave searches, we do not often know the exact
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form of the signal. Often the signal will be characterized by several intrinsic parameters λi
that can affect the signal in a non-trivial way. In the case of the ringdown search, these
intrinsic parameters are the central frequency and quality of the l = m = 2, n = 0 mode of
oscillation of the perturbed black. The ringdown template itself has the form




Thus, we actually create an array of filters, or a template bank, to search over the range
of intrinsic parameters that we are interested in for our search. We then filter the data with
each of the templates in the bank. We then obtain an estimate of the intrinsic parameters
for the source of the signal from the template that provided the largest SNR. However, one
can imagine that it would be impossible to have a template for every possible set of intrinsic
parameters. The templates actually have to be placed discretely in the parameter space in
such a way that any signal that has parameters in the space will still produce an SNR above
threshold by matching with the “closest” template.
In order to understand how to place templates in a parameter space, we can define two
templates with different parameters as ũ(f ;µ, λ) and ũ(f ;µ + ∆µ, λ + ∆λ) where µ are
extrinsic parameters such as time of arrival and phase. We can define the match M between
these two templates as their inner product maximized over the extrinsic parameters:
M(λ,∆λ) ≡ maxµ,∆µ(u(µ, λ)|u(µ+ ∆µ, λ+ ∆λ)). (4.14)
This is the fractional loss in SNR that we can expect when filtering a signal with a template
of the same form but slightly different parameters. We can expand this expression in a power
series about ∆λ = 0 to get








The metric in the template bank is defined by the mismatch MM = (1 −M) between
two ringdown templates. Thus, we find a general expression for the mismatch which is just
the square of the proper distance between two templates:
ds2ij = gij∆λ
i∆λj (4.16)
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The mismatch is traditionally defined in terms of φ = log(f) so that the metric coefficients
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2. (4.20)
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For any given metric, we can generally define the proper lengths of segments. For example,


















the proper lengths of two segments will be dl1 =
√
g11dx




template bank metric is not diagonal. However, currently, the population algorithm uses only
the diagonal terms containing df 2 and dQ2. Starting with the smallest central frequency and
quality factor, the algorithm places templates along Q in steps of
dQ =









where dseff = 4
√
(1−MM) and MM is the specified mismatch between template and signal.
The templates are placed in log(f) and Q space such that the mismatch between any
signal and its closest template is 3% or less. Figure 4.1 shows an example of such a bank
where frequency ranges from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz and quality factor ranges from 2.1187 to
20. The frequency spacing of the templates is finer for lower frequencies and for higher
quality factors. One can begin to understand this placement by examining the contours
of constant mismatch around each template. These contours form overlapping ellipses that
cover the entire template parameter space so that any signal in this parameter space will
match a template by no less than 3%. The ellipses are shown in Figure 4.2 for a single
frequency to demonstrate the behavior of the ellipses and for a snippet of the template bank
to demonstrate the overlap of the ellipses. High quality factor templates have narrow minor
axes; hence these templates are placed finely in frequency.
4.2 The Search Pipeline
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the optimal statistic when searching for a known sig-
nal in Gaussian noise is the method of matched filtering. However, detector noise is both
non-stationary and non-Gaussian. Thus, matched filtering is useful but not sufficient for
extracting a true gravitational wave signal from LIGO data. A number of other tests and
checks must be implemented in order to distinguish the noise in the detector that can some-
times mimic the signal from a true signal. We say that these extra tests help to improve our
detection confidence. The automated set of steps form our search pipeline.
The ringdown search pipeline was developed during the S4 LIGO data run and used to
search S4 data [26, 157]. We have improved and expanded the S4 search pipeline infrastruc-
ture for use in the S5 search. The main changes are outlined in Section 4.2.1. The steps of
the pipeline will be explained in detail in the following sections. However, here we briefly
outline the steps of the pipeline:
• Analysis times and data quality veto files are obtained to segment the data.
• Detector data is read in from gravitational-wave frame files and conditioned.
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Figure 4.1: The S5 ringdown template bank. The settings used to construct this bank
were the following: maximum allowed mismatch ds2 = MMmax = 0.03, minimum frequency
fmin = 50 Hz, maximum frequency fmax = 2000 Hz, minimum quality factor Qmin = 2.1187,
and maximum quality factor Qmax = 20.
• Template banks are generated and used to filter the data. GPS times of local maxima
that exceed the SNR threshold are recorded as triggers.
• Triggers are clustered, data quality vetoes are applied, and then coincidence of triggers
from each detector is checked.
• Triggers that fail coincidence are discarded. Triggers that pass coincidence are sub-
jected to further tests in post-processing.
4.2.1 Summary of Main Changes Since S4
Here we outline some of the main changes to the ringdown search pipeline and post-
processing since the S4 ringdown search. The changes focus on two aspects of the search:
the further automation and enhancement of the search pipeline and the development of a
ringdown post-processing code. Details will be explored in the following sections.
Automation
• Automated the ringdown search pipeline through the coincidence stage using the In-
spiral HIerarchical PipelinE (HIPE)
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Figure 4.2: Contours of constant mismatch ds2 = MMmax = 0.03 around each template. The
plot on the left demonstrates how these contours overlap for templates at a single frequency.
The plot on the right demonstrates the overlap for a snippet of the template bank between
f = 50 Hz and f = 57.5 Hz.
• Automated the processing of coincident triggers; automation is important to allow for
efficient tuning of the pipelines
Data Handling and Conditioning
• Changed format of strain data on which search pipeline was run
• Added ability to read Virgo data
• Added ability to add both ringdown and full inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR) simula-
tions into Virgo data
Simulation Code
• Updated mass, spin, frequency, and quality factor relationships based on expressions
in [130]
• Added option to record IMR simulation parameters to help with parameter recovery
studies
Coincidence Code
• Implemented a new 3D coincidence test to check simultaneously for coincidence in
frequency, quality, and time
• Added Virgo handling to the coincidence test in lalapps rinca
Post-processing of Coincident Triggers
• Developed new post-processing code
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• New post-processing code now calculates the detection statistic, clusters coincidences
and applies consistency cuts, ranks coincidences, does injection finding, and produces
plots
• Implemented a Multi-Variate Statistical Classifier (MVSC) as a detection statistic
• Implemented a coherent stage to the search pipeline (although this stage was not
incorporated in the work presented here)
4.2.2 Automation with ihope
The ihope pipeline is the automated search pipeline originally designed to detect grav-
itational waves from compact binary coalescences. It is a more sophisticated version of the
Inspiral HIerachical PipelinE (HIPE) which was the initial CBC pipeline set up to run a se-
ries of dependent executables on large computer clusters using the Condor high-throughput
computing system. The infrastructure of the ihope pipeline was easily adapted for ringdown
matched filter searches as the hierarchical nature of the search is essentially the same as the
CBC search. A diagram of the ringdown ihope search pipeline and the executables used in
each step can be seen in Figure 4.3.
The ihope pipeline is actually run via a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that is generated
by the code lalapps ihope to be submitted to a Condor pool. The DAG is essentially a set
of instructions to Condor so that the steps of the pipeline are run in the correct order. For
instance, one could not run a coincidence step before all matched filtering steps were done.
The DAG breaks the steps into individual jobs that are scheduled to run by the Directed
Acyclic Graph Manager (DAG Man). The jobs are placed in the Condor pool queue and
executed on various compute nodes in the pool as those nodes become available. Condor
provides various methods of monitoring jobs and tracking progress. The input to ihope is
an extensive configuration file that outlines the options used in each step of the pipeline. An
example configuration file for the S5 ringdown search can be found in Appendix ??. Also
required are a GPS start time and GPS end time over which to search.
The code to run ihope and any of the steps of the ringdown search can be found in
the LIGO Algorithm Library (LALsuite), a set of gravitational wave analysis routines docu-
mented here. The code is maintained via the git version control system and all development
code for this search can be found on the ringdown branch of LALsuite. The commands used
to run the ihope pipeline are also outlined in Appendix ??. The steps of the pipeline are
described in more detail below.
4.2.2.1 Preliminaries
As described above, one sets up a DAG to run the search pipeline using the code
lalapps ihope, a configuration file such as the one in Appendix ??, and a set of GPS
times to search. The code also sets up the following products to be used by the filtering
pipeline. This stage was previously done by hand in S4 but has now been automated for the
ringdown search within ihope.
Segment Lists
First, ihope identifies the GPS times which are available to be analyzed. These times are
generally when the interferometer was “locked” as described in Section 2.3.1 and declared
in Science Mode by operators in the control room. The interferometers do often “lose lock”
and come out of Science Mode so the list of GPS times to analyze will be composed of many
truncated GPS segments.
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Category 1 vetoes are applied to these segment lists as well. These vetoes are lists of GPS
times when the data was declared un-analyzable due to data quality or other reasons. This
is the first time vetoes are applied in the search pipeline. Further category vetoes are applied
at the coincidence stage as described in Section 4.2.5. However, the veto lists themselves are
generated next.
Figure 4.3: The ringdown search pipeline.
Veto Lists
Veto files are lists of GPS times structured very similarly to the segment lists. How-
ever, veto lists mark times that are removed from the analysis due to poor data quality or
other reasons that make gravitational wave detection even more difficult than it already is.
Category 1 vetoes are removed from the segment list right away; these are times of very
poor data quality and should not be analyzed. However, Category 2, 3, and 4 vetoes are
applied directly before coincidence as described in Section 4.2.5. Category 2 vetoes mark
times when there is a known correlation between a noise source and the gravitational wave
channel. Category 3 vetoes mark times when there is a statistical correlation between a noise
source and the gravitational wave channel. Category 4 vetoes mark times when there is a
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weak correlation with false alarms [158]. Coincidences will be written to file directly after
Category 2 vetoes have been applied, and then written to separate files after Category 3
vetoes have been applied, and so on. Thus we can look at the results of the search after each
application of vetoes to ensure that we did not veto a time with a potential gravitational
wave signal.
4.2.2.2 The Filtering Stage
After running ihope, one can then submit the DAG to the condor pool via the condor
submit dag command to run the steps of the pipeline as outlined in Figure 4.3. The first
stage of the pipeline utilizes the filtering code lalapps ring. This is actually a sophisticated
piece of code that has many steps including data conditioning, template bank generation,
matched filtering operations, and more. These steps are outlined in more detail below al-
though, for full details, one should refer to [157] and [26]. We also highlight where changes
have been made since S4.
Read and Condition Data
The first step is the further segmentation of the segment lists into basic analysis seg-
ments. These are 2176 s long segments that overlap each other by 128 s on each end with
corrections for non-integer numbers of 2176 s in the science segments. Then the appropriate
calibrated LIGO s(t) data is read in from frame files using a call to ligo data find. In S4,
uncalibrated DARM ERR data was used so there was a need to calculate the response function
R(f) as described in Section 2.3.1. However, this is no longer the case for S5. The s(t) data
is sampled at 16384 Hz but is resampled to 8192 Hz to reduce computational costs. This
sets the Nyquist frequency at fNyquist = 1/2×(sampling rate)= 4096 Hz. Then, to prevent
aliasing, a low-pass, time-domain digital filter is applied to remove any power above fNyquist.
Then a high-pass filter is used to remove any power below 35 Hz where the detectors have
little sensitivity due to seismic noise. In S4, this was set at 40 Hz. Padding of 8 s at the start
and end of the 2176 s long basic analysis segments is used to avoid corruption of the data
from the filters. The transformation of the data through these various conditioning steps is
outlined in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
Calculate the Power Spectrum
In order to calculate the gravitational wave filter from Equation 4.9, we need to cal-
culate the one-sided power spectral density Sn(f). This calculation is performed for each
2176 s segment using the median-mean method described in detail in [157] in the Fourier
domain. The calibrated power spectral density has units of s · count2. However, looking
at Equation 4.9, we actually want the inverse calibrated power spectrum S−1n with units of
s−1 · count−2. Figure 4.8 shows an example calibrated power spectral density and inverse
calibrated power spectral density for a particular analysis segment during S5.
Fourier Transform the Data
In S4, the uncalibrated data was read in as 2176 s segments, divided into 256 s overlapping
blocks, Fourier transformed, and calibrated. In S5, we use calibrated s(t) so we only perform
the Fourier transform to obtain s̃k. In preparation for the calculation in Equation 4.9, we
then multiply by the inverse calibrated spectrum. As outlined in [157], this is a discrete
quantity calculation that results in a frequency series of the form:
S−1n ∆ts̃k (4.24)
with units of strain−1. The quantity ∆t is the time step at which the discrete time series is
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Figure 4.4: A snippet of calibrated LIGO h(t) data sampled at 16384 Hz that acts as the
raw input to the search pipeline. Figure (a) shows a 2176 s long analysis segment. Figure (b)
shows a zoom of the first 0.3 s of the segment, and Figure (c) shows a zoom of 7.0-7.4 s of
the segment.
Figure 4.5: A snippet of the data shown in Figure 4.4 after resampling from 16384 Hz to
4096 Hz. Figure (a) shows a 2176 s long analysis segment. Figure (b) shows a zoom of
the first 0.3 s of the segment, and Figure (c) shows a zoom of 7.0-7.4 s of the segment.
Any frequency content above about 2 kHz is aliased so a low-pass filter is applied at this
frequency.
sampled. It is the inverse of the resampling rate: ∆t = 1/8192 s.
Generate the Template Bank
As detailed in Section 4.1.2, the template bank metric dictates that templates be laid in
Q and φ = log(f) space using steps given by Equations 4.22 and 4.23. One must specify the
allowed mismatch MM between template and signal and the frequency and quality factor
ranges. The template bank algorithm begins at the user-specified fmin and Qmin, then steps
along φ in steps of dφ until fmax is reached. Then Q is incremented by dQ. The algorithm
then places templates along this new Q in steps of dφ until fmax is again reached. This
process repeats until the user-specified (fmax, Qmax) is reached.
In S4, these values were the following: MM = 3%, fmin = 50, Qmin = 2, fmax = 2000, Qmin =
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Figure 4.6: A snippet of the data shown in Figure 4.5 after applying a high-pass filter to
suppress data below the seismic wall at approximately 40 Hz. Figure (a) shows a 2176 s long
analysis segment. Figure (b) shows a zoom of the first 0.3 s of the segment, and Figure (c)
shows a zoom of 7.0-7.4 s of the segment. Any frequency content above about 2 kHz is
aliased so a low-pass filter is applied at this frequency.
Figure 4.7: A snippet of the data shown in Figure 4.6 after discarding 8 s of padding at the
start and end of the time series before analysis. This is needed since the previously applied
filters corrupt the data at the start and end. Thus time t = 0.0 s on these plots correspond to
time t = 8.0 s in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. Figure (a) shows a 2176 s long analysis segment.
Figure (b) shows a zoom of the first 0.3 s of the segment, and Figure (c) shows a zoom of
7.0-7.4 s of the segment.
20. However, in S5, due to the updated mass, spin, frequency, and quality factor relation-
ships from [130], we could no longer set Qmin = 2 as this value results in a negative spin
value. The smallest value that Q can now take is 2.1187. Thus, for S5, the values were the
following: MM = 3%, fmin = 50, Qmin = 2.1187, fmax = 2000, Qmin = 20.
Create the Template






Figure 4.8: The calibrated power spectral density and inverse calibrated power spectral
density.
where again, ∆t = 1/8192 s. The length of each template was set to be 10 e-folding times
where an e-folding time is the interval τ over which a quantity increase by a factor of e. From
the form of the template, we see that this is τ = Q/πf0. The discrete Fourier transform of
the template time series is the frequency series:
h̃(fk) = ∆th̃k (4.26)
in units of strain/Hz.
Filter the Data
The discrete form of the matched filter operations in Equations 4.9-4.11 are evaluated
for each of the sixteen 256 s overlapping blocks of data in the 2176 s long analysis segment.


































Thus, the SNR threshold ρ∗ that we define can be used to calculate the equivalent threshold
on the filter output z∗:
z∗ = ρ∗σ. (4.29)
Then we compare the time series z(t) to z∗ for each template on each 256 s block of
data. In S4, the SNR thresholds were set to the following for each interferometer’s data:
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ρ∗H1 = 5.5, ρ
∗
H2 = 5.5, ρ
∗
L1 = 5.5. However, in S5, we chose to lower the SNR threshold of our
least sensitive detector H2 so that the thresholds for each interferometer were the follow-
ing: ρ∗H1 = 5.5, ρ
∗
H2 = 4.0, ρ
∗
L1 = 5.5. The details of this choice will be outline in Section 4.3.2.
Trigger Management
Due to the sheer numbers of triggers that we find above threshold in the filtering stage,
it is advantageous to cluster the triggers from each interferometer in time before coincidence
is applied. In S5, we choose to use the same 1 s sliding window clustering method that
was used in S4. The method is outlined in detail in [157]. However, the main result of this
clustering is that the trigger with the loudest SNR in a cluster of triggers will be marked as
the trigger to be recorded.
These clustered triggers are written to file with their associated SNR, recovered GPS
time, template parameters f and Q, amplitude A and effective distance Deff . The amplitude
A is calculated assuming that the amount of energy emitted as gravitational waves during
the ringdown phase is ε = 0.01 and the distance to the source is r = 0.5 Mpc. In S4,
this distance was set to r = 1 Mpc. The expression used to calculate the amplitude in the
S5 search is given by Equation 3.16. Furthermore, the effective distance Deff is a derived
quantity based on the amplitude and the sensitivity of the detector to a signal at 1 Mpc.
This sensitivity is calculated as
σ2 = (1Mpc)σ2TA
2 (4.30)
where σ2T is the variance of the template from Equation 4.28. Thus the effective distance of





The physical interpretation of this effective distance is the distance to an optimally positioned
and oriented source that produces the same strain in the detector as a source at 1 Mpc.
4.2.3 Background Estimation
As with any experiment, there will always be a background of false alarms that will mimic
the behavior of the signal through the various stages of the search pipeline. In fact, in LIGO
data, false alarms are quite common compared to the occurrence of an actual signal in the
data. Fortunately, we have many methods of distinguishing false alarms due to detector noise
from an actual signal. These methods include the coincidence stage which will be discussed
in Section 4.2.5 as well as other ranking statistics that will be discussed in Section 4.2.6
that allow us to assign a high rank to a likely signal and a low rank to a likely false alarm.
However, with each high-ranked candidate signal, we need to be able to assign a significance
to that rank. Thus, we need to be able to attach a false alarm rate (FAR) to a candidate’s
rank in order to assess the actual significance of a candidate. In other words, how many
false alarms will occur in a given period of time with a rank as high as the candidate signal’s
rank? The hope is that the false alarm rate will be very low implying that the significance
of that candidate is very high.
Typically, a detector’s background false alarm rate can be determined simply by turning
off the source or changing the orientation of the detector. However, these are not options
for LIGO. Our sources are many parsecs away and the detector is firmly attached to the
earth. Thus, in order to estimate the LIGO detectors’ background false alarm rate, we take
advantage of the fact that a real signal will be coincident in time between triggers in multiple
detectors. By shifting the data stream of one of the detectors in time by an interval longer
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than the expected length of the signal and light travel time between sites, we can then do
a full analysis, and any coincidences found are guaranteed not to be gravitational waves.
We then count the number of false alarm coincidences in the time-slide search, record their
ranking values, and determine the analysis time of the time-slide search. This allows us to
assign false alarm rates for candidate signals at various ranks. In reality, there are limitations
to this method based on how many time-slides are done and how loud (or how high of a rank)
a candidate signal has. However, for our purposes here, we can assume that the time-slide
method is sufficient for estimating the background of false alarms in the S5 ringdown search.
For more details on the method, see [157].
In S4, L1 data was slid on a ring fifty times in steps of 5 s and fifty times in steps of
-5 s, H2 data in steps of ±10 s, and H1 data was left in place. In S5, we decided not to
slide H2 with respect to H1 because the time-slide method does very poorly at background
estimation for collocated detectors. It tends to eliminate known correlations in noise and
results in an under-estimated rate of false alarms. Thus, in S5, we chose to slide L1 data on
a ring fifty times in steps of 5 s and fifty times in steps of -5 s while both H1 and H2 data
were left in place. Time-slides are implemented by the coincidence code lalapps rinca.
4.2.4 Detection Efficiency
In order to assess the sensitivity of a search pipeline to a particular source, we can
conduct searches on data that has had simulated gravitational waveforms added. These
simulated waveforms are called injections. When combined with time-slide analyses, we can
ascertain how well we detect certain types of sources by determining false alarm rates for
the injections that we recover and noting which injections are not recovered at all from our
pipeline. Studies of injection recovery also aid with tuning different parameters of the search
pipeline and setting upper limits on the rates of particular sources.
The recovery of lone ringdown waveform injections and also ringdown waveforms attached
to inspiral-merger CBC signals is studied for the ringdown search. These types of waveforms
were discussed in detail in Section 3.5. The sensitivity of the ringdown search pipeline
differs depending on whether it is recovering IMR signals or lone ringdown signals. The
amount of energy emitted as gravitational waves for these two distinct types of signals can
differ by orders of magnitude depending on the source, thus affecting the distance to which
we can observe as outlined in Section 3.5. Furthermore, the ringdown pipeline recovers the
parameters of the two waveforms with different accuracies. The details of parameter recovery
of these two types of waveforms is discussed in Section 4.5.
One method of determining sensitivity to particular injections is the efficiency ε, or
fraction of found injections, as a function of injected physical distance. An example of
an efficiency plot is shown in Figure 4.11. Traditionally, found injections are binned in






where N is the total number of injections made. In S5, we choose to count injections missed
due to vetoes as a loss in live-time rather than a loss in efficiency. This differs from the
S4 method, where the efficiency at small injected distances would never be unity because
missed injections due to vetoes were counted as a loss in efficiency. Thus, at small injected
distances in S5, we do see efficiencies go to unity. At larger injected distances, we see that
the efficiencies fall off gradually due to injections being quieter in the detector and other
characteristics that are not obvious in efficiency plots. For instance, efficiency is a strong
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function of frequency. It is informative to examine efficiency plots in different frequency
bands. Also, another method of determining a search’s sensitivity to a particular source is
to examine the injected distance as a function of frequency (or total mass) for missed and
found injections. An example plot is shown in Figure 4.35. Here we see injections plotted
as red crosses if they they were not found as triple coincidences, as blue stars if they were
found as triple coincidences with zero combined FAR, and as dots colored by combined FAR
if they were found as triple coincidences with a non-zero combined FAR. It is interesting to
note the transition region on these plots between injections found with zero combined FAR
and missed injections. These are the quietest found injections (those with non-zero FAR)
and are the most influential during tuning; we watch how the FARs of these quiet injections
change with different tunings of the pipeline.
4.2.5 Coincident Trigger Analysis
The coincidence code is lalapps rinca. It gathers triggers from multiple interferometers
and compares them to see if any of the triggers fall within the allowed range of one another.
This code also has the capability to apply Category 2-4 vetoes, cluster single detector triggers
across the template bank, and apply an H1H1 consistency test although, for S5, we chose to
only utilize this code for the first to capabiliities. The application and types of vetoes will
be discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.1.
The coincidence test utilizes information from all interferometers to determine whether
coincident triggers in each are consistent. Of course, the signals must be close in time, within
the light travel time (10 ms) between Hanford and Livingston. We also require that these
signals be close in frequency and quality parameters. If triggers fail the coincidence test,
they are discarded. Otherwise, they are recorded as a coincidence and are passed on to the
next stage of the pipeline. For the S5 analysis, there are four possible types of coincidence:
a triple coincidence consisting of triggers from H1, H2, and L1 and three types of double
coincidence, H1H2, H1L1, and H2L1. For reasons that will be explained below, we chose
to only consider triple coincident triggers from H1H2L1 operation time, double coincident
H1L1 triggers from H1L1 and H1H2L1 operation times, and double coincident H2L1 triggers
from H2L1 operation time.
In S4, the ringdown coincidence test was composed of two separate stages, a test to check
for time coincidence and then another which made use of the metric to measure the distance
between the triggers’ templates. However, in S5 we have utilized a new test that combines
information into a single coincidence check. We will first motivate the move to this new test
and then describe its properties.
S4 Coincidence Test
Time coincidence is the required coincidence time window of δt for co-located detectors
and δt + 10ms for Hanford-Livingston pairs. Any pair of triggers outside this window were
not considered close enough in time to be from a real signal. The value of δt was chosen
as 2 ms by tuning the width of the window to detect as many injections as possible while
keeping the false alarm rate low. Thus, the test required δt ≤ 2ms for H1H2 pairs and
δt ≤ 12ms for H1L1 pairs.
Parameter coincidence, for two triggers in a coincidence, is the metric distance ds2 be-
tween their best match templates was calculated. It was assumed that the template closest
in f and Q to an actual signal would be the one with the loudest SNR. Of course, the effects
of detector noise will change this somewhat. Recall that the templates’ metric distance in
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Thus, this can be used to define a window (or contour of constant ds2 as described in
Section 4.1.2) that varies the size of df and dQ depending on the location in the bank. For
two triggers a and b, the frequency difference is computed as df = fa − fb and the quality
factor difference is computed as dQ = Qa −Qb. A value of ds2 ≤ 0.05 was chosen based on
tuning.
However, it was shown in S4 that the time of arrival difference of recovered coincidences
is actually frequency dependent. See Figures 4.9 and 4.10. It was determined that a fre-
quency dependent time cut (instead of the flat dt time cut) could eliminate a large amount
of background in the mid-to-high frequency range and dt > 2ms.
Figure 4.9: Time of arrival difference versus frequency in S4 injections in H1H2.
S5 Coincidence Test
In order to include information about dt, df , and dQ in a single coincidence test, a 3D
metric was constructed to calculate distances in (f , Q, t)-space. The goal of this new test
was to reproduce the injection recovery efficiency of the S4 coincidence test while greatly
reducing the background. The following line element is used:
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Figure 4.10: Time of arrival difference versus frequency in S4 background in H1H2.
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to define the metric distance. However, for non-collocated detectors, a temporal offset is
caused by light travel time introducing an unknown time of arrival discrepancy dependent
on the direction of the origin of the signal. Thus, the apparent dt may not reflect the true
dt. This is not a problem for collocated detectors like H1 and H2 so this test recovers
injections just as well the S4 coincidence test but with a much reduced H1H2 background.
See Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for a demonstration of this improvement. But for non-collocated
detectors, this 3D test would naively miss many injections. Thus in order to combat the
signal travel problem, a small brute force search is done through all allowed corrected time
differences for the dt that gives the minimum ds2. The search selects the smallest ds2min for
a range of corrected time differences. It is this ds2min that is compared to the user-specified
ds2 threshold. While this minimization method would help fix time discrepancies, it does
add a bias but we still see a reduced H1L1 background compared to S4. See Figures 4.11
and 4.12 for a demonstration of this improvement in the S5 H1L1 background.
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Figure 4.11: Efficiency versus effective distance and background events per slide in H1H2 for
the S4 coincidence test statistic.
Figure 4.12: Efficiency versus effective distance and background events per slide in H1H2 for
the new S5 coincidence test statistic. Note that the efficiency is the same as in Figure 4.11
for the old statistic but the number of H1H2 background coincidences per time slide has
consistently decreased.
For any two triggers, ds2 will be a scalar. We can define a ds2 threshold to declare whether
triggers will be coincident of not. For S5, we set the coincidence threshold at ds2 = 0.4. See
Section 4.3.3 for details regarding this choice. This value was tuned concurrently with the
maximization interval, or the time period over which single detector triggers were clustered
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across the template bank. In S4, this window was set to 1 ms. However, in S5, we chose to
shorten this window to 0.5 ms.
In S4, the coincidence test was followed by an H1H2 consistency cut, coincidence cluster-
ing, effective distance cuts, detection statistic calculation, and more using both lalapps rinca
and lalapps coincringread. In S5, however, we have moved all of these operations, except
the H1H2 consistency cut, to the PIPEDown post-processing code. See Section 4.2.6 for
more details on PIPEDown.
The H1H2 consistency cut relies on the fact that if H1 sees a trigger that H2 does not
see, then if H1 is above a certain SNR threshold and H2 is not vetoed, then H2 should have
seen that trigger as well. Since H1 and H2 are collocated and H2 is half as sensitive as H1,
for any H1 trigger, we would expect an H2 trigger at about half the H1 SNR. Of course, if
the SNR in H1 is low, then it may be the case that the SNR in H2 does not fall above our
pre-set SNR thresholds. However, for a loud H1 trigger, we would expect to see a trigger in
H2; otherwise, the lack of a trigger in H2 indicates that we do not have a real signal and
the coincidence can be vetoed and removed from the pipeline. Similarly, if H2 sees a trigger
that H1 does not see, then we do not have a real signal. This test obviously applies only to
H1L1 and H2L1 double coincidences in H1H2L1 triple time.
A small study was done to explore the H1 SNR threshold at which we could apply a cut for
H1L1 coincidences in triple time. For an H2 SNR threshold of 5.5, the S4 pipeline’s threshold
for storing triggers, we would expect an H1 trigger with SNR= 2× 5.5×padding≈ 16. This
conservative cut was found to reduce the H1L1 background by a small amount. For example,
see the plot of H1L1 background triggers in triple time in Figure 4.13. The triggers in red
are those that would be removed by an H1 SNR cut of 16. Thus, there is a reduction in the
long tail of the H1 background triggers.
For our initial S5 playground runs, we did not use the H1H2 consistency cut. See Sec-
tion 4.4.2. However, after examining playground results, it was determined that the test was
needed and it was turned on in the final S5 analysis. See Section 4.4.3.
4.2.6 Post-processing with Pipedown
In S4, the ringdown search analyzed coincident triggers with a post-processing pipeline
that was run step-by-step by hand. Many of the plotting scripts were lost and the entire post-
processing analysis would be difficult to reproduce. Thus, in S5, we opted to standardize our
post-processing pipeline and fully automate the steps in order to reduce the chance of human
error and speed up the analysis. We chose to adapt the pre-existing CBC post-processing
pipeline for the ringdown search.
The post-processing pipeline serves several purposes. The pipeline is run after the coin-
cidence stage of the ihope pipeline has completed. It combines data (zero-lag, time-slides,
injection runs) from all the coincident RINCA files into a single SQLite database. These
databases are versatile and computationally less expensive to manipulate than LIGO LW XML
files, the products of the ihope pipeline. These databases simplify the calculation of new
coincident statistics, false alarm rates and the plotting of multiple coincident characteris-
tics. The details of the advantages of SQLite databases and their use within Pipedown are
outlined in [159]. Below, we will outline the main parts of the Pipedown post-processing
pipedown and its specific uses for the S5 ringdown search. Figure 4.14 outlines a simple
flowchart of the the post-processing pipeline.
Store Coincidences
After the coincidence test has been performed, any single detector triggers found to be
in coincidence with a trigger from at least one other detector are stored in an XML file
in the sngl ringdown table. An XML file is created for each lalapps rinca job. Then
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Figure 4.13: Application of H1H2 consistency cut to H1L1 background coincidences in triple
time. Only H1L1 coincidences in triple time with an H1 SNR less than 16 were retained.
time slides are performed and higher category vetoes are applied (ie higher than Category
1). All coincident information from zero-lag, time slides, and injections were stored in the
sngl ringdown table with an associated event id:
• ifo- the instrument associated with a single trigger. In the S5 ringdown search, this
could be either H1, H2, or L1.
• frequency- the frequency of the best-match template for that trigger.
• quality- the quality factor of the best-match template for that trigger.
• mass- the mass of the final black hole derived from the frequency and quality factor of
the best-match template for that trigger.
• spin- the spin of the final black hole derived from the frequency and quality factor of
the best-match template for that trigger.
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• start time- the GPS start time of the ringdown trigger.
• start time ns- the GPS start time nanosecond piece of the ringdown trigger. This
value is stored to allow nanosecond timing of triggers.
• snr- the raw single detector SNR as defined in Equation 4.11.
• eff dist- the distance to an optimally positioned and oriented source as defined in
Equation 4.31
• ds2 H1H2- the 3D distance between H1 and H2 as described in Section 4.2.5.
• ds2 H1L1- the 3D distance between H1 and L1 as described in Section 4.2.5.
• ds2 H1V1- the 3D distance between H1 and V1 as described in Section 4.2.5. This
column is not used in the S5 search.
• ds2 H2L1- the 3D distance between H2 and L1 as described in Section 4.2.5.
• ds2 H2V1- the 3D distance between H2 and V1 as described in Section 4.2.5. This
column is not used in the S5 search.
• ds2 L1V1- the 3D distance between L1 and V1 as described in Section 4.2.5. This
column is not used in the S5 search.
• event id- a unique identifier for each single trigger in the sngl ringdown table. This
id is then used to map entries in sngl ringdown to entries in other tables with the
same id such as an entry in the coinc event map table to map to a coincidence in the
coinc ringdown table.
The event id was meant to act as a unique identifier to pair up triggers in a coincidence.
The id was 18 digits long- the first 9 digits were the GPS time of the trigger, the next
4 digits gave the slide number (0000 denotes zero-lag), and the last 5 were a counter for
each coincidence. Thus, any rows in the sngl ringdown table with the same last 9 digits
would be considered coincident triggers. However, one can imagine scenarios where this
counting system might run into trouble. For example, no more than 99999 coincidences or
9999 timeslides could be stored in a single file. Furthermore, as is often the case, multiple
coincidences are formed with the same triggers and a whole new entry would need to be
created despite redundant information. One can imagine the heavy-lifting required to extract
coincidences from the sngl ringdown tables.
To remedy these issues in S5, we implemented the coincident event tables developed in
[159] and used by the CBC searches in S5 and S6. These tables include the coinc ringdown,
coinc event, coinc event map, and coinc definer tables. The uses of these tables are
identical to the uses by the CBC searches as outlined in [159]. The only differences are that
we have renamed the coinc inspiral table as the coinc ringdown table and the columns
in the coinc ringdown table are specific to the ringdown search. The creation of these tables
is done through the code ligolw rinca to coinc. Below, we give a brief description of each
table and its contents.
The coinc ringdown table stores coincident information rather than single trigger infor-
mation. Each row in the coinc ringdown outlines a single coincidence. The values stored
in this table are from combined statistics rather than from a single trigger as is done in the
sngl ringdown table. The columns stored for the S5 search are outlined below. The values
that we choose to store are used for multiple tasks including sorting, clustering, plotting,
and ranking with the multi-variate statistical classifier.
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• ifos- a list of the interferometers forming the coincidence. The values that this column
could take for S5 would be { H1,H2,L1}, { H1,L1}, or {H2,L1}.
• frequency- stores the SNR-weighted mean of the sngl ringdown table frequencies fi









• quality- stores the SNR-weighted mean of the sngl ringdown table quality factors









• mass- stores the SNR-weighted mean of the sngl ringdown table final black hole









• spin- stores the SNR-weighted mean of the sngl ringdown table final black hole spins









• start time- the time taken from the start time of the first detector’s trigger when
sorted alphabetically. For example, for an H1L1 coincidence, the coincident start time
will be the value of the H1 start time.
• start time ns- the GPS start time nanosecond piece; see above.
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• kappa- stores the effective distance ratio for H1/H2. This value is not currently used
but would be useful if a cut on effective distance ratio was applied. Instead, we apply
a cut on the value stored in the snr ratio column in the coincidence clustering stage.
If a coincidence does not have both an H1 trigger and an H2 trigger, a default value
of 1.0 is stored.
• snr- stores the coincidence statistic from S4. This is two separate equations depending
on whether one has a triple coincidence ρDS,trip or a double coincidence ρDS,doub as
shown below. For more information regarding this statistic, see Section 4.3.4. Note
that ρDS,trip is actually a squared coincident statistic while ρDS,doub is not. This was
done to ensure that triples would be ranked above doubles in S4 so the two equations
are not directly comparable:







ρS4 DS,doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, 2.0ρIFO1 + 2.2, 2.0ρIFO2 + 2.2} . (4.40)
• snr sq- stores the sum of the SNRs squared. This value is used in the coincidence
clustering stage in order to break the degeneracy of identically ranked coincidences
found at the same GPS time. See 4.4.2.
• snr ratio- stores the SNR ratio for H1/H2. A cut on this value is applied in the
coincidence clustering stage and removes any coincidences with an H1H2 snr ratio of
less than 1.0. If a coincidence does not have both an H1 trigger and an H2 trigger, a
default value of 2.0 is stored thus ensuring that the coincidences will not be removed
by the cut.
• choppedl snr- stores the coincidence statistic from S5. The name denotes the fact
that both the triple statistic and double statistic use a chopped-L-like statistic. For
more information regarding this statistic, see Section 4.3.4. Again, though, note that
ρDS,trip is actually a squared coincident statistic.






L1, ρH1 + ρH2 + 0.75, ρH1 + ρL1 + 0.75,




ρS5 DS,doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, 2.0ρIFO1 + 2.2, 2.0ρIFO2 + 2.2} . (4.42)
• eff coh snr- stores the values calculated from the coherent ringdown pipeline. The
complex SNRs of coincident triggers from each interferometer are combined with ap-
propriate weights (ie template norms, time delays, antenna factors) to compute the
coherent SNR and also the null stream in the next column. These values were not used
for the S5 search due to the need for further investigation. These columns will likely
be used in the S6 ringdown search. Further references can be found in [160].
• null stat- see above.
• false alarm rate- calculated from time-slides and associated detection statistic as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.3. More details in the following description of the post-processing
code
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• combined far- the combined false alarm rate. More details in the following description
of the post-processing code
• coinc event id- a unique identifier for each coincidence providing a quick way to
extract coincident information. Every entry in the coinc ringdown table will have a
unique coinc event id. This id is then used to map entries in coinc ringdown to
entries in other tables with the same id such as a single entry in the coinc event table
or multiple entries in the coinc event map table. This is the coincidence analogy to
the event id in the sngl rindown table.
The coinc event map table maps coincident triggers in the coinc ringdown table to
the triggers forming the coincidence in the sngl ringdown table. This table has only three
columns which are outlined below:
• coinc event id- the unique identifier that maps back to the coinc ringdown table.
• event id- the id of the single trigger in the sngl ringdown table belonging to a coinci-
dence. There may be multiple different event id’s mapped to a single coinc event id
if there are multiple participants in the coincidence. Furthermore, a single event id
may be mapped to multiple different coinc event id’s if it takes part in multiple
coincidences.
• table name- the name of the table from whence a single event came. It could be
sngl ringdown but it could also draw mappings between coincident events and injec-
tions.
The coinc event stores more information about coincident triggers. Every coincident
event has one entry in this table via the coinc event id.
• instruments- gives the coincident time that the coincident event occurred in for com-
puting false alarm rates.
• likelihood- column populated by MVSC likelihood statistic. See Section 4.3.4 for
further details.
• coinc event id- the unique identifier that maps back to the coinc ringdown table.
• time slide id- an id that allows a mapping to the time slide table. This table
provides information on the offset and detector that was analyzed.
• process id- an id that maps back to the process table to provide information about
the program that created the entry in the table.
• coinc def id- the unique identifier that maps back to the coinc ringdown table.
The coinc definer defines what types of coincidences we can have. For instance, we can
have the normal coincidence between single detector triggers. However, we could also have
a coincidence between a coinc ringdown entry and an injection with parameters stored in
the sim ringdown table. Thus, coincidence types can take an abstract form. The mappings
used for the S5 ringdown search are shown below:
• sngl ringdown<-->sngl ringdown coincidences- all coincident events mapped to
sngl ringdown triggers
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• sim ringdown<-->sngl ringdown coincidences- all sngl ringdown events mapped
to injections.
• sim ringdown<-->coinc event coincidences (nearby)- all coincident events mapped
to injections from our original injection-finding code, lalapps cbc injfind
• ring exact- a subset of coincident events mapped to injections that are subject to strict
coincidence conditions from our specialized injection-finding code, ligolw dbinjfind.
This set is used for the training set of MVSC. See Section 4.3.4 for more details.
• ring nearby- all coincident events mapped to injections from our specialized injection-
finding code, ligolw dbinjfind. This mapping acts as a replacement for lalapps cbc injfind
mappings. See Section 4.2.4 and 4.3.4 for more details.
Convert to SQLite Databases
Once we have created specialized tables to store coincidence information in the RINCA TO COINC
XML file using ligolw rinca to coinc, we convert those files to SQLite databases using
the code ligolw sqlite. This combines multiple XML files into one database including
both zero-lag and time-slide data.
Clean Databases
Using the code ligolw cbc dbsimplify, we remove redundant entries in tables intro-
duced by the addition of multiple RINCA TO COINC files. This is mostly redundant information
that describes which interferometers were on, time-slide information, and coinc definer
mappings. This information remains the same across multiple databases and thus, only
needs to be logged once per SQLite database.
Calculate Coincident Statistics
After the SQLite databases have been created and tidied up, it is straightforward to
add new columns to the coinc ringdown table using the code ligolw cbc repop coinc.
These new columns generally store coincident statistics that are calculated from the single
detector parameters in the sngl ringdown table. The coinc ringdown columns were listed
above and from that list, those that were populated using ligolw cbc repop coinc are the
following.
The coinc ringdown frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin columns are calculated and
populated using a call to the function snr mean in ligolw cbc repop coinc. This function
calculates the SNR-weighted mean of any single detector parameter pi over N detectors and









These values are stored for plotting purposes and parameter recovery investigations.
The coinc ringdown kappa and snr ratio columns are calculated using a call to the
function ratio in ligolw cbc repop coinc. This function takes as input interferometer 1,
interferometer 2, a default value, and either effective distances or SNRs. It then calculates
the ratio of either the effective distances or SNRs of interferometer 1 to interferometer 2.
If a particular coincidence does not have either interferometer 1 or interferometer 2, then a
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default value is stored. These values are stored in order to apply cuts during the coincidence
clustering stage as described next. In S5, as in S4, we exploit the fact that H1 is collocated
and twice as long as H2 so we expect ρH1 ≈ 2ρH2 and σ2H1 ≈ 2σ2H2. From this information
and Equation 4.31, we then expect that H2 SNR should be about half of H1 SNR, and H1






: H1 and H2 exist
1.0 : H1 or H2 does not exist




: H1 and H2 exist
2.0 : H1 or H2 does not exist.
The coinc ringdown snr squared column is calculated using a call to the function snr sq
in ligolw cbc repop coinc. This function simply calculates the quadrature sum of the
single SNRs in the coincidence. The value is used to break the degeneracy of identically
ranked coincidences at the same GPS time as described in Section 4.4.2. If there are N





The coinc ringdown snr column is actually calculated using the S4 ranking statistic
using a call to the function choppedl in ligolw cbc repop coinc. This column is used in
the multivariate statistical classifier. The S4 statistic, which is described in more detail in
Section 4.3.4, is calculated as







ρS4 DS,doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, 2.0ρIFO1 + 2.2, 2.0ρIFO2 + 2.2} (4.46)
where IFO1 and IFO2 can be H1L1 or H2L1 for S5.
Finally, the coinc ringdown chopped-L snr column is calculated using the new S5 triples’
statistic using a call to the function choppedlforall in ligolw cbc repop coinc. This
statistic, which was developed to deal with the characteristics of triple coincident background
in S5 data, uses a chopped-L-like statistic for both doubles and triples:
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ρS5 DS,doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, 2.0ρIFO1 + 2.2, 2.0ρIFO2 + 2.2} . (4.48)
For more details on this S5 statistic, refer to Section 4.3.4.
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Cluster Coincidences
Even after single event clustering in the ihope pipeline, we still need to do a round of
coincidence clustering in the pipedown post-processing stage. As a new feature of the S5
ringdown post-processing pipeline, we have implemented the ability to do multiple cluster-
ing stages. This is all done with the code ligolw cbc cluster coincs which will cluster
coincidences with a sliding time window of 10 s based on combined statistics.
The first clustering stage which we have denoted choppedl snr cluster performs mul-
tiple tasks. First, it removes any coincidences with an snr ratio value less than 1.0. These
are coincidences where H2 SNR was greater than H1 SNR which should not happen con-
sidering the two detectors are collocated and H2 is half as sensitive as H1. We can remove
these types of coincidences with high confidence that they are due to detector noise. Fur-
thermore, we choose to remove all H1H2 coincidences due to the difficulty in estimating the
background for these types of coincidences. We also choose to remove H2L1 coincidences in
H1H2L1 triple time. Finally, the code clusters coincidences with a 10 s sliding window by
the maximum S5 chopped-L statistic in that window. This clustering is split by interferom-
eters that took part in the coincidence so that triples are clustered together and doubles are
clustered together separately. In other words, H1L1, H2L1, and H1H2L1 coincidences are
all clustered by maximum chopped-L statistic separately. Furthermore, separate clustering
jobs are performed for time-slides and different data-types (playground, zero-lag, simulation)
which all considered distinct experiments.
The second clustering stage which we have denoted snr sq cluster will remove identi-
cally ranked coincidences at the same GPS time. This was an issue uncovered by our initial
examination of S5 playground results in Section 4.4.2. If identically ranked coincidences
are found at the same GPS time, they will not be clustered together in the first clustering
stage. However, we wish to select only one of these identically ranked coincidences since
one coincidence is all we need to have a detection. The problem is due to the discreteness
of the chopped-L statistic; thus, by introducing another statistic that takes into account
the unique single SNRs of each identically ranked coincidence, we can break the degener-
acy and cluster again in a 10 s window by this new statistic. This stage is run after the
choppedl snr cluster stage so that the only thing that remains unclustered are identically
ranked coincidences. Thus, we cluster again by the maximum of the quadrature sum of the
SNRs (the snr sq column) in a 10 s window.
Include Injection Information
At this point, pipedown adds information about injections so that mappings can be made
between injections and coincidences. First ligolw cbc dbaddinj adds the injection files that
were created with lalapps inspinj to the sim inspiral and sim ringdown tables and with
lalapps rinj to the sim ringdown table. Then, we initially ran lalapps cbc injfind to
perform the injection finding, or the mapping of injections to triggers that were caused by
injections. This was done with a 1 s time window so that any coincident trigger that occurs
with ± 1 s of an injection is considered to have been caused by that injection. This code
also drew mappings between the sim inspiral and sim ringdown tables so that we could
extract an IMR injection’s ringdown parameters.
However, with the adoption of the multivariate statistical classifier MVSC as our detec-
tion statistic, we needed a more sophisticated injection finding code. The reason we required
this was because MVSC’s power as a signal-glitch classifier is dependent on how well we train
it with a well-constructed training set of signal coincidences and background coincidences.
The signals that we give to MVSC are recovered software injections and the background is
composed of time-slide coincidences. However, a 1 s time window for injection finding is
actually a loose requirement and leads to multiple events being mapped to a single injection.
And oftentimes, random noise events are mapped to injections. While we do not care about
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such things when calculating upper limits (it does not matter how we detected the software
injection as long as we detected it), it is very important that MVSC not being taught that
these random noise events are injections. Otherwise, when MVSC is ranking events in zero-
lag and encounters random noise events, it will give them high rankings because we taught
it that random noise is signal-like.
In order to combat this issue with MVSC, we adopted a new injection-finding code called
ligolw dbinjfind. This code allows us to make multiple mappings for different types of
injection-finding. For example, for the MVSC training set, we need to define a strict, clean
set of found injections. In order to do this, we require that triggers be associated with
injections within a much smaller time window than 1 s. Furthermore, we throw-out any
injections that could possibly be mapped to random noise. The code does this by requiring
a time window to check zero-lag data for triggers. If zero-lag data is found to have a trigger
in any of the interferometers within the time window around the injection time, then that
injection is not used for the MVSC training set. These time windows had to be tuned to
optimize performance as outlined in Section 4.3.4.1. We designated the MVSC training
injection set with the map label ring exact. The injection finding window was tuned so that
a trigger’s start time must be within ±0.01 s of the injection’s start time. Furthermore, we
required that no trigger be found in zero-lag data within ±0.5 s of the injection’s start time.
If so, that injection was thrown out of the training set.
In order to compute upper limits, we also needed to define mappings for another injec-
tion set that gave a more realistic view of our injection finding ability. We designated this
injection set with the map label ring nearby. This set was meant to reproduce the set from
our original injection finding code, lalapps cbc injfind. The only requirement is that a
trigger’s start time must be within ±1.0 s of the injection’s start time.
Compute False Alarm Rates
In Section 4.2.3, we discussed how one generates a background of gravitational waves
by adding time offsets to each detector and looking for coincidences across the time-slid
detectors. The offsets should be large enough that each slide can be thought of as an
independent experiment. As we discussed, in S5, we chose to slide L1 data on a ring fifty
times in steps of 5 s and fifty times in steps of -5 s while both H1 and H2 data were left in
place. Thus, we performed a total of 100 time slide experiments and one zero-lag experiment.
The coincident time-slide triggers are then binned by coincidence type and time.
First we compute the uncombined false alarm rate (FAR) for every zero-lag trigger in
each bin. This is done by counting the number of time slide coincidences with a combined
detection statistic greater-than-or-equal-to the combined detection statistic of the given zero-
lag coincidence. In S5, the detection statistic that we chose to rank candidate with was the
MVSC likelihood Λ. The FAR will be the count of these coincidences with a MVSC likelihood
Λ ≥ Λ∗, where Λ∗ is the detection statistic value we are interested in, divided by the total




Nk (Λ ≥ Λ∗)
Tb
(4.49)
where Nk is the measured number of coincidences with Λ ≥ Λ∗ in the kth slide and Nt is
the total number of slides performed. The total slide duration Tb is the sum of the length
of each slide which is the intersection of every detector’s analysis time after being slid. The
same method is then used to compute uncombined FARs for time-slide triggers except that
the time-slide of interest is treated as zero-lag and every other time-slide is examined.
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Then the final combined false alarm rate (FARcombined) is calculated across all bins. This
is done for the zero-lag triggers by counting the number of time-slide triggers across all bins
than have an uncombined FAR less-than the given trigger’s FAR∗:
FARcombined =
Ntot (FAR ≤ FAR∗)
Tb
. (4.50)
Directly after injection information is included in the database, veto segment information
is included. At this point the databases have all the information needed to compute the
FARs. The code ligolw cbc compute durations is run to compute the analysis times
in both zero-lag and time-slides. Then, both the uncombined and combined FARs are
calculated using ligolw cbc cfar. This code is run twice. The first run calculates the
uncombined false alarm rate based on the MVSC likelihood column in the coinc event
table and the calculation is done by turning on the option --group-by-multiplicity (all
doubles are grouped together and all triples are grouped together). This then populates
the false alarm rate column in the coinc ringdown table. Then the code is run again to
calculate the combined false alarm rate based on the uncombined false alarm rates. There
is no grouping of coincidences in this step. The combined far column is then populated in
the coinc ringdown table.
The calculated FARcombined is actually the final detection statistic of the ringdown search.
Thus, it is these values that form our figure-of-merit when determining whether we have a
significant outlier or not. These figure-of-merit plots will be presented in Section 4.4.3 where
we examine the results of the S5 ringdown search. Here, we will briefly describe the features
of these plots which are produced with the code ligolw cbc plotifar. These plots are
cumulative histograms of the coincidences as a function of inverse false alarm rate, IFAR.
We could have chosen to plot cumulative histograms as function of false alarm rate but
due to historical reasons, it was desirable to show our most significant candidates to the
far right of the plot. Since significance is inversely proportional to false alarm rate, these
plots are made as a function of inverse false alarm rate. The plots are generally made for
both inverse uncombined FAR and inverse combined FAR as shown in Section 4.4.2.1. Also
shown is a black dashed line which is meant to illustrate the mean of the expected background
distribution which is simply 1/IFAR. Yellow regions mark the 1 and 2σ significance bands in




N , respectively, where N is the number of counts. A
grey line is plotted for every time-slide experiment thus demonstrating the actual background
distribution. Colored triangles mark the zero-lag distributions. In the uncombined plot,
these colored triangles represent different detector combinations. The dashed colored lines
mark points of minimum background IFAR for a particular detector combination based on
the color. If a coincidence is louder than all the background the FAR is set to zero and, on
the IFAR plots, we plot it at x = Tb with an arrow pointing to the right. These are the
coincidences that we are most interested in.
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Figure 4.14: The ringdown Pipedown post-processing pipeline.
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4.3 Tuning the Pipeline
The settings for the ringdown pipeline were chosen via “blind analyses” with a variety of
different settings for multiple parameters that we will explore below. The purpose of blind
analyses is to ensure that the constraints are decided upon before we conduct the search and
determine whether we have detected a gravitational wave. We allow ourselves three tools
for blind analyses: time-slides, simulated gravitational waveforms, and a small segment of
real data known as the playground. We discussed the method of performing time-slides and
simulated gravitational waveforms, or injections, into the data in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 in
order to determine detection efficiency and false alarm rates. We will discuss the results of
the playground analyses in Section 4.4.2. The parameters that needed to be tuned before
running the S5 search were SNR thresholds, the coincidence test threshold, a new detection
statistic and its various settings. Our goal in choosing the correct setting for the parameters
is to maximize the number of recovered injections while minimizing the false alarm rate at
which they are recovered. Once we have settled on final tunings, we can run the search and
“open the box,” or examine the full data search for detections.
4.3.1 Injection Analysis
The injection sets used for the tuning of the pipeline including both ringdown-only in-
jections and full inspiral-merger-ringdown injections. In each case, the simulated waveform
is generated in the software and added to the data stream. This can be done many times.
For example, for two months of data, we can make hundreds of injections. This is done
by specifying a time-step at which to place injections. We specify 724.077 s. However, to
randomize the placement, we then provide a time interval of 300 s around each time-step in
which the injection is actually placed. Then a search can be performed over the data with
the added injections just as one would normally do with the real data. Furthermore, one
can choose to set up multiple injection searches with different injection sets. Thus, we can
study the recovery of thousands of injections to decide on the best tuning for a search.
For IMR injection runs, we performed three sets of PhenomB injections. All of the sets
had total masses between 50-450 M and mass ratios between 0.1-1.0. The total masses and
mass ratios were distributed uniformly. Two sets were given component dimensionless spin
parameters between 0.1-0.85; the third set had dimensionless spin set to 0.0. The inclination
and polarization angles as described in Section 2.3.1 and the initial phase were uniformly
distributed. Finally, the non-spinning set was distributed linearly between 10-106 kpc and
the two spinning sets were distributed uniformly in logarithmic distance between 10−104 kpc
and 103 − 106 kpc, respectively.
In Figure 4.15, we see how the PhenomB injections were distributed in the component
mass plane m1-m2 and in the component spin plane a1-a2. The color bar represents the
value of the χ = (m1a1 +m2a2) / (m1 +m2) parameter in the left plot and the mass ratio in
the right plot. In Figures 4.16 and 4.17, we can see how these values translate to injections
made in the frequency and quality factor plane and in the final black hole mass and spin
plane, respectively.
We also performed three sets of ringdown-only injections. All three sets had the amount
of energy radiated as gravitational waves during the ringdown set to 1%. One ringdown
injection set was distributed across the template bank uniformly in quality factor between
2.1187-20 and log10 (frequency) between 50-2000 Hz. The other injection sets were dis-
tributed uniformly in final black hole mass and spin. The first set had masses between 200-
800 M and dimensionless spin parameters between 0.6-0.99. The second set had masses
between 50-400 M and dimensionless spin parameters between 0.1-0.99. All sets were dis-
tributed uniformly in logarithmic distance between 10− 106 kpc.
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of PhenomB injections used for the tuning of the search pipeline
parameters in the component mass plane m1-m2 and in the component spin plane a1-a2.
The color bar represents the value of the χ = (m1a1 +m2a2) / (m1 +m2) parameter in the
left plot and the mass ratio in the right plot.
Figure 4.16: Distribution of PhenomB injections used for the tuning of the search pipeline
parameters in the final black hole frequency and quality factor plane. The color bar represents
the value of the final black hole mass in the left plot and the final black hole spin in the right
plot.
In Figure 4.18, we see how the ringdown-only injections were distributed in the final black
hole mass and spin plane. The color bar represents the value of the frequency in the left
plot and the quality factor in the right plot. In Figures 4.19, we can see how these values
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of PhenomB injections used for the tuning of the search pipeline
parameters in the final black hole mass and spin plane. The color bar represents the value
of the final black hole frequency in the left plot and the final black hole quality factor in the
right plot.
translate to injections made in the frequency and quality factor plane.
Figure 4.18: Distribution of ringdown-only injections used for the tuning of the search
pipeline parameters in the final black hole mass and spin plane. The color bar represents
the value of the frequency in the left plot and the quality factor in the right plot.
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of ringdown-only injections used for the tuning of the search
pipeline parameters in the final black hole frequency and quality factor plane. The color
bar represents the value of the mass in the left plot and the spin in the right plot.
4.3.2 SNR Threshold
In order to compute any type of false alarm probabilities to rank gravitational wave
candidates, one needs a good estimation of the background. In the S4 ringdown search,
no triple coincident zero-lag events were found and the background of triple coincidences
was very low. Preliminary tunings of the ds2 coincidence window showed that this was also
likely to be the case for S5 triple background as well. Thus, in an effort to increase the
rate of triple coincidence false alarms and also improve the sensitivity of the search, it was
decided to lower the SNR threshold on our least sensitive detector, H2, and also decrease
the maximization interval (the window used to cluster triggers over the template bank) from
1 ms to 0.5 ms.
The SNR settings for the S4 ringdown search were based on the settings used by the
CBC searches: ρ∗H1 = 5.5, ρ
∗
H2 = 5.5, ρ
∗
L1 = 5.5. However, the ρ
∗ in the CBC search has a
slightly different meaning than the ρ∗ in the ringdown searches. In the CBC search, the two
















[πGMf(t)]2/3 sin (2φ(t)− 2φ0) . (4.52)
Then, the normalized filter-output of data s(t) against a circular-polarized template
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Thus, in the CBC searches, it is the quantity ρ∗CBC ≥ 5.5, which is what we call the SNR,
for which triggers are kept. It is not the direct normalized filter output but rather a factor
of
√







Q cos (2πft) . (4.54)





Thus, the SNR threshold for S4 ringdown searches was actually ρ0 = ρ
∗
RD ≥ 5.5 which is the
direct normalized filter output. Thus, there is no reason to expect that the SNR thresholds
for the two searches should be the same. In fact, an SNR threshold of ρ∗CBC ≥ 5.5 is actually
equivalent to a normalized filter output of ρCBC ≥ 3.9. This threshold turned out to be too
low to be computationally feasible for ringdown searches, as described below. However, it
does indicate that ringdown SNR thresholds could be lower than CBC SNR thresholds.
When conducting a search, we generally do want to see some triple coincident background
not just because we need to calculate false alarm rates for gravitational wave candidates but
because a search with no triple background indicates that we are not digging deep enough
into the noise. In Table 4.1, we can see that several two month runs were set up testing a
variety of SNR thresholds with and without the H1H2 consistency test and the maximization
interval clustering performed in the coincidence stage as we saw in Section 4.2.5. The most
triple coincidences found before coincidence clustering, without yielding too many triggers
to process, resulted from a run setting ρH1 = ρL1 = 5.5 and ρH2 = 4.0 with the maximization
interval turned off and the H1H2 consistency test applied. We decided to use these SNR
settings although we ultimately chose to turn on the maximization interval and set it to
0.5 ms. This was done to ensure that we would not run into computational problems for
particularly glitchy times. Furthermore, we chose not to look at all at H2L1 coincidences
in triple time. Not only would the number of these types of triggers shoot through the roof
with the lowering of the H2 SNR threshold but any H2 trigger in triple time should be ac-
companied by an H1 trigger. Thus these types of coincidences are not useful to gravitational
wave searches.
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Table 4.1: Tests of different SNR thresholds for the purpose of finding the best setting to
increase the triple coincidence background. An asterik indicates too many triggers to process.
H1 SNR L1 SNR H2 SNR # H1H2L1 # H1L1/100 # H2L1/100
5.5 5.5 5.5 5 620 480
9 9 4.5 0 0.6 141
6 6 3 26 150 4800
8 6 5 1 18 490
Add the H1H2 consistency test
9 6 5 0 7 493
5 5 5 21 4032 30
5.5 5.5 4.5 16 631 33
5.5 5.5 5 6 631 9
Turn off the maximization interval
5.5 5.5 5 59 1241 19
5.5 5.5 4.5 174 1240 67
5 5 4.5 * * *
5 5 4 * * *
5.5 5.5 4 403 1240 173
4.3.3 Coincidence Windows
The coincidence window sets the threshold value, ds2 for the 3D coincidence test. Trig-
gers found with a ds2 value greater than the specified threshold would be removed from
the analysis. This threshold proved particularly difficult to tune because the lack of triple
coincidences in the runs did not give us enough statistics to discern the correct tuning easily.
In general, increasing the ds2 threshold will improve the efficiency of the search. However, it
will also admit more background coincidences. A series of ds2 values were tested from 0.1-0.6.
In the ROC plots in Figure 4.20, we can see that ds2 = 0.4 performs better than ds2 = 0.6
but its performance in comparison to ds2 = 0.2 is not so clear cut since ds2 = 0.2 performs
slightly better for PhenomB injections but it admits few triple coincidences; this indicates
that it may be too tight of a constraint. Thus, we chose ds2 = 0.4 as our coincidence test
threshold.
4.3.4 Detection Statistic
A detection statistic is the value that we use to rank candidate gravitational waves. It
must posses several characteristics. It must be a monotonic function. This allows us to simply
say that high values are significant while low values are not or vice versa. Furthermore, the
values that indicate significance should be correlated with signal-like coincidences while the
values that do not indicate significance should be correlated with the coincidences associated
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Figure 4.20: ROC plots demonstrating the performance of different ds2 values for EOBNR
and PhenomB injections found in triple coincidence.
with non-Gaussian transient noise in the detectors. It also must assign appropriate values to
both double coincident candidates and triple coincident candidates. In other words, in most
cases, a triple coincident candidate is more significant than a double coincident candidate so
the ranking should reflect that characteristic. Finally, it must simply model the characteristic
distributions of signal and noise. We should be able to explain the mathematical expression
for the statistic in a straight-forward manner based on our understanding of the physical
nature of the noise and signal characteristics.
In Gaussian noise, the optimal statistic described in Equation 4.10 used to calculate an
SNR would meet these requirements. The combined SNR ρc for triggers in the coincidence





where N is the number of interferometers contributing to the coincidence. However, due to
the non-Gaussiananity of detector noise, despite vetoes and cuts designed to remove them, a
small number of coincident noise triggers will remain at the end of the pipeline. And if ranked
by combined SNR alone, these noise coincidences are often the loudest (ie most significant)
thing found at the end of the pipeline. Thus, it is imperative that we utilize more information
to devise a statistic that will downgrade the significance of these noise coincidences. After
the preliminary analyses outlined in Section 4.4.2 of the types of coincidences that were
found as loudest at the end of the ringdown pipeline, it was apparent that the detection
statistic used in S4 would not be sufficient for S5 data.
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In S4, two separate statistics were used to rank double and triple coincidences. Triple
coincidences were ranked using the sum of the squares of the SNRs,







Note that this statistic is actually the square of Equation 4.56. This was done in order to en-
sure that triple coincidences would be louder than double coincidences. Double coincidences
were ranked using what is known as a chopped-L statististic:
ρS4 DS,doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, aρIFO1 + b, aρIFO2 + b} (4.58)
where a and b are tuned parameters [25]. As outlined in [157], this test prevents a high
SNR glitch in one interferometer from unfairly influencing significance. In fact, only a rare
source orientation could produce a very loud SNR in one interferometer and very quiet SNR’s
in the two other interferometers. Thus, those types of coincidences should be downgraded
compared to triple coincidence with similar, moderate SNR’s in all three interferometers. In
S4, the parameters were tuned such that a = 2.0 and b = 2.2.
The detection statistic is used to rank all types of coincidences. Values are assigned to
triple and double coincidences in zero-lag, in timeslides, and in simulation runs. As described
in Section 4.2.6, we can compute an uncombined false alarm rate for every zero-lag trigger
by counting the number of timeslide triggers with a detection statistic value ρDS greater
than or equal to the detection statistic of the given zero-lag. This allows us to determine the
significance of any of the loudest zero-lag coincidences in our search and also, to determine
how well we detect different types of simulated signals. In S5, we still use a combined false
alarm rate as our final detection statistic. However, it is the MVSC likelihood ranking that
determines the false alarm ranking. And the MVSC likelihood is constructed from multiple
parameters and statistics including the S4 detection statistic, ρS4 DS and the new ρS5 statistic
described below.
4.3.4.1 Triple Coincident Statistic
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, it was determined that we needed a new detection statistic,
or at the very least a better statistic to provide to MVSC, that would effectively rank coinci-
dences with a loud SNR in only one interferometer at a low value compared to coincidences
with comparable SNR in each interferometer. Essentially, this problem is related to the
S4 detection statistic whereby triple coincidences were ranked according to Equation 4.79
and thus a single loud SNR in the triple would give a very large detection statistic ρS4 DS.
Consider, for example, the distribution of triple coincident triggers in the raw SNR-SNR
scatter plots in Figures 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23. The red plusses denote software injections, the
black crosses denote time-slide triggers, and the blue stars denote playground triggers. In
Figure 4.21, we have plotted the H1 and H2 single detector SNRs of triple coincident events,
in Figure 4.22, we have plotted the H1 and L1 single detector SNRs of triple coincident
events, and in Figure 4.23, we have plotted the H2 and L1 single detector SNRs of triple
coincident events.
Figure 4.22 in the H1L1 SNR plane is the plot we must focus on in order to understand
the construction of a new triple ranking statistic. Note that the majority of injections fall
along the diagonal while background triggers are clustered at low SNRs in each detector with
the exception of a few very loud background triggers in L1 that are quiet in H1. We call this
the L1 tail of background triggers although these tails for triple background are significantly
less pronounced than they are for double background. At the far reaches of the L1 tail, there
is an blue star playground trigger with an SNR of 49 in L1 and an SNR of 5.5 in H1. As we
discuss in Section 4.4.2, this playground trigger was found as the loudest coincidence in all
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Figure 4.21: The H1 and H2 single detector SNRs of triple coincident events. The red plusses
denote software injections, the black crosses denote time-slide triggers, and the blue stars
denote playground triggers. Contours of constant S5 triples’ statistic are shown as purple
lines. The shaded region marks the space where the H1/H2 SNR ratio would be less than
one. Any triggers in this region are excluded in S5.
of our preliminary studies with the S4 detection statistic on S5 data. However, its suspicious
location along the L1 tail, where background triggers tend to lie and few injections are found,
leads us to believe that this loud playground trigger should probably be ranked amongst the
other background triggers clustered at low SNRs.
The S4 detection statistic for doubles accomplished just such a feat using a chopped-
L statistic that ranks triggers along the tails of the SNR distributions with other triggers
clustered at low SNRs while ranking triggers along the diagonal, where injections tend to be
found, above these tail triggers. This idea served as motivation for constructing a chopped-
L-like statistic for triple coincident triggers that would perform a chopped-L ranking in three
2D SNR planes instead of one. The goals in constructing a new statistic were the following:
• Reweight coincident background triggers that are loud in only one interferometer to a
ranking consistent with the rest of the Gaussian distributed background (ie implement
a version of chopped-L for triples).
• Keep the values of the new statistic similar to the old sum of the squares values except
for pathological triggers.
• Select the statistic that gives us the best improvement in efficiency above the loudest
background while still using a model that can be explained via the physical distributions
of triggers.
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Figure 4.22: The H1 and L1 single detector SNRs of triple coincident events. The red plusses
denote software injections, the black crosses denote time-slide triggers, and the blue stars
denote playground triggers. Contours of constant S5 triples’ statistic are shown as purple
lines.
To address the first item, we designed a statistic that has contours of constant rank shown in
Figures 4.21- 4.23. The contours are the same in each SNR plane even though the injection
and background distributions are not quite the same (for instance, H2 is less sensitive and
has smaller SNRs than the other detectors). However, it is important that the statistic be
designed as symmetric; otherwise, we we start getting into complicated discussions of the
triggers’ distributions. The simplest physical model we can find is the best. This triples’
statistic that we chose with best improvement in injection-finding efficiency (when combined
with an H1H2-consistency cut) has the form:






L1, ρH1 + ρH2 + 0.75, ρH1 + ρL1 + 0.75,




It can down-weight glitches in the tail of one interferometer significantly. Furthermore, it
can account for glitches in the SNR plane of two interferometers, not just one, as long as
the difference between the loudest and quietest trigger in the coincidence is significant. For
example, an SNR∼20 glitch in H1 coincident with an SNR∼20 glitch in L1 with a quiet
SNR∼4.0 in H2 would be down-weighted by a small amount. This becomes more significant
as the difference increases. However, by accounting for glitches in the plane, we may also
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Figure 4.23: The H2 and L1 single detector SNRs of triple coincident events. The red plusses
denote software injections, the black crosses denote time-slide triggers, and the blue stars
denote playground triggers. Contours of constant S5 triples’ statistic are shown as purple
lines.
down-weight the rare signal with just two out of three SNRs being outliers. However, this
problem cannot be fully avoided without the addition of more information, such as from a
signal-based veto. And considering that this statistic will simply be an input to MVSC, it
does not have to be a perfect classifier itself. Finally, in other cases where there are not
large discrepancies in the SNRs, this new statistic will remain the same as the sum of the
squares statistic from S4. In Figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26, we show contours of constant
background trigger density. These density contours motivated the design of the ranking
contours; the density of the background tails of the SNR distributions should be matched
with the appropriate background density at low SNRs.
In Figure 4.27, we see a plot of the new S5 triples statistic on the y-axis versus the S4
triples detection statistic on the x-axis. Again, the red plusses denote software injections,
the black crosses denote time-slide triggers, and the blue stars denote playground triggers.
Note that the loud blue star playground trigger had an S4 statistic of over 2000 while it is
down-weighted significantly with the S5 statistic to a little over 100. The loudest black cross
background trigger when ranked with the S4 statistic had a statistic value of ∼450 while the
loudest black cross background trigger when ranked with the S5 statistic had a statistic value
of ∼270. Thus, the S5 statistic succeeds at reducing the significance of background triggers.
Note that, for S4 statistics less than 100, the S5 statistic remains the same. Furthermore,
as we move to higher statistic values, the largest value the S5 statistic can take is its prior
value of the S4 statistic, hence the injection coincidences along the diagonal of the plot.
Note that many injections are also down-weighted with the new S5 statistic. To determine
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Figure 4.24: Contours of constant background trigger density in the H1H2 SNR plane. These
density contours motivated the design of the ranking contours in Figures 4.21- 4.23.
whether this hurts the search efficiency, we have plotted the efficiency of the new statistic in
Figure 4.28 and made ROC plots in Figure 4.29 described in more detail below.
Figure 4.28 shows the fraction of injections found louder than the loudest background. In
S4, this was the background trigger with S4 statistic of ∼450. In S5, this was the background
trigger with S5 statistic of ∼270. The efficiencies are shown as a function of the injected
effective distance in the H1 detector. Large effective distances indicate harder-to-detect
injections. There are three efficiency curves in the plot. The black curve shows the fraction
of injections found louder than the loudest background when coincidences were ranked with
the S4 statistic. The red curve shows the fraction of injections found louder than the loudest
background when coincidences were ranked with the S5 statistic and when the H1H2 SNR
ratio cut was implemented. The brown curve shows the fraction of total found injections;
these are found as triple coincidences above the SNR thresholds in each detector regardless
of their FAR value. Theoretically, this brown curve is the best injection-finding efficiency
that we could have. It would indicate that every found injection had been ranked above
the loudest background. Thus, we seek to find the statistic that gives the best injection-
finding efficiency at large effective distances. At small effective distances, injections are
exceptionally loud and given that a particular ranking statistic is not terrible, we expect the
statistics to behave nearly the same in this regime with an efficiency of 1. Indeed, this is
what we observe. At large effective distances, we see that the S5 statistic with an H1H2
SNR ratio cut, performs better than the S4 statistic.
Another method of quantifying the improvement of the S5 triples statistic over the S4
statistic is seen in Figure 4.29. This plot is a receiver operator characteristic (ROC) plot.
These plots are common in signal processing and traditionally show a true positive rate on
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Figure 4.25: Contours of constant background trigger density in the H1L1 SNR plane. These
density contours motivated the design of the ranking contours in Figures 4.21- 4.23.
the y-axis and a false positive rate on the x-axis. In LIGO searches, the true positive rate
would be analogous to a detection probability, or search sensitivity, that could be determined
by the detection efficiency of injections. The false positive rate would be analogous to a false
alarm probability determined from time slides. Thus, ROC plots show the search sensitivity
as a function of false alarm rate which can be plotted by retrieving all injections that are
found by the injection-finding code with a FAR less-than or equal-to the given FAR. In
Figure 4.29, we have plotted the ROC curve for the S4 statistic in black and for the S5
statistic in red. We see that at low false alarm probabilities, where we are likely to find
signals, the S5 statistic has a better detection probability. Thus, we see that the use of the
S5 triples’ statistic allows for a more sensitive ringdown search.
4.3.4.2 Multi-Variate Statistical Classifier
The fundamental issue we face in gravitational wave data analysis is how to best separate
a coincidence caused by a real gravitational wave from background coincidence. We have
many tools available for this purpose, although none are perfect. For instance, we discussed
how combined SNR can be used in Gaussian noise to separate signal from background.
However, since LIGO detector noise is not Gaussian, we discussed the development of a
chopped-L statistic for S4 and the development of an even better chopped-L statistic for S5.
Furthermore, there are other quantities such as the coincidence test value ds2, the timing
difference between triggers in the coincidence, the template differences, etc. that may help us
to distinguish signal from background. None of these parameters by itself can separate signal
from background but perhaps if we examined these parameters in three or more dimensions,
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Figure 4.26: Contours of constant background trigger density in the H2L1 SNR plane. These
density contours motivated the design of the ranking contours in Figures 4.21- 4.23.
the separation would be more distinct. With a multivariate analysis, we seek to use all
(or as many as possible) of these numbers to classify a coincidence as signal or background,
essentially a two-class problem. We can train the classifier that software injections are signal-
like and time-slides are background-like. Then given a coincidence, which we can think of
as a multidimensional vector with many distinguishing parameters, the classifier will tell
us whether the vector points to a signal-like or background-like region of multidimensional
parameter space. In fact, the classifier can assign a probability to coincidences to span the
range from signal to background.
Previous studies of multivariate statistical classifiers for gravitational wave searches have
used a random forest of bagged decision trees. In its basic form, a decision tree is composed
of a series of binary splits on input data. Given an input vector, for instance a coincidence
with multiple associated parameters, the decision tree will direct the vector through different
branches by querying whether one of its dimensions is greater than or less than some critical
value. Each query marks a node. The final branch, which is called a leaf, determines the
classification of the vector.
However, a single decision tree is not suitable for LIGO searches and will lead to the
misclassification of many coincidences. Instead, a forest of decision trees is used. This forest
is created by the method of bagging, or bootstrap aggregating, which essentially constructs
multiple decision trees by repeatedly resampling the training data with replacement so that
different training sets can be used to make multiple decision trees. Then, for the classification
of a vector, each decision tree in the forest is used and the final leaves are averaged for a
final classification.
For example, consider a training set composed of N training cases of signal and back-
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Figure 4.27: A scatter plot of the new S5 triples statistic versus the S4 triples detection
statistic. The red plusses denote software injections, the black crosses denote time-slide
triggers, and the blue stars denote playground triggers.
ground. Let there be M parameters that make up the decisions at each node in the classifier.
The decisions themselves are cuts on parameters chosen to best separate signal from back-
ground. There are many different algorithms that can be used to decide the best cuts. We
have chosen to use the binary information entropy function:
H(p) = −p log2 p− (p− 1) log2(p− 1) (4.60)
where p is the fraction of events in a node that are signals and q = p − 1 are the fraction
of events in the node that are background. If a particular cut gives p = q = 1/2, then
H(1/2) = 1. However, in the case of a good sort, if a particular cut gives p = 1 and q = 0 or
vice versa, then H(1) = H(0) = 0. Thus, we can minimize the binary information entropy
function to find the optimal sort. We must decide, by tuning, the number of parameters
(m << M) that will be used to determine the decision at a node. A training set is randomly
chosen of n samples from the N available training cases. At each node, we then randomly
choose m out of M possible parameters on which to base the decision. When a node meets
one of two conditions, it becomes a leaf and is no longer divided. This means that the node
is either perfectly sorted (with only signal or only background), or there are fewer events in
the node than the user-specified limit, a tunable number called “leaf size.” When there are
no more nodes to divide, the decision tree has been created. This is repeated for as many
trees as one wants to use in the forest; the number will be limited by computational power
and must be tuned.
Finally, when one has a coincidence with M parameters that needs to be ranked as signal-
like or background-like, we start at the initial node and follow all the cuts along the tree until
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Figure 4.28: The fraction of injections found louder than the loudest background versus
injected effective distance in the H1 detector. A zoomed plot is shown on the right. The
black curve shows the fraction of injections found louder than the loudest background when
coincidences were ranked with the S4 statistic. The red curve shows the fraction of injec-
tions found louder than the loudest background when coincidences were ranked with the S5
statistic and when the H1H2 SNR ratio cut was implemented. The brown curve shows the
fraction of total found injections, the theoretical best that we could do.
Figure 4.29: An ROC plot showing the search sensitivity as a function of false alarm rate
for the S4 triples’ statistic in black and the S5 triples’ statistic in red.
the coincidence arrives at a leaf. The probability that the coincidence is a signal is given by
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the fraction of signal events in the leaf, ps. Then, the MVSC rank RMVSC is characterized





which is essentially a Bayes-factor which tells us how much one model is favored over another.
The coincidence will have a signal probability from its final leaf from each tree in the forest.













where n is the total number of signals and background in all leaves. Then, the overall MVSC





For the S5 search, we used the StatPatternRecognition (SPR) package originally devel-
oped for high energy physics and used previously for the S6 highmass search. As imple-
mented, MVSC looks only at two pairs of triggers at a time. Thus, it will examine three
pairs of doubles for a triple coincidence and just one double for a double coincidence. Then,
the MVSC rank of each double in a triple is combined by simple multiplication:
Rtriple = RD1 ·RD2 ·RD3. (4.64)
where D1-D3 denote the double pairs. Below, we briefly review the tunings:
• number of trees in forest- increasing the number of trees provides a more stable MVSC
rank but increases computation time. We found that using 200 trees gives good per-
formance.
• leaf size- minimum number of events allowed in a node before becoming a leaf. We
chose a leaf size of 5.
• number of sampled parameters- number of randomly selected parameters at each node
to find the optimal cut. For 20 total parameters, we found that a random selection of
12 performs best.
• optimization criterion- the method used to choose the best cuts at each node. We
chose the continuous criteria cross-entropy since it performs fairly well and also does
not cause excessive fanning in the IFAR plots.
The 20 parameters that we chose to characterize coincidences with MVSC are listed below.
As we develop more statistics, including coherent SNR and a null statistic from the coherent
pipeline, we will add these to our list, with the S6 ringdown search in mind. The subscripts
a and b denote the two different detectors in one of the pairs of triggers that MVSC ranks:
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• dt- the difference between time of arrival ( start time+10−9start time ns ) in de-
tector a and detector b:
dt = |ta − tb| (4.65)
• df - the difference in recovered template frequency in detector a and detector b:
df = |fa − fb| (4.66)
• dQ- the difference in recovered template quality factor in detector a and detector b:
dQ = |Qa −Qb| (4.67)
• ds2- the 3D metric distance in (f,Q, t)-space between templates in detector a and
detector b. The expression for this metric is provided in Equation 4.34.
• gtt- the t-t template metric coefficient:
gtt =
f 2π2(1 + 4Q2)
Q2
(4.68)
• gff - the f -f template metric coefficient:
gff =
1 + 6Q2 + 16Q4
4f 2(1 + 2Q2)
(4.69)
• gQQ- the Q-Q template metric coefficient:
gQQ =
1 + 28Q4 + 128Q6 + 64Q8
4Q2(1 + 6Q2 + 8Q4)2
(4.70)










• gfQ- the f -Q template metric coefficient:
gfQ = −
1 + 2Q2 + 8Q4
2fQ(1 + 6Q2 + 8Q4)
(4.73)
• ρa- the raw SNR as given by Equation 4.11 from detector a.
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- the ratio of the raw SNRs from detectors a and b where the ratio selected
will be greater-than-or-equal-to 1.0.
• ρ2- the network SNR described in Section 4.3.4 for N detectors. This is the sum of the





• ρS4- the S4 detection statistic outlined in Equation 4.79 and Equation 4.80:







ρS4 DS,doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, 2.0ρIFO1 + 2.2, 2.0ρIFO2 + 2.2}
(4.75)
• ρS5- the S5 chopped-L statistic outlined in Equation 4.59 with a new expression for
triples:






L1, ρH1 + ρH2 + 0.75, ρH1 + ρL1 + 0.75,
ρH2 + ρL1 + 0.75
}2
,
ρS5 doub = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, 2.0ρIFO1 + 2.2, 2.0ρIFO2 + 2.2}
(4.76)
• Deff,a- recovered effective distance in detector a.
• Deff,b- recovered effective distance in detector b.
• dDeff- the difference in recovered effective distance in detector a and detector b









- the ratio of the recovered effective distance from detectors a and b
where the ratio selected is the larger of the two.
Figure 4.30 shows an ROC plot demonstrating that MVSC performs better than the new
S5 chopped-L-like statistic on two months of S5 data using the 20 input parameters listed
above.
One final issue that we needed to resolve in order to use MVSC as a detection statistic
was the issue of the “bump” in the IFAR plots seen in the S6 high mass search in Figure 4.31.
This bump would seem to indicate a significant deviation from the expected background at
low IFAR (or high FAR) values. Essentially, there appears to be an excess of coincidences of
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Figure 4.30: An ROC plot demonstrating that MVSC performs better than the new S5
chopped-L-like statistic on two months of S5 data using the 20 input parameters described
in Section 4.3.4.2.
low significance in zero-lag. As discussed in Section 4.2.6, we found that this was caused by
an injection-finding window that was too large. Thus, oftentimes, random noise coincidences
are mapped to injections and MVSC is then trained incorrectly that noise is correlated with
injections. Thus, the bump in the IFAR plot is caused by random noise that is given a
significance that is too large because MVSC learned that such things were associated with
injections. To eliminate such mappings, we implemented the code ligolw cbc dbinjfind
to define a set of “exactly” found injections for the MVSC training set. This exact set was
constructed with the following requirements- each found trigger must be within ±0.01 s
of the time the injection was made into that trigger’s detector and if there is a zero-lag
trigger within ±0.5 s of the found injection, the found injection is removed from the training
set. Then, we can define another set of injections that are “nearby.” This set only has the
requirement that each found trigger must be within ±1 s of the time the injection was made.
These new injection-finding sets have to be handled carefully within MVSC. Previously,
all training events were shuffled, then the first 90% would go in the training set and the
remaining 10% would be ranked using that trained forest with rotation of the 10% until all
events were ranked on a forest not trained on themselves. Now, both the exact and nearby
sets are sorted by GPS time. The exact set is split into 10 chunks and the GPS times of
the start and end of these chunks are saved. Then 9 out of the 10 chunks of the exact set
are used as a training set to rank injections from the nearby set that do not fall into any of
the GPS times from the training set. A rotation of the 9 chunks used ensures that nearby
injections will not be ranked with a forest trained on themselves.
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Figure 4.31: An example of the MVSC “bump” in the IFAR plots seen in the S6 high mass
search for L1V1 coincident time.
4.4 S5 Search Results
In this section, we will first present the results of the playground data set from 14 months
of S5. These original playground results were obtained before the new triples statistic or
MVSC were implemented. The ranking statistic used was the S4 statistic and as we will
see, did not perform very well. In fact, the original playground results highlighted numerous
issues with the search and led us to the tuning investigations in Section 4.3. Then, we will
have a look at some of the first results obtained from the final pipeline using MVSC as a
statistic. The search is ongoing so we do not have results from every month in S5 but we
will attempt an order-of-magnitude calculation of the upper limit that we may be able to
place on the rate of ringdowns, or more astrophysically motivated, the rate of intermediate
mass black hole mergers.
4.4.1 S5 Data
This search uses data from three interferometers, H1, H2, and L1 that were operational
during LIGO’s fifth science run. The run took place for approximately two years between
November 2005 and October 2007 until ∼1 year of triple coincidence data was obtained.
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4.4.2 S5 Playground Results
When tuning the parameters of an analysis pipeline, we need to be careful not to bias
ourselves by examining the output of the pipeline after every new tuning. In order to avoid
this, we allow ourselves to look at a small subset of data, known as the playground. Any
triggers that have a GPS time t that satisfies. After Category 3 data quality flags are applied,
approximately 0.7 years of triple coincidence time remained
mod (t− tS2 < 600) (4.78)
is considered a playground trigger where tS2 is the GPS start time of the second LIGO science
run 729273613. The playground times will constitute about 10% of the data. We are blind
to the other 90% of the data until tuning has been finalized based on playground, timeslide,
and simulation data. At this point, we can run the analysis with the best tunings and “open
the box”, or reveal the results of the analysis on the entire data set.
Initial playground runs were completed with the following settings. The template banks
were generated for a frequency range of 50-2000 Hz, a quality factor range of 2.1187-20,
and a maximum allowed mismatch of 3%. SNR thresholds for H1, H2, and L1 were set
to 5.5, 4.0, and 5.5, respectively. We clustered single detector triggers both with a sliding
maximize-duration window of 1 s and a maximization-interval over the template bank of
0.5 ms. All coincidence windows were set to ds2 = 0.4. The detection statistic was set to









ρDS = min {ρIFO1 + ρIFO2, aρIFO1 + b, aρIFO2 + b} (4.80)
with a = 2.0 and b = 2.2. A single coincidence clustering window of 10 ms was implemented.
All H1H2 coincidences were removed from the analysis and H2L1 coincidences found in
triple H1H2L1 time were removed. The H1H2 consistency test to remove H1L1 coincidences
in triple time was not applied in this playground run; however, as outlined below, it was
determined that this test was needed and thus was used in the full data runs in Section 4.4.3.
The settings of these initial runs were not ideal as will be outlined below. However, the
results of these runs indicated many important issues with the settings and motivated new
and improved settings and statistics for the full data runs in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.2.1 Issues with Playground Results
Loudest Coincidences
Examining the loudest playground coincidences at the end of the pipeline, it was clear that
the S4 chopped-L detection statistic was incorrectly ranking particularly egregious glitch-like
coincidences in S5 data as the loudest, most significant candidates. For example, consider
the playground results from months 9-10. The uncombined and combined cumulative IFAR
plots are shown in Figure 4.32. The cyan triangle (in the left uncombined plot) or the blue
triangle (in the right combined plot) with an arrow pointing to the right indicates a triple
coincident playground candidate that was louder than any background coincidences in all of
months 9-10. This indicates that we have a very significant candidate that has a very low
false alarm rate and warrants a full followup.
However, a bit of investigation into the details of this loudest coincidence in months 9-10
revealed that it was not a very good candidate. In Table 4.2, we see that while the time,
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Table 4.2: Parameters of loudest triple coincident playground candidate in months 9-10.
CAT 2 cFAR CAT 3 cFAR IFOs GPS time (s) f (Hz) Q SNR
H1 839927281.03 152.94 17.95 5.54
0.0 0.0 H2 839927281.03 148.83 17.95 4.38
L1 839927281.04 148.83 17.95 48.88
frequency, and quality factors of the H1, H2, and L1 triggers were similar, the SNR of the L1
trigger was much louder than either H1 or H2 which both had SNRs right above threshold.
While it is not impossible for a source to be configured and located in such a way to cause
a much louder SNR in L1, it is very unlikely. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.3.4.1,
this distribution of SNRs (very loud in one interferometer and very quiet in the other two)
is actually characteristic of a background coincidence or a false alarm. While it is possible
that it could be a very rare configuration, we do not want to rank such coincidences as the
loudest in our pipeline. It is likely that when declaring a first detection, we will require
the coincidence to have similar SNRs in all three interferometers so that it will be easier
to defend. Only later, after we have grown confident in our ability to detect gravitational
waves, will we declare detections from rare configurations. Finally, in Figure 4.33, we see
a whitened time-frequency spectrogram of the trigger in the H1 gravitational wave channel
and in the L1 gravitational wave channel. In the H1 gravitational wave channel, we see
an inconspicuous trigger while in L1, we see a very loud suspiciously glitch-like burst of
noise. The two interferometers’ time-frequency spectrogram are thus inconsistent and the
L1 spectrogram is not what we would expect from an inspiral-merger-ringdown gravitational
wave. See Figure 4.34 for a time-frequency spectrogram from a inspiral-merger-ringdown
hardware injection.
Thus, it was determined that we needed a new detection statistic that would effectively
rank such coincidences with a loud SNR in only one interferometer at a low value compared
to coincidences with comparable SNR in each interferometer. Essentially, this problem is
related to the S4 detection statistic whereby triple coincidences were ranked according to
Equation 4.79 and thus a single loud SNR in the triple would give a very large detection
statistic ρDS. The problem and resolution are described in more detail in Section 4.3.4. The
S4 search did not encounter this problem since no triple coincident candidates and very little
triple coincident background were found and thus, the triples’ ranking statistic was never
used except for triple found injections. Since we lowered the SNR threshold of H2 in S5,
we found a number of triple coincident background and playground triggers. Thus, it was
important that we properly rank these coincidences. In Section 4.3.4, we discuss the use of
a new triple coincident statistic and the move to a multi-variate statistical classifier as our
new detection statistic.
Identically Ranked Coincidences
In other searches, it is very rare to find two (or more) coincidences at the same GPS
time with exactly the same ranking statistic. However, because of the ringdown search’s
ranking statistic, this is actually a fairly common occurrence. The issue is related to the
chopped-L test in Equation 4.80. Doubles are ranked with this statistic. However, consider
the following case. Say we have two different L1 triggers coincident with the same H1 trigger
with an SNR of 30. The first L1 trigger has an SNR of 50. The second L1 trigger has an
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Figure 4.32: Months 9-10 playground uncombined and combined cumulative IFAR plots.
The cyan triangle in the left plot that falls to the far right with an arrow pointing to the
right indicates a triple coincident playground candidate that was louder than any background
coincidences in all of months 9-10.
Figure 4.33: Time-frequency whitened spectrograms of the loudest triple coincident play-
ground candidate in months 9-10 in both the H1 and L1 gravitational wave channels.
SNR of 70. The ranking of these two coincidences is the following:
CASE 1
ρDS = min {30 + 50, 2× 30 + 2.2, 2× 50 + 2.2} = min {80, 62.2, 102.2} = 62.2 (4.81)
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Figure 4.34: H1 time-frequency whitened spectrogram of the blind injection performed in
LIGO and Virgo data on September 16th, 2010. The signal was from a spinning binary
system with component masses of 1 M and 24 M. This injection had an SNR of 14 in H1.
For more information on this blind injection challenge, please refer to [161].
CASE 2
ρDS = min {30 + 70, 2× 30 + 2.2, 2× 70 + 2.2} = min {100, 62.2, 142.2} = 62.2 (4.82)
Thus, while these are obviously two distinct coincidences, they will both have exactly the
same ranking statistic. Normally, clustering by detection statistic will group together any
coincidences within a 10 second window of each other. However, in the case that there are
multiple “loudest” coincidences with exactly the same “loudest” ranking statistic, clustering
is not performed. This issue can be particularly egregious when ranking coincidences associ-
ated with injections. Consider, for example, a snippet of H1L1 coincidences associated with
ringdown injections in H1L1 time in Table 4.3. Four H1L1 coincidences are associated with
the same injection and are given exactly the same ranking!
The main problem regarding this issue is that we will recover more injections than were
made. Thus, injection recovery efficiency will be greater than 1 in some cases. Furthermore,
due to the new triple ranking statistic outlined in Section 4.3.4 and its similar chopped-L
behavior, we expect this redundancy issue to show up for triples as well. Finally, the effects
of providing a multi-variate statistical classifier with multiple coincidences associated with
the same injection are unknown; it may introduce unknown biases to the training of the
classifier.
Thus, in order to fix this issue, we introduced a second clustering stage as outlined to
break the degeneracy of identically ranked coincidences.
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Table 4.3: Identically ranked H1L1 coincidences associated with one ringdown injection.
cFAR IFO Inj GPS time Rec GPS time (s) SNR ρDS
H1 827371752.75 827371752.75 15.9
L1 827371752.75 827371752.76 9.36
H1 827371752.75 827371752.75 20.68
4.42 L1 827371752.75 827371752.76 9.36 20.93
H1 827371752.75 827371752.75 20.77
L1 827371752.75 827371752.76 9.36
H1 827371752.75 827371752.75 19.71
L1 827371752.75 827371752.76 9.36
H1H2 Consistency Test
As discussed in Section 4.2.5, we did not implement an H1H2 consistency cut in the initial
playground runs. Recall that this cut relies on the fact that if H1 sees a trigger that H2 does
not see, then if H1 is above a certain SNR threshold and H2 is not vetoed, H2 should have
seen that trigger as well. Also, we did not use an H1H2 snr ratio cut. Recall that this cut
checks that an H2 SNR is not greater than an H1 SNR for a given triple coincidence.
Nevertheless, it was apparent that the application of these cuts would be advantageous
for the ringdown search, even improving our detection efficiency. When looking at a table of
loudest time slide events in months 3-4 with Category 2 vetoes applied, we found that the
third loudest background coincidence in triple time was an H1L1 double coincidence with an
H1 SNR of 46.75. If we had required an H1H2 consistency cut, this coincidence would have
been removed from the pipeline because H2 should have seen a trigger considering H1 had
such a loud SNR. In fact, if we assume that ρH1 ≈ 2ρH2, then H2 should have had an SNR
of about 23. Instead, H2 saw nothing with an SNR greater than 4.0!
4.4.3 S5 Search Results
The ringdown analysis of S5 split the 24 months into twelve 2-month analysis periods.
During the first 18 months of S5, data was collected from three interferometers: H1, H2,
and L1. During months 19-24, the Virgo detector also joined the network. However, due to
the complications of adding a fourth interferometer to the analysis, the S5 ringdown search
was run only on data from H1, H2, and L1. Here we present the results from four analyzed
months of S5. The search is ongoing so results from the remaining twenty months of S5 are
not yet available. Here we will present results from the box-openings of Months 9-10 (July
12, 2006 to September 13, 2006) and Months 15-16 (January 9, 2007 to March 6, 2007).
The final tuning settings used in these runs were the following. The template banks were
generated for a frequency range of 50-2000 Hz, a quality factor range of 2.1187-20, and a
maximum allowed mismatch of 3%. SNR thresholds for H1, H2, and L1 were set to 5.5, 4.0,
and 5.5, respectively. We clustered single detector triggers both with a sliding maximize-
duration window of 1 s and a maximization-interval over the template bank of 0.5 ms. All
coincidence windows were set to ds2 = 0.4. An H1H2 consistency cut was applied. We
used MVSC as a detection statistic with the input parameters as outlined in Section 4.3.4.2.
Two coincidence clustering stages were applied. The first applied a coincidence clustering
window of 10 ms and kept only the coincidence with the maximum chopped-L SNR in that
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window. It also applied an H1H2 SNR ratio cut and removed all H1H2 coincidences and
H2L1 coincidences found in triple H1H2L1 time. The second clustering stage applied a
coincidence clustering window of 10 ms and kept only the coincidence with the maximum
network SNR in order to remove identically-ranked coincidences. We also performed 12
injection runs for each of these two month segments to be used in the training of MVSC
and also to be used for sanity checks. We performed four non-spinning EOBNRv2 runs, four
spinning PhenomB runs, and four ringdown-only runs. The configuration files for the search
and post-processing are shown in Appendix 6.
4.4.3.1 Months 9-10
In preparation for opening the box, we examine the injection recovery of both IMR
and ringdown-only injection sets. In Figure 4.35, we see three sets of plots for EOBNRv2,
PhenomB, and Ringdown injections. These are the missed/found injection plots that we
discussed in Section 4.2.4. The y-axis marks the second smallest injected distance and the
x-axis marks the final black hole mass of the injection. Blue stars are injections found with
zero FAR, red crosses are injections that were not found in triple coincidence by the pipeline,
and colored circles are injections found with non-zero FAR. In these plots, we hope to see
no nearby missed injections except perhaps at the limits of our sensitivity (for example, at
high masses for IMR injections or low masses for ringdown injections). Furthermore, we
expect a well-defined transition region between missed and found injections. Figure 4.35
demonstrates both of these properties indicating that we recovered the software injections
properly and that we can open the box.
In Figure 4.36, we see the uncombined and combined IFAR plots for months 9-10 triple
coincident time and a list of the top ten loudest coincidences in Figure 4.37. There was one
triple coincident candidate at GPS time 839927281.03 with a combined FAR of 0.45/yr. It
had an SNR of 5.54 in H1, 4.38 in H2, and 48.88 in L1. This candidate is in fact, the loudest
playground coincidence that we saw in the playground tuning in Section 4.4.2.1 with a glitch-
like trigger in L1. However, now we see that MVSC has ranked this candidate so that it has
a non-zero FAR; there are time-slide triggers that are louder than this coincidence. Thus, it
is not a significant candidate although we will perform follow-up tests on this coincidence to
see if we can find an environmental or instrumental cause.
This was the only mildly interesting coincidence in months 9-10. In Figure 4.38, we show
IFAR plots for H1L1 coincident time and in Figure 4.39, a list of the loudest coincidences
in H1L1 time. Again, there are no statistically significant coincidences in this time. In
Figure 4.40, we show IFAR plots for H2L1 coincident time and in Figure 4.41, a list of the
loudest coincidences in H2L1 time. There are no statistically significant coincidences in this
time, either.
4.4.3.2 Months 15-16
In Figure 4.42, we see three sets of plots for EOBNRv2, PhenomB, and Ringdown injec-
tions in Months 15-16. No obvious issues exist; injections are recovered properly.
In Figure 4.43, we see the uncombined and combined IFAR plots for months 15-16 triple
coincident time and a list of the top ten loudest coincidences in Figure 4.44. In Figure 4.45,
we show IFAR plots for H1L1 coincident time and in Figure 4.46, a list of the loudest coin-
cidences in H1L1 time. In Figure 4.47, we show IFAR plots for H2L1 coincident time and
in Figure 4.48, a list of the loudest coincidences in H2L1 time. There are no statistically
significant coincidences in any of these times.
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Figure 4.35: Missed/found plots for EOBNRv2, PhenomB, and Ringdown injections in
Months 9-10.
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Figure 4.36: IFAR plot of H1H2L1 time in Months 9-10.
4.4.3.3 Preliminary Rate Upper Limit Calculations
In the event that we do not have a detection in the rest of S5, we can calculate an upper
limit on the rate of ringdown injections. Here we attempt a rough upper limit calculation
and do a preliminary comparison with the S4 upper limit [26]. Since we do not have all
the data yet from the analysis with MVSC, we cannot compare the performance of the
final pipeline. However, we can do a preliminary comparison using data from the original
playground runs and the new S5 triples’ chopped-L statistic. To compare, we will look only
at ringdown injections in the 70-140 Hz band (or equivalently, the 85-390 M band) with
distances between 0.5-1000 Mpc. In S4, no triple background was found so all injections
above threshold were counted. In S5, for the 16 months analyzed with the new chopped-L
triples statistic, the loudest event was in the background with a chopped-L statistic of ∼160
so all injections above this threshold were counted.
Figure 4.49 shows the efficiency curve for triple found ringdown injections in S5. We
injected 12,515 signals in total and 9047 were recovered after Category 3 vetoes were applied.
The playground runs were only completed for 14 months of S5; this amounted to a total triple
analysis livetime of ∼0.47 years after Category 3 vetoes. Figure 4.50 shows the efficiency
curve for triple found ringdown injections in S5. In S4, 5701 signals were injected and 3010
were recovered. The total triple analysis livetime in S4 was only 0.0375 years.
Comparing Figures 4.49 and 4.50, we see that signals in S5 were detected out to nearly
1000 Mpc, almost an order of magnitude further than in S4. Also, note that the efficiency
in S4 is not equal to 1 at nearby distances. This is because applied vetoes were treated as a
loss of efficiency rather than a loss of livetime. In S5, we treated vetoes as a loss of livetime.
Thus, the S5 efficiency does go to 1 at nearby distances. We can use these efficiency ε as a




In S4, Veff was found to be 2.6 × 106 Mpc3. In S5, we find a preliminary value of
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Figure 4.37: List of loudest coincidences in H1H2L1 time in Months 9-10. The columns in
this table are rank with rank of 1 being the most significant, combined false alarm rate, false
alarm probability, false alarm probability in one year of data, recovered GPS start time in
each interferometer, recovered interferometer, instruments operating at the time, recovered
frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin in each interferometer, and duration of this type of
coincident time.
Veff = 4× 109 Mpc3, three orders of magnitude better than S4. These volumes are then used






where T is the analysis livetime. In S4, the upper limit on the rate was found to be 2.4×10−5
per year per Mpc3. In S5, using a livetime of just 14 months of S5, we find a preliminary
upper limit of 1× 10−9 per year per Mpc3. Using the average of the livetimes from each of
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Figure 4.38: IFAR plot of H1L1 time in Months 9-10.
the 14 months, we can extrapolate the triple analysis livetime for all 24 months to be about
0.7 years. This would yield a rate upper limit of 9× 10−10 per year per Mpc3.
We can also attempt to make a rough comparison with the rate density upper limit set
in Reference [48] for IMBH-IMBH mergers. In this reference, a set of non-spinning EOBNR
injections were made with mass ratios less than 4:1 and total masses between 100-450 M.
This search also included H1H2L1V1 time in the last 6 months of S5. The upper limit for
the combined search, averaged over all masses, was estimated to be 0.9 per Myr per Mpc3.
The most sensitive mass bin (88 + 88 M) had a rate limit of 1.3× 10−7 per yr per Mpc3.
We cannot make a direct comparison with the IMBH search because we have used spin-
ning PhenomB injections in our playground runs. One of the PhenomB runs had non-
spinning injections but the other two had spinning injections with component spins between
0.1-0.85. Selecting only those with mass ratios less than 4:1 and total masses between 100-
200 M (our most efficiently detected bin), we find a total of 11,054 were made and 5784 of
those were detected. The Veff calculated from the efficiency curve in Figure 4.51 is similar
to that for ringdown injections, Veff = 4× 109 Mpc3. Thus, the rate upper limit for all of S5
is the same order of magnitude, 9× 10−10 per year per Mpc3.
Before we can make firm statements on the rate upper limits of the ringdown search,
we will need to determine the total uncertainty in the effective ranges and the systematic
uncertainty due to the accuracy of simulated waveforms and calibration of the data. We
will also need to make informed decisions about which types of injection sets will give the
most meaning full rate upper limits. With regards to astrophysical rates of IMBH-IMBH
coalescences, Reference [19] estimates 0.07 per GC per Gyr where GC is globular cluster.
From Reference [162], we have an approximate astrophysical source density of 0.3 GC per
Mpc3. This translates to about 2.1 × 10−11per year per Mpc3. This is only about an order
of magnitude from our rough estimated rates. With the addition of the search through S6
data and using MVSC as a detection statistic, the ringdown search may be able to limit the
astrophysical rate of IMBH-IMBH mergers.
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Figure 4.39: List of loudest coincidences in H1L1 time in Months 9-10. The columns in this
table are rank with rank of 1 being the most significant, combined false alarm rate, false
alarm probability, false alarm probability in one year of data, recovered GPS start time in
each interferometer, recovered interferometer, instruments operating at the time, recovered
frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin in each interferometer, and duration of this type of
coincident time.
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Figure 4.40: IFAR plot of H2L1 time in Months 9-10.
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Figure 4.41: List of loudest coincidences in H2L1 time in Months 9-10. The columns in this
table are rank with rank of 1 being the most significant, combined false alarm rate, false
alarm probability, false alarm probability in one year of data, recovered GPS start time in
each interferometer, recovered interferometer, instruments operating at the time, recovered
frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin in each interferometer, and duration of this type of
coincident time.
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Figure 4.42: Missed/found plots for EOBNRv2, PhenomB, and Ringdown injections in
Months 15-16.
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Figure 4.43: IFAR plot of H1H2L1 time in Months 15-16.
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Figure 4.44: List of loudest coincidences in H1H2L1 time in Months 15-16. The columns in
this table are rank with rank of 1 being the most significant, combined false alarm rate, false
alarm probability, false alarm probability in one year of data, recovered GPS start time in
each interferometer, recovered interferometer, instruments operating at the time, recovered
frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin in each interferometer, and duration of this type of
coincident time.
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Figure 4.45: IFAR plot of H1L1 time in Months 15-16.
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Figure 4.46: List of loudest coincidences in H1L1 time in Months 15-16. The columns in
this table are rank with rank of 1 being the most significant, combined false alarm rate, false
alarm probability, false alarm probability in one year of data, recovered GPS start time in
each interferometer, recovered interferometer, instruments operating at the time, recovered
frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin in each interferometer, and duration of this type of
coincident time.
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Figure 4.47: IFAR plot of H2L1 time in Months 15-16.
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Figure 4.48: List of loudest coincidences in H2L1 time in Months 15-16. The columns in
this table are rank with rank of 1 being the most significant, combined false alarm rate, false
alarm probability, false alarm probability in one year of data, recovered GPS start time in
each interferometer, recovered interferometer, instruments operating at the time, recovered
frequency, quality factor, mass, and spin in each interferometer, and duration of this type of
coincident time.
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Figure 4.49: The efficiency of detecting ringdown injections in triple coincidence in the
70-140 Hz band in S5 using the new triples chopped-L statistic.
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Figure 4.50: The efficiency as a function of injected distance of ringdown injections in triple
coincidence in the 70-140 Hz band in S4. Taken from Reference [26].
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Figure 4.51: The efficiency as a function of injected effective distance of PhenomB injections




In this section, we examine the ability of the S5 ringdown pipeline to recover IMR signals
with the correct template. This issue is different from the issue of the efficiency of the search
which directly affects our ability to detect. We could detect a signal with the wrong template
but it would have still been detected. However, if we are interested in understanding the
physics behind the source, then we hope that we can accurately recover the signal with the
correct template. In other words, we hope that the template that is closest to the signal’s
actual frequency and quality factor will give the largest SNR when matched filtering the
data. As we will see, this is not always the case for the present ringdown search. In addition
to some systematic errors in parameter recovery which we will explore in more detail below,
we also encounter the same issue explored in Section 4.3.4.2 that plagued the creation of
the MVSC training set. With an injection-finding window of 1 s, it is very possible that a
loud noise trigger could occur in that window and get picked up as the recovered injection.
And it is unlikely that the noise trigger would have the same parameters as the signal.
Furthermore, we are interested to see whether recovered templates are consistent across the
various interferometers. For example, for a particular signal, do we expect to find the same
template in both H1 and L1?
We will explore the recovery of the ringdown part of an IMR signal from set of Phe-
nomenologicalB waveforms first discussed in Section 3.5.1 and how well we can estimate
the physical mass and spin parameters. We will try to understand how the addition of in-
spiral and merger affect the physical parameter recovery. We will focus only on injections
found as triple coincidences. Thus, injections made into double time or found only as double
coincidences will not be explored here.
4.5.1 IMR Parameter Recovery
Previous studies of the parameter recovery abilities of the ringdown search pipeline have
focused on the recovery of ringdown-only waveforms [26] . However, we now have the ability
to inject full inspiral-merger-ringdown simulated signals into the data and test the ringdown
pipeline’s parameter recovery ability. We seek to understand whether the addition of an
inspiral and merger would help or hurt the search efficiency.
In this study, we injected 61,411 PhenomB injections spread over 12 months of S5 data.
The distributions included the same mass, spin, and position settings as outlined in Sec-
tion 4.3.1 for the tuning of the pipeline. This included a mass distribution distributed
uniformly in mass ratio q from 0.1-1.0 and total mass from 50-450 M. One third of the
injections were nonspinning while the rest were distributed uniformly with component di-
mensionless spin parameter from 0.1-0.85. The spins were only aligned or anti-aligned with
the orbital angular momentum. After collecting only those recovered in triple time after
Category 3 vetoes, we found 29,382 of the original 61,411 injected PhenomB injections.
In Figure 4.52 and Figure 4.53, we can see some general patterns of the recovery of these
PhenomB injections. In these plots, all injections that were made are shown in red and those
that were recovered in triple coincidence are overlain in green. In Figure 4.52 we see the
distribution in the component mass m1-m2 plane on the left and in the component spin a1-a2
plane on the right. In the m1-m2 plane, we note that the density of recovered injections for
systems with q < 1 decreases as q becomes more extreme.This is an effect that we expect
based on studies of the amplitude of the l = m = 2 mode of unequal mass non-spinning
black holes with decreasing mass ratio. As the mass ratio becomes more extreme, studies
show that the amplitude of the l = m = 2 mode decreases, making the ringdown waveform
for these types of systems more difficult to detect. In the a1-a2 plane, we notice no obvious
gaps in detectability. In general, the amount of radiation emitted during the ringdown will
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depend on the magnitude and inclination of spins of the initial objects. However, since
the initial spins of PhenomB injections must always be aligned or anti-aligned with the
orbital angular momentum, we cannot explore the full effects of initial spins on ringdown
detectability. Furthermore, subtle differences in detectability are not obvious in the a1-a2
plane. In Figure 4.53, we see histograms of all made PhenomB injections in red and those
recovered in triple time in green. Again, the histograms of mass ratio show that for an
injected uniform q distribution, the detected q distribution is not quite uniform with fewer
injections found at low mass ratios. The histogram of final black hole spin afinal demonstrates
a few things. Despite the uniform distribution of aligned or anti-aligned initial spins in the
a1-a2 plane, afinal tends toward 0.7. Furthermore, the detected distribution of afinal shows
that in the range of 0.5-0.7, we do not detect as large a fraction of injections as in the range
from 0.7-0.9. This is also an expected effect from what is known as the orbital hangup.
Figure 4.52: PhenomB injection distribution in the m1-m2 plane on the left and in the
spin1z-spin2z plane on the right. All injections made are shown in red and those that were
recovered in triple coincidence are overlain in green.
4.5.1.1 Frequency and Quality Factor
Examining injected versus detected frequency and quality factor distributions for the
different interferometers will allow us to determine whether IMR injections are recovered
with the correct template. In Figure 4.54, we see injected versus detected frequency for
PhenomB injections for each of H1, H2, and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the
mass ratio range from 0.1-1.0 and the black line marks the diagonal. Here we see that below
about 150 Hz, fINJ and fDET are fairly consistent. But this is not the case above 150 Hz where
fDET is consistently found to be less than fINJ. Here we find that IMR injections are being
recovered with templates with frequencies in the 100-250 Hz band. This is a phenomenon
that has been explained in Goggin, et.al. For an IMR signal, as we increase the ringdown
frequency, more of the inspiral and merger part of the signal come into LIGO’s sensitivity
band. As was demonstrated in Goggin, et. al, most of the ringdown templates in the bank
will contribute to a trigger in 120 ms around the IMR signal if the inspiral and merger are
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Figure 4.53: Histogram of PhenomB injection distributions by mass ratio in the plot on the
left and by final black hole spin in the plot on the right. The distributions of all injections
are shown in red and the distributions of those recovered in triple coincidence are overlain
in green.
visible. The templates’ frequency tends to match the frequency of the chirp or merger part
of the waveform that is contributing to the signal. And it is often the case that the template
the contributes to the loudest SNR trigger is the template with frequency near 100-200 Hz.
This is where the LIGO strain sensitivity is best.
Another characteristic related to mass ratio q can be seen in Figure 4.54. The colorbar
on the plots denotes mass ratios in the range from 0.1-1.0. Above 150 Hz, where fDET is
consistently found to be less than fINJ, we note the general trend that q ∼ 1.0 injections are
found a bit closer to the diagonal than injections with q ∼ 0.1. This is expected because
the amplitude of the l = m = 2 mode of the ringdown waveform decreases as the mass ratio
of the binary components becomes more extreme. Since this is the mode that the ringdown
templates are designed to find, unequal mass systems will suffer a loss of SNR. For a given
fINJ, we expect that the ringdown of an equal mass system will contribute more to the SNR
than that of an unequal mass system. Thus the fDET of an equal mass system above 150 Hz
will shift to slightly higher frequencies in LIGO’s most sensitive frequency band.
In Figure 4.55, we see injected versus detected quality factor values for PhenomB in-
jections for each of H1, H2, and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the mass ratio
range from 0.1-1.0 and the black line marks the diagonal. One interesting feature to note is
that the PhenomB injections are injected with continuous quality factor values from about
2.1187-6. However, due to the discrete nature of the ringdown template bank, we only detect
injections with five possible quality factor values. And the detected values certainly do not
lie along the diagonal. In fact, some of the detected injections were found to have quality
factor values of ∼ 18, much larger than the maximum injected quality factor of about 6.
This is possibly due to the fact that fDET is consistently found to be less than fINJ. If the
ringdown template finds a best match at too low of frequency, it will essentially have found a
ringdown signal that starts too soon. Thus, the detected ringdown signal will be longer than
the injected ringdown signal. Since the quality factor is a measure of how quickly energy is
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lost for a system, if the signal is longer than it should be, then the detected quality factor
will be larger than it should be, indicating that the signal has a long damping time.
Despite the fact that the ringdown pipeline finds IMR signals above ∼150 Hz with fDET
consistently less than fINJ, we can see in Figure 4.56 that fDET is remarkably similar across
interferometers. These plots show fDET for both H1 and H2 on the left and for H1 and L1 on
the right. Thus, even though the search picks up the wrong frequency, it does so consistently.
We can then expect that bad frequency recovery does not affect the coincidence test. In
Figure 4.57, we again see the discrete nature of QDET.
4.5.1.2 Time Difference
Another indicator of parameter recovery performance is the difference in detected GPS
time and injected GPS time of the start of the ringdown of the IMR injection. We can
examine the time difference for each interferometer and also between two different interfer-
ometers. In Figure 4.58, we have plotted three simple histograms showing the difference
between detected and injected start times in each of the interferometers H1, H2, and L1.
All three interferometers demonstrate remarkably similar performance, with distributions
skewed toward negative ∆t. This indicates that the detected GPS time is often found to be
smaller than the injected GPS time. In other words, the ringdown template finds the IMR
signal’s ringdown too soon. This is consistent with the observation that fDET is consistently
less than fINJ and QDET consistently larger than QINJ. Essentially, the ringdown template
will pick up the part of the IMR signal that falls in LIGO’s most sensitive band, 100-200 Hz.
For IMR signals with ringdown frequency above this band, this means that the template will
find the signal too soon, before the actual ringdown begins, at too low of frequency and too
large of quality factor. In Figure 4.59, we see detected minus injected time difference as a
function of frequency for each interferometer. Largest time differences occur at low frequency
and decrease with increasing frequency. This same effect is observed for ringdown injections
and was shown to be caused by random phase ringdowns being filtered with templates with
a phase of zero. We expect a similar effect for IMR injections that will also have a random
phase ringdown. However, above ∼ 150Hz, the templates will match whichever part of the
signal falls in the ∼ 100− 200 Hz frequency band so time difference will not be random but
rather have a peak near zero with a skew toward negative differences. Finally, we see that
higher final black hole spin systems are shifted to positive time differences at low frequency.
For the very highest spins near aINJ = 1, we even see a separate population emerging. This
implies that the detected ringdown start time was significantly later than injected ringdown
start time for these high spin injections. We know that the very high final black hole spin
injections will have a large quality factor and will have significantly more cycles than non-
spinning final black hole injections. This population is due to the template picking up the
ringdown signal several cycles late. For example, a ringdown at ∼ 150 Hz will take about
13 ms to go through two cycles. In Figure 4.59, we can see that +13 ms is approximately
where the second population lies.
In Figure 4.60, 4.61, and 4.62, we explore a different type of time difference between
recovered times in different interferometers for triple found PhenomB injections. Figure 4.60
shows the difference in recovered time between H1 and H2 interferometers. This is a sharply
peaked distribution about zero as we expect given that the interferometers are collocated.
However, in Figure 4.61, we see the difference in recovered time between H1 and L1 interfer-
ometers is a much broader distribution where the light travel time of 10 ms between detector
sites can be seen. Figure 4.62 shows these time differences as a function of H1 injected
frequency for H1 and H2 in the plot on the left and for H1 and L1 in the plot on the right.
In ∆tH1H2, there is an obvious discrete structure; the lines are separated by the inverse of
the sampling rate (1/8192) s. We also see the spread at low frequencies that we saw in the
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Figure 4.54: Injected versus detected frequency for PhenomB injections for each of H1, H2,
and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the mass ratio range from 0.1-1.0. The black
line marks the diagonal.
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Figure 4.55: Injected versus detected quality factor for PhenomB injections for each of H1,
H2, and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the mass ratio range from 0.1-1.0. The
black line marks the diagonal.
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Figure 4.56: Differences in the recovered frequency for PhenomB waveforms found in triple
coincidence between H1 and H2 for the plot on the left and between H1 and L1 for the plot
on the right. The black line denotes the diagonal.
Figure 4.57: Differences in the recovered quality factor for PhenomB waveforms found in
triple coincidence between H1 and H2 for the plot on the left and between H1 and L1 for
the plot on the right. The black line denotes the diagonal. The discreteness of the recovered
values is due to the discreteness of quality factor values available in the ringdown template
bank.
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Figure 4.58: Histogram of detected minus injected GPS start times for triple found PhenomB
injections in H1, H2, and L1.
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Figure 4.59: Difference in GPS start time for triple found PhenomB injections as a function
of injected frequency for H1, H2, and L1. The color bar denotes injected dimensionless spin.
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Figure 4.60: Histogram of difference in GPS start time for triple found PhenomB injections
in H1 and H2.
detected versus injected time difference plots. In ∆tH1L1, we see a much larger spread in
time difference over the whole injected frequency range.
4.5.1.3 Mass and Spin
Based on observations of frequency, quality factor, and time recovery of the ringdown part
of IMR injections, we can begin to understand the biases in physical parameter recovery. For
instance, consider Figure 4.63, where we have shown MDET versus MINJ for H1, H2, and L1.
Consistently, MDET is larger than MINJ. We know that above 150 Hz, fDET is consistently
found to be less than fINJ. Since MDET is inversely proportional to fDET, this will act to
overestimate MDET. Furthermore, since QDET is consistently found to be more than QINJ
and since MDET is proportional to QDET, this will further act to overestimate MDET. Thus
the final black hole mass recovered by the ringdown pipeline will be too large. We can also
observe that the extent of this bias depends on mass ratio. Again, we see that for equal
mass systems, more SNR will be in the ringdown portion of the signal so this will allow for
slightly better final mass parameter recovery. In Figure 4.65, we see that again, the detected
spin aDET can only take a few values. This arises from the discreteness of the quality factor
parameter in the template bank.
Finally, we can see in Figure 4.66 that MDET is similar across interferometers. So again,
even though the search picks up the wrong parameters, it does so consistently. In Figure 4.67,
we again see the discrete nature of aDET.
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Figure 4.61: Histogram of difference in GPS start time for triple found PhenomB injections
in H1 and L1.
Figure 4.62: Difference in GPS start time for triple found PhenomB injections in H1 and H2
on the left and in H1 and L1 on the right as a function of H1 injected frequency. The color
bar denotes injected quality factor in the range from 2.1187-6.0.
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Figure 4.63: Injected versus detected final black hole mass for PhenomB injections for each
of H1, H2, and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the mass ratio range from 0.1-1.0.
The black line marks the diagonal.
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Figure 4.64: Injected versus detected final black hole mass for PhenomB injections for each
of H1, H2, and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the final black hole dimensionless
spin from 0.0-1.0. The black line marks the diagonal.
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Figure 4.65: Injected versus detected final black hole dimensionless spin for PhenomB injec-
tions for each of H1, H2, and L1 interferometers. The color scale spans the mass ratio range
from 0.1-1.0. The black line marks the diagonal.
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Figure 4.66: Differences in the recovered mass of the final black hole for PhenomB waveforms
found in triple coincidence between H1 and H2 for the plot on the left and between H1 and
L1 for the plot on the right. The black line denotes the diagonal.
Figure 4.67: Differences in the recovered spin of the final black hole for PhenomB waveforms
found in triple coincidence between H1 and H2 for the plot on the left and between H1 and
L1 for the plot on the right. The black line denotes the diagonal. The discreteness of the
recovered values is due to the discreteness of quality factor values available in the ringdown
template bank. Recall that the spin of the final black hole is a function only of quality factor.
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4.5.1.4 Effective Distance
Recall from Section 4.2.2.2 that the effective distance Deff is a derived quantity based
on the amplitude and the sensitivity of the detector to a signal at 1 Mpc. The physical
interpretation of this effective distance is the distance to an optimally positioned and oriented
source that produces the same strain in the detector as a source at 1 Mpc. Ideally, we should
recover the same effective distance that the signal was injected at. In Figure 4.68, however,
we see that this is not quite the case, as most of the injections have a detected effective
distance that is larger than the injected effective distance. These plots are also colored by
recovered SNR so that we can see that injections with very loud SNR are recovered a nearby
effective distances and those with quiet SNRs are recovered at further effective distances.
Signals injected into noisy LIGO data will often lose SNR and thus be recovered at further
effective distances than they were injected.
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Figure 4.68: Injected versus detected effective distance for triple found PhenomB injections
for H1, H2, and L1. The color bar demonstrates the recovered SNR of these injections in
each interferometer.
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5. Multimode Ringdown Searches 1
5.1 Motivation
We are quickly approaching the era of gravitational wave astronomy with a world-wide
network of advanced interferometric detectors. By 2014, all advanced LIGO interferome-
ters are expected to be operational and will be joined by at least three other detectors, the
GEO600, advanced Virgo, and KAGRA interferometers. Detection rates for binary coa-
lescences have been estimated to likely be around ∼ 40 yr−1 for binary neutron stars and
∼ 20 yr−1 for binary black holes [19, 164]. With the potential for discovery and rich science, it
will be important to accurately detect these signals. The method of matched filtering, which
is currently used for searches of known gravitational waveforms in LIGO’s S1-S6 runs, is the
optimal method to detect signals buried in Gaussian noise [165]. While LIGO’s noise is not
Gaussian, the method, supplemented with additional signal-based vetoes and multi-detector
coincidence requirements, is quite suitable for detection purposes.
Black hole perturbation theory and numerical simulations have shown that, according
to General Relativity (GR) and many alternative theories of gravity, perturbed black holes
experience an exponentially decaying and oscillatory (or ringdown) phase in which the grav-
itational wave signal is dominated by a series of quasinormal modes (QNMs) (see [166] for a
review). LIGO ringdown searches currently assume that the waveform is dominated by the
fundamental l = m = 2 mode [26]. However, a single mode ringdown search for black holes
of final mass M ∼> 10
2M can miss more than 10% of events in both LIGO and advanced
ground-based detectors [131]. Furthermore, parameter estimation errors can be large for
such single mode searches when the actual waveform contains a second mode [131]. Two-
mode searches have also been proposed for consistency tests of GR and the no-hair theorem
[130, 131, 167] and for inferring information about the progenitors of the final black hole
formation [168]. Detection of the ringdown signal from an intermediate mass black hole may
also provide information into the formation history of these potential gravitational wave
sources via the black hole’s spin [124, 169]. Thus, if feasible, it is reasonable to expect that
future ringdown searches will look for multi-mode signals.
However, multi-dimensional template banks (or catalogs) can result in such a large num-
ber of templates that multi-mode ringdown searches might not be possible in practice. The
traditional method for building catalogs is to compute a metric for the parameter space that
one uses in an algorithm to place points at a given proper distance away from each other and
thereby guarantees a minimal match between a signal and template [170–174]. Using this
method for a minimal mismatch of 97%, a two-mode catalog suitable for testing the no-hair
theorem with advanced ground-based detectors would require roughly 106 templates versus
103 for a similar one-mode search. This implies a huge increase in the computational cost of
matched filtering searches.
A number of reduced order modeling techniques, such as Proper Orthogonal Decomposi-
tions, Singular Value Decompositions, or Principal Component Analysis, can be applied to
1Reprinted with permission from IOP Publishing Limited. The article reprinted in this section has been
published in Classical and Quantum Gravity [163]. Please see Figure 6.1 in Appendix B for IOP’s assignment
of copyright form granting permission to include all or part of the article in this dissertation. The article
can be found online: http://iopscience.iop.org/0264-9381/29/9/095016/
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represent the original template bank by potentially much fewer elements (see, for example,
175–178).
Following Field et al. [179], we show that the Reduced Basis (RB) approach provides a
dramatically compact representation of multi-mode QNM catalogs. The main two features
responsible for such savings are (1) the exponential convergence of the training space rep-
resentation error (the square of Eq. (5.6) below) with respect to the number of waveforms
selected by the algorithm and (2) the linearity of multi-mode ringdown waveforms.
Key results are summarized in the following sections. Additional details and an explo-
ration of RB representations for ringdown searches and parameter estimation are ongoing
studies and will be presented as future work.
5.2 The Multimode Ringdown Signal




e−(πf`mn/Q`mn)t cos (2πf`mnt) (5.1)
where A`mn(Ω) is the orientation-dependent dimensionless amplitude, r is the distance to
the source, M is the black hole mass, and for simplicity in the following discussion, we
have set the phase and arrival time to zero. We work in units where G = c = 1 unless
otherwise stated. We will ignore the angular dependence in the amplitude and regard A`mn
as constants since, as we discuss in Section 5.5, the linearity of the problem implies that the
reduced bases are valid for all values of the amplitudes and, hence, for all angles.
Defining h`mn(t) = 0 for t < 0, the Fourier transform of (5.1) is
ĥ`mn(f)=
A`mn(f`mn−2ifQ`mn)Q`mn
π[4(f 2`mn−f 2)Q2`mn + f 2`nm − 4iff`nmQ`nm]
. (5.2)
Also, for our purposes, a multi-mode signal impinging on the detector at time t = 0 and








with h`mn(t) and ĥ`mn(f) given by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), respectively.
Again, as discussed in Section 3.5.1, we can relate the central frequency and quality factor
for each multipole to the black hole mass and dimensionless spin parameter using the fitting
formulae that can found in Refs. [130, 131].
5.3 The Reduced Basis Technique
The RB approach is a framework for efficiently solving parametrized problems, repre-
senting the solutions in a compact way, and predicting new ones based on an offline-online
decomposition (see [179] and references therein). In the current context, the method identi-
fies a set of parameter points such that the associated waveforms constitute a nearly optimal
basis for accurate “spectral” expansions of any other waveform [180]. If the waveforms de-
pend smoothly on the parameters of the problem the expansion is expected to converge very
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quickly to the original waveform as the number of basis elements is increased. In [179], it
was shown that in the case of gravitational waves from non-spinning compact binary inspi-
rals such convergence is exponential. Below we show that this is also the case for ringdown
waveforms (see, for example, Fig. 5.1).
In what follows we denote a generic waveform, which can be in the time or frequency
domain, by h~µ and the relevant parameters by ~µ, which is in general multi-dimensional. In
the current application, ~µ = {(f`mn, Q`mn,A`mn)} 2. The scheme starts with a training space
T ≡ {~µi}Pi=1 of P numerical values of the parameter ~µ and associated normalized waveforms
{h~µi}
P
i=1, which we call the training space catalog. (The underlines denote waveforms or
parameters present in the training space.) The natural scalar product used is directly related








with Sn(f) the one-sided power spectral density (PSD) of the detector and fL, fU frequency
limits implied by the structure of the PSD. The scalar product of (5.3) is related to the
standard overlap integral [181] by (F,G) := 4 Re〈F,G〉. For definiteness, in this paper we
use the Adv LIGO PSD fit of Ajith & Bose [182]. While any PSD may be used, as discussed
in Field et al. [179], the high accuracy of the reduced basis implies that it can be used with
other PSD’s with a marginal increase in the representation error.
The training space can be constructed by any means, including simple random or uniform
sampling, more sophisticated stochastic methods [183], the metric approach [170], or those
of Manca & Vallisneri [184], for example. Regardless of the method used to populate it, the
RB formalism produces a compact and highly accurate representation of the training space
catalog, among other things.
Part of the output of the algorithm is a sequential selection of N parameter points
{~µ1, ~µ2, . . . , ~µN} ⊂ T and their associated waveforms {h~µ1 , h~µ2 , . . . , h~µN} ⊂ {h~µi}
P
i=1. The
set of waveforms {h~µi}Ni=1 (or a linear combination of them) constitutes the reduced basis. It
is sometimes convenient [see Eq. (5.5)], though not necessary, to work with an orthonormal
set {ei}Ni=1 instead of the {h ~µi}Ni=1.
The points {~µi}Ni=2 are selected by a greedy algorithm [185] and are sometimes referred
to as greedy points. A choice for the first one, ~µ1 (called the seed), is needed to initialize
the algorithm. The seed can be chosen arbitrarily, and since the greedy scheme is a global
optimization method it is insensitive to its choice; we explicitly illustrate this in Section
5.4.2 (see Fig. 5.1). The algorithm ends when a prescribed tolerance error, defined below
in Eq. (5.6), in the representation of the training space catalog is reached. For the salient
features of the greedy algorithm see Alg. 1.
2There is actually one less degree of freedom with respect to the number of amplitudes since the waveforms
are normalized.
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Algorithm 1 Brief description of the Greedy Algorithm
1: Input: {~µi , h~µi}
P
i=1, ε
2: Seed choice (arbitrary): ~µ1
3: RB = {h~µ1}
4: i = 1 and ε1 = 1
5: while εi ≥ ε do
6: i = i+ 1
7: εi = max~µ∈T ‖P(i−1)h~µ − h~µ‖
8: ~µi = argmax~µ∈T ‖P(i−1)h~µ − h~µ‖
9: RB = RB ∪h~µi
10: end while
11: Output: RB and greedy points
The reduced basis is used to approximate other waveforms, whether they were in the
training space catalog or not, through linear combinations that represent an orthogonal
projection (with respect to the scalar product (5.3)) onto its span,
h~µ = PNh~µ + δh~µ . (5.4)
The RB approximation is PNh~µ and satisfies 〈PNh~µ, δh~µ〉 = 0, by construction. If using an








where we have implicitly introduced the projection coefficients αij. Another output of the
algorithm is precisely the set of αij projection coefficients for waveforms in the training space
catalog, whereas coefficients for any other waveforms may be easily computed.
The greedy algorithm sequentially selects N = N(ε) greedy points and associated wave-
forms until the maximum error to represent every element in the training space catalog




where the norm ‖ · ‖ is the one induced by the scalar product (5.3). As discussed in Field
et al. [179], in the limit of sufficiently dense training spaces the square of ε is comparable to
the minimal match (MM) through 3
ε2 ∼ 1−MM as P →∞. (5.7)
3Strictly speaking, standard template placement algorithms use 1 − MM to characterize how well a
discrete template bank captures any signal h. On the other hand, ε2 characterizes how well PNh represents
any signal h. Albeit different, these error measurements are appropriate tools for comparison.
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Therefore, we refer to ε2 as the training space representation error 4. The exponential
convergence of the RB method implies that ε can be made arbitrarily small with a reduced
number N of basis elements (thus the Reduced Basis denomination) with N < P and, in
many cases, N  P . The quantity
Cr := P/N (5.8)
is called the compression ratio [186]. Unless otherwise noted, all the results that we quote
are for ε2 = 10−12 in order to avoid roundoff artifacts that gradually appear (otherwise we
could choose ε2 around double precision roundoff, ε2 ∼ 10−14). Therefore, any waveform h~µ
in the training space catalog equals its RB approximation PNh~µ to this level of accuracy.
Another error of interest is associated with the RB representation of any waveform h~µ,
not necessarily present in the training space catalog. We call this error the waveform repre-
sentation error, δ(~µ), and define it as,
δ(~µ) := ||δh~µ||2 = 1− Re〈h~µ, PNh~µ〉 (5.9)
We quantify this error through Monte Carlo simulations, where we randomly sample ~µ and
compute δ(~µ). Remarkably, as discussed in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.5, a training space with a
modest, finite minimal match will produce a reduced basis that represents the whole space
of QNM waveforms with extremely high accuracy.
The greedy points are hierarchical (i.e. nested) implying that for extra/less accuracy in
the RB representation points are simply added/removed. Each greedy sweep is embarrass-
ingly parallel and the computational complexity in going from i to (i + 1) basis waveforms
is independent of i. In other words, the total cost of building a RB with N waveforms is
linear in N . These features allow the framework to handle large training spaces (cf. Table
5.1). Another salient aspect of the RB approach is that it allows one to efficiently identify
on the fly those parameters most relevant for numerical simulations, without any a-priori
knowledge of the solutions (see, for example, [187]).
In the simplest, idealized conceptual matched filtering search one would compute the
overlap between the signal s and every member of the training space through its RB repre-
sentation








Since the αij have been precomputed offline, the filtering now involves computing significantly
fewer integrals if N  P , as is usually the case.
This idealized picture gets considerably more involved when including external parame-
ters. The standard approach for maximizing the filter output over these parameters involves
an extremely efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). However, similar to a Singular Value
Decomposition reconstruction, the RB reconstruction computational cost of the same direct
FFT strategy would be very high and offset the savings in the reduced order modeling. This
is discussed in detail in Cannon et al. [188] so we do not repeat the analysis here since the
issue is exactly the same. Strategies such as those proposed in Cannon et al. [188, 189, 190]
should be investigated in detail to evaluate the efficiency of RB in actual searches.
If one attempted a matched filter search with a RB catalog by filtering each basis function
against the data and maximizing over arbitrary linear combinations of these filter outputs,
4Note that in Field et al. [179] it is called ε the greedy error and here ε2 is called the training space
representation error
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one might encounter high false alarm rates. Instead, it is important to allow only linear
combinations that correspond to physical waveforms; see Field et al. [179] for more details.
5.4 One Mode Ringdown Catalogs
5.4.1 Metric-based Catalogs
Searches for gravitational waves from perturbed black holes have so far used template
banks with only the fundamental (`,m, n) = (2, 2, 0) quasinormal mode (see [26] and refer-
ences therein). As described in Section 4.1.2, the ringdown analysis pipeline constructs a
2-dimensional lattice template bank in the (f,Q) space where the mismatch between two
templates differing in ringdown frequency by df and in quality factor by dQ is given by the

















which assumes white noise.
An example of a ringdown template bank for
MM = 0.99 , (5.12)
f220 ∈ [10, 4000] Hz , Q220 ∈ [2.1187, 20] (5.13)
is shown in Fig. 5.2 as the gray points. This catalog has a total of 2,213 templates. From
Eqs. (3.10) these particular parameter choices correspond to the spin of the black hole j in
the range [0, 0.9947] and mass M in the range [2.9744, 3025.7]M. While the (f220, Q220)
parameter space is a rectangle by construction, the corresponding shape in (M, j) space is
a “warped rectangle” and so our stated ranges are not inclusive. Except when otherwise
noted, the values and ranges in (5.12) and (5.13) are our default throughout the remainder.
5.4.2 One-mode Reduced Basis
We begin by using the single-mode QNM metric template bank of Eqs. (5.12,5.13) and
Fig. 5.2 as our default training space for building a reduced basis. In order to explicitly
show the robustness of the method we use all 2,213 possible elements of the training space
as a seed and run the algorithm 2,213 times, once for each possible seed. The results are
summarized in Fig. 5.1, which clearly shows that the method is robust and its accuracy and
exponential convergence rate do not depend on any fine tuning of the seed. This is actually
expected as a consequence of the greedy algorithm being a global optimization method. As a
result, in practice one chooses a single, arbitrary value of the seed. Notice also from Fig. 5.1
that the exponential convergence of the error is not asymptotic (i.e. for large number of RB
waveforms) but is present from the outset.
Fig. 5.2 shows the points in the training space and the subset selected by the greedy
algorithm for our default training space representation error of ε2 = 10−12. The selected
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Figure 5.1: Representation error as a function of the number of reduced basis waveforms
for a single mode catalog and all possible choices of seeds (see Section 5.4.2). The dark
line shows the average and the shaded area the maximum dispersion around it. Clearly, the
method is robust and does not require any fine tuning. Notice that the exponential rate of
convergence of the error is present from the outset.
points are essentially those with the largest quality factor Q (corresponding to the slowest
decaying modes) and a very few extra ones with lower Q and with large and small central
frequencies. The figure illustrates the global nature of the algorithm and the redundancy
present in sampling via a local criteria.
As the maximum quality factor in the training space is increased, we find that the number
of RB waveforms grows linearly with the corresponding number of templates in the training
space, leading to a roughly constant compression ratio [as defined by Eq. (5.8)] for any chosen
ε. The qualitative behavior of selected points remains the same, with the vertical right red
line in Fig. 5.2 shifting to higher Q values and the reduced basis asymptotically resembling
a Fourier representation with a few fast decaying waveforms to account for the damping of
QNMs.
Another interesting feature of the greedy point selection is that it can be training space-
dependent. A rough uniform sampling of f22 and Q22 can lead to a distinctly different
selection of points than a metric training space as can be seen in Figures 5.3-5.5. However,
finer uniform sampling (or any sampling method), results in a selection of points that ap-
proach the selection from a metric training space. This is likely due to the fact that the
metric placement algorithm already does an efficient and thorough job of placing templates
in f22 and Q22 space. This observation motivated our choice of a metric training space for
these studies. However, our results can be generalized for any choice of a reasonable training
space.
Columns 2 and 3 in Table 5.1 show the number of RB waveforms needed to represent
training space catalogs with different minimal matches. The first element populated by the
metric placement algorithm is used as the seed for the greedy algorithm but the results are














































































































































































































































Figure 5.2: One-mode metric placement catalog (gray dots), which is taken to be the training
space, and the subset of points selected by the greedy algorithm (red bars) for the (2, 2, 0)
mode. The settings are discussed in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
It might appear from Table 5.1 that for MM = 0.97 − 0.99 and for a high-accuracy
training space representation error of ε2 = 10−12 the compression ratio should be modest
(Cr ∼ 2− 4) for a single mode catalog and would only be significant for larger MMs and/or
smaller RB representation errors. However, as discussed below in Section 5.4.3, it turns out
that the reduced basis represents any waveform in the given ranges of central frequency and
quality factor with extremely high accuracy, leading to huge compression factors even when
the reduced basis is built from catalogs with comparatively coarse minimal matches.
As in the case of inspiral waveforms described in [179], it is found that for any finite
range of parameters (e.g., of the central frequency and quality factor) we can represent the
whole continuum of waveforms within any given training space representation error ε2 by
a finite number of RB waveforms. One way of showing this (as was done in [179]) is by
explicitly computing the number of RB waveforms needed to represent training spaces built
from different values of MM. An extrapolation to the limit that the training space becomes
the continuum space of waveforms (i.e., MM→ 1) turns out to asymptote to a finite number
of RB waveforms (see also [189] where a similar result is found for MM ≤ 0.99 in the context
of singular value decompositions for inspiral waveforms). Another way, which actually has
broader implications and has not been demonstrated before, is discussed next.
5.4.3 Reduced Basis Representation of One-mode Waveforms
Every waveform from the training space catalog is represented with an arbitrarily small
error (ε2 ∼< 10
−12 in all of our cases) by a relatively small number of RB elements. We now
discuss the accuracy of the basis in representing waveforms that are not necessarily part of
the training space.
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Figure 5.3: Greedy points selected from a 45 × 45 uniform training space. The uniform
training space is laid out in the plot on the left and the points selected by the greedy
algorithm are shown in the plot on the right.
Figure 5.4: Greedy points selected from a 132× 132 uniform training space on the left and
from a 300×300 uniform training space on the right. Note how using a more densely packed
training space (as opposed to the 45× 45 uniform training space in Figure 5.3) reduces the
spread in f22 at lower values of Q22. The favored greedy points are along the extrema of
frequency values except at the highest Q22. As we can see in Figure 5.5, the points selected
via denser and denser uniform training spaces asymptote to the points selected when using
a typical metric training space.
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Figure 5.5: Greedy points selected from a metric training space with 1−MM = 10−3. The
metric training space is laid out in the plot on the left and the points selected by the greedy
algorithm are shown in the plot on the right. This is the selection of greedy points to which
all other training spaces explored approach.
Table 5.1: Number of RB waveforms (NRB) needed to represent 1-mode training spaces for
the (`,m, n) = (2, 2, 0) and (3, 3, 0) QNMs with different minimal matches MM. The training
space representation error is taken to be ε2 = 10−12. The number of metric-based templates
scales with MM as Nmetric ∝ (1−MM)−1 for the 2-dimensional, 1-mode QNM catalog [170].
1−MM 1-mode
Nmetric NRB (2, 2, 0) NRB (3, 3, 0)
0.03 999 487 711
10−2 2,213 505 732
10−3 19,900 565 930
10−4 192,747 595 972
10−5 1,903,689 603 987
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Starting from a catalog with a given MM to build the basis, the worst possible scenario
would be a representation error for some particular waveform h~µ of ‖δh~µ‖2 ∼ (1 − MM).
However, one expects the accuracy to be much better since the RB framework exploits the
global structure of the template space. As we show below, the accuracy is indeed orders of
magnitude better than the pessimistic 1−MM upper bound.
We first built a RB representation of our default training space catalog as specified
by Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13). We then randomly sampled more than 6 × 108 single-mode
QNM waveforms drawn uniformly from the same ranges of central frequency and quality
factor (5.13). We finally evaluated the waveform representation error (5.9) for each sample,
which gives the fractional signal-to-noise loss from approximating a waveform by its RB
representation. The results of these Monte Carlo computations are shown in Fig. 5.7. The
error in representing any of the randomly chosen waveforms with its RB representation is
found to be smaller than 9 × 10−10. In order to pinpoint this upper bound we refined the
Monte Carlo simulations to draw samples from the regions of parameter space with the
largest waveform representation errors (i.e., the areas shaded red in Fig. 5.7b).
The average waveform representation error for a Monte Carlo simulation with 107 points,
corresponding to Fig. 5.7, is approximately 4.51×10−13, which is less than the training space
representation error of ε2 = 10−12, and the most frequent value is ≈ 2.6× 10−14.
In other words, in all of our Monte Carlo simulations, any waveform, not just those
present in the training space catalog, is found to be represented by the RB with extremely
high accuracy.
A simple extrapolation from Table 5.1 shows that ∼ 1010 metric templates would be
needed to achieve a MM comparable to the above waveform representation error of ∼ 10−9
for our reduced basis with 505 elements, implying an effective compression ratio of Cr ∼ 107.
Furthermore, the fact that our simulations strongly indicate that the maximum waveform
representation error is strictly bounded (by 9× 10−10 in the settings discussed) would imply
a formally infinite compression ratio. This again reflects another facet of being able to
represent the whole spectrum of waveforms with a finite number of basis elements. The key
distinction here, compared to the discussion at the end of the previous subsection (5.4.2), is
that one does not need to explicitly compute a set of bases with increasingly larger number
of training space points to reach a target accuracy limit. This would allow for the a priori
construction of high accuracy reduced bases for sources with larger number of parameters,
such as precessing binary inspirals, at a fraction of the projected computational cost.
We have done exhaustive additional tests to support the conclusion that the representa-
tion error is extremely small for all waveforms with parameter values in the set ranges [e.g.,
as in Eq. (5.13)]. For example, since a random, uniform sampling of (f220, Q220) leads to
a non-uniform sampling of (M, j) [see Eq. (3.10)] we have performed Monte Carlo simula-
tions with random, uniform sampling of mass and spin such that the corresponding central
frequencies and quality factors are within the ranges of Eq. (5.13). In addition, instead of
selecting waveforms at random, we have used all those from a metric-based catalog with a
minimal match of about 0.9999, corresponding to more than 105 templates. We represented
the waveforms using the RB generated by our default training space [from Eqs. (5.12) and
(5.13)] and computed the corresponding waveform representation errors. In all cases the
errors were found to be bounded by the previously quoted value of 9× 10−10.
As discussed in the next section, the high accuracy associated with representing arbitrary
waveforms by a RB carries over to the case of multiple QNMs.
5.5 Multi-Mode Ringdown Catalogs
In this section we discuss how the RB approach can be used to efficiently build, compress,
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Figure 5.6: Waveform representation error of randomly selected QNMs that are not necessar-
ily present in the training space. Distributions of waveform representation errors for 1-mode
(gray) and 2-mode (white) using reduced bases built from a training space with MM = 0.99.
In all cases, the error is found to be < 9× 10−10 for single modes and < 9.8× 10−10 for two
modes. See Section 5.4.3 and 5.5.1 for details.
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Figure 5.7: Waveform representation error of randomly selected QNMs that are not neces-
sarily present in the training space. The waveform representation error [defined in (5.9)] as
a function of the randomly chosen values of (f220, Q220) for the 1-mode case with the same
setup as in Figure 5.7. The color map indicates the value of the error on a log10 scale. The
worst errors occur for the largest Q220 values and are mostly independent of f220. The crosses
indicate the parameters selected by the greedy algorithm for this reduced basis.
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and represent the space of multiple QNM waveforms. We present two kinds of multi-QNM
reduced basis. The first is for a two-mode ringdown waveform wherein the two central
frequencies and quality factors are related to each other through a constraining relation
provided by GR for distorted black holes. The second is for a ringdown waveform consisting
of p modes where the central frequencies and quality factors are unconstrained by any model
or theory. In particular, this latter case is amenable for providing a test of the no-hair
theorem [131], through a test of the precise relationship between the multiple ringdown
modes as predicted by GR.
5.5.1 Constrained Two-mode Reduced Basis
Here we consider two-mode ringdown waveforms with (`,m, n) = (2, 2, 0) and (3, 3, 0),
which are of the form
h = C [(1−A)h220 +Ah330] (5.14)
where A ∈ [0, 1] and C is fixed by the normalization condition 〈h, h〉 = 1. The parameters for
this two-mode QNM are (f220, Q220), (f330, Q330), and the relative amplitude parameter A.
However, GR provides a relation between (f`mn, Q`mn) and the mass and spin of a perturbed
black hole. From Eqs. (3.9) or, specifically for the two-mode case here, Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11)
it follows that (f330, Q330) are related to (f220, Q220) so that there are only three independent
parameters. In this sense, GR constrains the otherwise 5-dimensional parameter space to a
3-dimensional one, namely, {f220, Q220,A} (or, equivalently, {j,M,A}).
For a given MM and for A ∈ [0, 1] we build a training space for the (2, 2, 0) mode
using the metric approach as described in Section 5.4.1 5. Next, using the fitting formulae
given by Eq. (3.10), the values of mass and spin for each template are determined. Then,
using Eq. (3.11), the corresponding values of (f330, Q330) are computed and paired to the
starting (f220, Q220). This procedure is repeated for each template in the (2, 2, 0) catalog
and subsequently populates the (f330, Q330) plane with templates that are “inherited” from
the (2, 2, 0) training space. The relative amplitude parameter A is sampled with nA equally
spaced points. In this section and in Table 5.1 for the (3, 3, 0) mode column, MM refers to
the minimal match of the (2, 2, 0) starting catalog.
5.5.1.1 Results
In all of our numerical simulations we have found that, for any fixed training space
representation error ε2, the number of reduced basis waveforms is independent of nA for
nA ≥ 2. This is not too surprising, given the linearity of the two-mode waveform (5.14);
see also the discussion in Section 5.5.2. A related observation is that, as shown in Fig. 5.8,
the greedy algorithm essentially selects either the (2, 2, 0) mode (A = 0) or the (3, 3, 0) one
(A = 1) as opposed to combinations of them. As a result, the distribution of parameter
points selected by the algorithm closely resembles the union of a subset of points for two
individual, one-mode reduced bases. This is illustrated in Figure 5.9, which should be
compared to Figure 5.2 for a one-mode (2, 2, 0) reduced basis.
The number of constrained, two-mode RB waveforms NRB for different values of MM
is shown in Table 5.2 in the column labeled “2-mode, GR.” Notice that these values are
only marginally larger than those corresponding to a one-mode (3, 3, 0) basis in Table 5.1.
5One could use any method to populate the training space, as mentioned in Section 5.3, but we use the
metric approach since it is available for this case and the training space then has a well-defined interpretation
in terms of minimal matches.
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Figure 5.8: Values for the relative amplitude parameter A in the two-mode constrained
waveforms [Eq. (5.14)] selected by the greedy algorithm for each reduced basis waveform
(indexed on the horizontal axis). Here there are nA = 1, 000 samples for A ∈ [0, 1] but
essentially either the (2, 2, 0) mode (A = 0) or the (3, 3, 0) mode (A = 1) are selected, with a
higher density of points associated with the latter due to its larger maximum quality factor
for any given black hole spin parameter value. About 3% of the selected amplitudes are
equal to zero (not just nearly so). All of the remaining points selected are either equal to 1
(about 79%) or between A = 0.93 and 1 (about 18%).
To understand why, notice from Fig. 5.8 that the (3, 3, 0) mode, corresponding to A = 1
in (5.14), is chosen much more frequently than the (2, 2, 0) mode. In turn, the greedy
algorithm’s preference for A = 1 can be understood by the fact that: i) for any maximum
value of Q in the starting (2, 2, 0) catalog the corresponding value for the (3, 3, 0) mode for
the same black hole spin parameter j is larger (see Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11)), and ii) as we
have already discussed in Section 5.5.1, the greedy algorithm for a single-mode RB mostly
selects points with the largest value of Q in the catalog (see Figure 5.2).
Table 5.2 also shows the approximate number of templates Nmetric for constrained two-
modes using the metric placement method in the column labeled “2-mode, GR.” The com-
pression ratio with respect to the metric number of templates for MM = 0.99 is Cr ≈ 24
and dramatically increases as MM increases. The number of RB waveforms asymptotically
approaches about 1,000, which suggests that a two-mode search with the RB approach may
be easily feasible.
Next, we show that the accuracy of 2-mode reduced bases and the associated compression
ratios are much better, like in the 1-mode case of Section 5.4.3, than initially indicated in





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.9: The metric-based training space (points) for the same constrained, two-mode
catalog of Fig. 5.8 and the subset of parameter values selected by the greedy algorithm (bars)
for a training space representation error of ε2 = 10−12. Red: (2, 2, 0) mode. Blue: (3, 3, 0)
mode. The distribution of points closely resembles a subset of the two one-mode greedy
points due to the linearity of the problem and to the “decoupling” of selected amplitude
points (see Fig. 5.8).
5.5.1.2 Reduced Basis Representation of Two-mode Waveforms
In analogy with the 1-mode case, we have found that two-mode, constrained reduced
bases built from relatively coarse training spaces turn out to represent any waveform with
extremely high accuracy. Since the details follow those of Section 5.4.3 our description here
is more succinct.
In order to emphasize our finding that for constrained, two-mode ringdown waveforms
the number of basis elements saturates at nA = 2 amplitude samples, we describe waveform
representation error results for a reduced basis built with exactly nA = 2. That is, from here
on the training space and, as a consequence, the resulting reduced basis only includes A = 0
and A = 1 relative amplitudes in the waveforms.
We have uniformly sampled the constrained, 2-mode parameter space (f220, Q220,A) with
f220 and Q220 in the same range used to build the reduced basis, Eq. (5.13), and with
A ∈ [0, 1]. The corresponding values of f330 and Q330 were computed as described earlier
using the constraint from General Relativity that they correspond to the same black hole
mass and spin as those of (f220, Q220). The resulting waveforms were then projected onto
the reduced basis built with a training space of MM = 0.99 as described above and the
waveform representation error (5.9) for each sample was computed. We have executed many
Monte Carlo simulations, with the largest one having 109 random triples (f220, Q220,A). In
all cases the maximum waveform representation error was found to be below 9.8 × 10−10,
which is remarkably close to our strict numerical upper bound found for the one mode case
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Table 5.2: Number of reduced basis waveforms (NRB) needed to represent 2-mode training
spaces with (`,m, n) = (2, 2, 0) and (3, 3, 0) for different minimal matches MM. The train-
ing space representation error is ε2 = 10−12. The “2-mode, GR” and “2-mode” cases are
discussed in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, respectively. The number of metric-based templates in
those two cases scales with MM as Nmetric ∝ (1−MM)−d/2, with d = 3 and d = 5, respectively
[170]. For the “2-mode, GR” entries, MM refers to the minimal match associated with the
training space for the (2, 2, 0) mode, which is used to generate the points in the (f330, Q330)
plane as described in the text. For the “2-mode” case the training space representation error
of 10−12 corresponds to each mode separately and the corresponding total error is bounded
from above by 4 × 10−12, as discussed in Section 5.5.2. We are grateful to V. Cardoso for
his help in generating the values of Nmetric in the second column for the constrained, 2-mode
case.
1−MM 2-mode, GR 2-mode
Nmetric NRB Nmetric NRB
0.03 3.5× 103 737 3.4× 106 1,198
10−2 1.8× 104 751 5.3× 107 1,237
10−3 5.8× 105 958 1.9× 1010 1,495
10−4 1.8× 107 1,007 5.3× 1012 1,567
10−5 5.8× 108 1,018 1.9× 1015 1,590
described in Section 5.4.3, namely, 9×10−10. As an example, Fig. 5.7a shows a histogram of
the waveform representation error for a Monte Carlo simulation with 107 points. In this case,
the average error is about 7.35× 10−13, which is less than the training space representation
error of ε2 = 10−12, and the most frequent value is ≈ 2.4× 10−13.
Fig. 5.10 shows the distribution of the waveform representation error as a function of the
sample values for (f220, Q220,A). As with the 1-mode case, the largest errors occur for larger
Q220 values and are mostly independent of f220 and the relative amplitude.
5.5.2 Unconstrained Multi-mode Reduced Basis
As mentioned in Section 5.1, searches for multi-mode ringdown gravitational waves have
been proposed as a consistency test of GR and, more specifically, the no-hair theorem. The
basic idea is not to enforce the constraint that the ringdown frequencies of the different modes
should correspond to the same black hole mass and spin, as in the previous subsection (5.5.1),
but to check it a posteriori, by assuming the standard relationship in Eq. (3.9) between QNM
frequencies and black hole mass and spin for each mode.
The dimension of the parameter space for p unconstrained fundamental modes 6 is (3p−1):
2p for (flmn, Qlmn) and (p − 1) for the relative amplitudes of the normalized waveform.
Already for p = 2 this results in a very large bank of roughly 106−107 templates when using
the metric approach for MM = 0.97− 0.99 (see Table 5.2).
One could build a “full” reduced basis from a (3p− 1)-dimensional training space. How-
ever, the linearity of the problem and the results of Section 5.5.1 suggest a much simpler
approach. Since ringdown waveforms are a linear superposition of single modes [in the
6As it should become clear, this is just a simplifying assumption and the general argument does not rely
on it.
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Figure 5.10: Waveform representation errors, as defined by Eq.(5.9), of constrained, two-
mode waveforms for a random sample of (f220, Q220,A) triples. The training space used to
build the reduced basis is relatively coarse yet the waveform representation error is found to
be, in all cases, smaller than 9.8× 10−10. See Section 5.5.1 for more details.





then a “simple” RB representation for (5.15) could be given by building a reduced basis
for each I-th mode separately from the I-th training space TI = {~µIi}PIi=1 and to define the
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Here PNI denotes the standard orthogonal projection onto the reduced basis for the single
I-th mode built from a training space catalog associated with TI . Denoting by ε2I the training





then the total training space representation error for (5.15) is bounded by
ε2simple := max
~µ∈T








where the full training space T is the product of the individual training spaces
⊗p
I=1 TI . If
all the errors are chosen to be comparable (i.e, εI ∼ ε) then the bound is simply
ε2simple ∼< p
2ε2 . (5.18)
In most cases of practical interest for gravitational wave searches, including advanced and
third generation earth-based detectors such as the Einstein telescope, p ≤ 4 [168]. If
ε2 = 10−12, as in all of our cases, then the total training space representation error would
still be very small, of order ε2simple ∼< O (10
−11). In fact, one could include up to p = 105
modes and still have a maximum total error ε2simple ∼< 0.01, which is comparable in terms of
waveform representation accuracy to a minimal match of about 0.99. This feature is another
advantage of having RB representations with very high accuracy, even if the latter exceeds
the accuracy of the detector itself or of the physical modeling. Such representations leave
room for simplifications while preserving high accuracy in the overall approach.
The total number N =
∑p
I=1 NI of RB waveforms scales linearly with p. If NI ∼ N
basis elements are needed to represent each mode then N ∼ pN . In contrast, the number of
metric-based templates is proportional to (1−MM)−(3p−1)/2 [170] and increases dramatically
with p for any fixed MM (see, for example, Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
Furthermore, the representation (5.16) is valid for all values and ranges of amplitudes AI .
In particular, N is independent of the range or values of the {AI}. This last observation,
though trivial, helps to understand the results of Section 5.5.1 for constrained 2-mode wave-
forms: essentially one mode or the other is selected at each step by the greedy algorithm
(see Fig. 5.8), the number of RB waveforms saturates at nA = 2 samples (A = 0 and A = 1),
and the selected (f,Q) points (Fig. 5.9) resemble a subset of those picked by the two 1-mode
reduced bases.
Already for the p = 2 case and template banks with minimal matches as low as MM =
0.97 and 0.99, this simple RB approach for unconstrained multi-mode QNMs implies a com-
pression ratio of around three and four orders of magnitude relative to the respective training
spaces. In addition, as discussed in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.5.1, the resulting bases actually
represent the whole space of waveforms with an accuracy comparable to the training space
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representation error, resulting in effectively much larger, if not formally infinite, compression
ratios. The number of unconstrained 2-mode [(2, 2, 0) and (3, 3, 0)] metric-based templates
for different values of MM and the number of RB waveforms needed to represent them with
this simple approach are given in Table 5.2.
5.6 Final Remarks
We have shown that the RB approach provides very compact and high-accuracy repre-
sentations of multi-mode ringdown gravitational waves. For example, the number of RB
waveforms needed to represent any two-mode General Relativity quasinormal mode with a
representation error of 10−12 is smaller than the number of metric-based templates for a
one-mode catalog with a minimal match of MM ∼ 0.99. The comparison with the number
of two-mode, metric-based templates for a catalog with MM ∼ 0.97− 0.99 designed to test
the consistency of GR and the no-hair theorem is even more striking: the number of RB
waveforms needed to represent the continuum is 3–4 orders of magnitude smaller than the
number of metric-placed templates for minimal matches of 0.97–0.99.
We have demonstrated the robustness of the RB method by observing essentially identical
training space representation errors regardless of the seed value. In the case of one-mode
ringdown waveforms, we showed how the greedy algorithm preferentially selects waveforms
with the largest quality factors to construct the basis. The number of RB waveforms for
the (`,m, n) = (2, 2, 0) one-mode case needed to represent the continuum asymptotes to
about 600 for advanced ground-based gravitational wave detectors. We observed that the
compression ratio remains constant as a function of the maximum quality factor. Through
detailed numerical studies we demonstrated that any waveform that falls within the one-
and two-mode training space’s ranges in central frequency and quality factor (and, in the
case of 2-modes, for an arbitrary relative amplitude) can be recovered with an error no
larger than ≈ 9×10−10. Thus, we can construct high accuracy reduced basis representations
of these ringdown waveforms very easily off-line. We expect this result to extend to RB
representations of spinning binary inspirals and other multi-dimensional systems that depend
smoothly on their parameters.
In the case of constrained two-mode ringdown waveforms, we find that the RB method, in
addition to its exponential convergence, benefits from the linearity of the QNMs. The number
of RB waveforms is independent of the number of relative amplitude parameter samples nA
for nA ≥ 2 for any fixed training space representation error. The greedy algorithm essentially
only selects, for example, the (2,2,0) mode or the (3,3,0) mode. The number of RB waveforms
for the constrained two-mode case to represent the continuum asymptotes to about 1, 000 for
advanced ground-based detectors. Finally, in the case of unconstrained two-mode ringdown
waveforms, we again exploit the linearity of the problem to propose the construction of a
“simple” RB for each mode separately. Then the representation of the multi-mode wave is
simply the sum of the individual projections. In addition, the number of RB waveforms scales
linearly with the number of modes indicating a very large reduction in the computational
cost of multi-mode ringdown searches.
The results open the possibility of searches of multi-mode ringdown gravitational waves
thereby allowing one to test the no-hair theorem, to significantly reduce the event loss rate
of these kinds of signals, to improve parameter estimation, and to possibly infer progenitors




This thesis demonstrates how a matched filtering search for ringdown waveforms can be
used to search LIGO data for perturbed intermediate mass black holes, a class of elusive
objects for which electromagnetic observational evidence has been historically difficult to
come by. Direct detection of gravitational waves from these sources would allow us to
constrain the mass firmly within the intermediate regime for which LIGO is sensitive to
ringdown waveforms (∼ 100-600 M). Thus, the ringdown search could provide irrefutable
evidence for the existence of intermediate mass black holes, a feat that has not yet been
possible via electromagnetic observations and the mass function.
In Chapter 3, we explored the theoretical ringdown horizon distance for an optimally
oriented source. If we assume that 1% of the total energy is emitted as gravitational waves
during the ringdown phase of a perturbed black hole of 200 M and a spin that is 90%
of maximum possible value, then we could detect the signal at nearly 500 Mpc in H1 with
an SNR of 8.0. However, if the amount of ringdown energy emitted as gravitational waves
decreases, or the mass or spin decreases, then the horizon distance will be smaller. In
Chapter 4, we saw that the S5 ringdown search pipeline did indeed succeed at detecting
simulations of ringdown and IMR signals at 200 M out to ∼300 Mpc. We performed a
rough estimate of the rate upper limit that we will be able to set for ringdown injections in
S5 and found that is was significantly better than that set by the S4 ringdown search.
Furthermore, in Chapter 4, we outlined the ringdown search pipeline and the changes
needed in order to run on S5 data at a lower SNR threshold. We examined the imple-
mentation of a new coincidence test, the development of a post-processing pipeline, the
implementation of a new detection statistic, and the parameter recovery performance of
the pipeline. We also examined results from four months of the S5 ringdown search; no
significant gravitational wave candidates were found.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we discussed the benefits of upgrading the ringdown search to
a multi-mode ringdown search. A single mode ringdown search, where the waveform is
dominated by the fundamental l = m = 2 mode, for black holes of final mass M ∼> 10
2M
can miss more than 10% of events in both LIGO and advanced ground-based detectors
[131]. And parameter estimation errors, as we saw in Chapter 4, can be large for such
single mode searches when the actual waveform contains a second mode [131]. Furthermore,
two-mode searches have been proposed for consistency tests of GR and the no-hair theorem
[130, 131, 167] and for inferring information about the progenitors of the final black hole
formation [168]. However, a difficulty arises in the sheer number of templates needed to do a
multi-parameter ringdown search; the computational cost becomes large. In Chapter 5, we
demonstrated the success of the reduced basis method at compressing the space significantly
and reducing the number of matched filter operations, opening the possibility of searches of
multi-mode ringdown gravitational waves.
To summarize, the main conclusions of this thesis were the following:
• In order to efficiently analyze two years of S5 data, the S4 ringdown search pipeline
needed a makeover. Implemented changes included further automation of the search
pipeline and the creation of a fully automated post-processing pipeline for coincident
triggers from the search pipeline. Relationships for mass, spin, frequency, and quality
factor were updated in the injection code. A new 3D coincidence test was imple-
mented to check simultaneously for coincidence in frequency, quality factor, and time.
H1H2 consistency and SNR ratio cuts were applied, new coincidence clustering stages
were added, multiple new statistics aimed at separating signal from background were
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computed and fed to a Multi-Variate Statistical Classifier (MVSC), our new detec-
tion statistic. In using MVSC, we also tackled previous issues with improper injection
identification that led to the misclassification of detector noise. We hope that our
development and successful use of MVSC will prove useful to other search pipelines in
the advanced detector era.
• Results from 4 months of S5 data were obtained with the new pipeline and MVSC as a
detection statistic. No plausible ringdown gravitational wave candidates have yet been
found.
• Rough calculations of the rate density upper limit for both ringdown injections and
IMR injections show that the search will likely set a better upper limit for rate of
ringdowns and/or IMBH-IMBH mergers than any previous search.
• For simulated signal parameter recovery, we find that the recovered mass is too large.
However, since the recovered parameters are similar in each interferometer, these sig-
nals will not fail the coincidence test and thus, detection is not affected.
• In order to perform a ringdown search with better parameter estimation, we advocated
the move to a multi-mode ringdown search and in order to combat the increased compu-
tational load of such a search, we explored the Reduced Basis approach which provides
very compact and high-accuracy representations of multi-mode ringdown gravitational
waves. We found that the number of RB waveforms needed to represent any two-mode
General Relativity quasinormal mode with a representation error of 10−12 is smaller
than the number of metric-based templates for a one-mode catalog with a minimal
match of MM ∼ 0.99. The comparison with the number of two-mode, metric-based
templates for a catalog with MM ∼ 0.97− 0.99 designed to test the consistency of GR
and the no-hair theorem is even more striking: the number of RB waveforms needed
to represent the continuum is 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than the number of
metric-placed templates for minimal matches of 0.97–0.99.
Looking toward the future, there are several aspects of the ringdown search that need to
be addressed. First and foremost, we will examine the results of the ringdown search on the
entire two years of LIGO’s fifth science run. The search has been split into 24 two-month
analysis periods. We must run the search pipeline and the post-processing pipeline on each
of these 24 periods. After examining results in a small section of data to ensure that the
output looks sane, we will “open the box” on each of these periods and determine whether we
have a candidate ringdown gravitational wave. In the event of no significant candidates, we
will place an upper limit on the rate of black hole ringdowns. We may also place a limit on
the rate of intermediate mass black hole mergers depending on whether we have superseded
the upper limit placed in the S5 intermediate mass black hole burst search[48]. In the event
of a significant candidate, we will need to perform thorough follow-up tests to confirm that
we do indeed have a signal. Furthermore, in anticipation of such a candidate in S5 or S6, we
should explore methods to improve parameter estimation of one-mode ringdown searches.
We then will repeat the procedure with data from LIGO’s sixth science run. In S6, only H1
and L1 were operational; H2 was not. However, Virgo’s second and third science runs (VSR2
and VSR3) overlapped with S6. Thus, the network for S6 included H1L1V1. We may need
to re-examine some tunings of the search pipeline to adjust for the replacement of H2 with
V1 but we plan to use the same search and post-processing pipeline otherwise.
Finally, as we contemplate the future of the ringdown search in the advanced detector
era, it is worthwhile to mention current studies to understand the best search for the highest
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mass regime in which LIGO is sensitive. A number of searches for binary black hole coa-
lescences in LIGO-Virgo data have been implemented or are on-going including a matched
filtering search using non-spinning, full-waveform EOBNR analytical templates in S5/VSR1
[31]. This search targeted a mass covering 25-100 M. The burst search targeting interme-
diate mass binary black hole (IMBH) mass has been carried out with the pipeline coherent
Waveburst for S5/VSR1 [48] and the burst pipeline Omega was used for an S5 all-sky burst
search and in studies for binary black hole detectability studies [193, 194]. Each of these
pipelines target a region of parameter space that overlaps with the ringdown search’s pa-
rameter space. Is one better than the other? Should the pipelines be combined into a joint
search? These questions will need to be answered as we converge on a intermediate mass
black hole search pipeline in the advanced detector era. Our recent results demonstrating the
feasibility of multimode ringdown searches via dramatic reduction in the number of matched
filter operations will need to be developed further to understand the performance of such a
pipeline in actual LIGO data. It will be important to understand the performance of such a
search compared to the other searches just mentioned.
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Appendix A: Playground Configuration Files
The following configuration file is the file used for the playground search.




























































; both inspinj and rinj are necessary if you want to run inspiral







































































;Set matplotlibdir to a local directory to avoid NFS issues
;with the TeX part


























































































































































































































; location of the calibration cache and the cache files
































; not needed for ringdowns
[tmpltbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[h1-tmpltbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[h2-tmpltbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[l1-tmpltbank]



















; not needed for ringdowns
[veto-inspiral]
; not needed for ringdowns
[coherent-inspiral]
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; not needed for ringdowns
[inca]

















; not needed for ringdowns
[sire]
; not needed for ringdowns
[sire-inj]













; not needed for ringdowns
[coire-2]
; not needed for ringdowns
[coire-2-cat-2]








; not needed for ringdowns
[trigbank-coherent]
; not needed for ringdowns
[inspiral-coherent]
; not needed for ringdowns
[cohinspbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[chia]
; not needed for ringdowns
[chia-inj]
; not needed for ringdowns
[cohire]
; not needed for ringdowns
[cohire-inj]




; not needed for ringdowns
[plotnumtemplates-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspiralrange]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspiralrange-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspiral]
; not needed for ringdowns
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[plotinspiral-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotthinca]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotthinca-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinjnum]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinjnum-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotethinca]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotethinca-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspmissed]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspmissed-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspfound]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotcoincmissed]
; not needed for ringdowns
[ploteffdistcut]
; not needed for ringdowns
[ploteffdistcut-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspinj]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotinspinj-meta]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotsnrchi]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plotsnrchi-meta]





; not needed for ringdowns
[q-datafind]
; not needed for ringdowns
[qscan]
; not needed for ringdowns
[q-hoft-datafind]
; not needed for ringdowns
[qscan-hoft]
; not needed for ringdowns
[plots]
; detail of followup plots
[output]
; details of follow-up output
[seg]
; details of follow-up segments
The following configuration file is the file used for the playground post-processing.
; online inspiral pipeline configuration script.
;
;
; this is the configuration file for the inspiral DAG generation program
; lalapps_cbc_pipedown that creates a condor DAG to run the cbc
; pipedown dag.
[condor]

















































; set node-tmp-dir to be a local directory that exists












































































































; set options for compute_durations jobs
live-time-program = rinca
[dbaddinj]
; set options for dbaddinj jobs
sim-table = sim_ringdown
[injfind]








































; set static options for cluster_coinc jobs








; following are optional

















; set static options for cfar jobs that









; set static options for cfar jobs that





















; if set the output format to anything but xml,







































; set static options for minifollowup jobs
; not used for ringdown
[plotfm]
; establish what plotfm jobs to do; the following options
; must have corresponding sections with options given.
















; plot injected imr parameters
variables = ’injected_mass1:Injected Mass 1($M_\odot$);
injected_mass2:Injected Mass 2($M_\odot$)’
--variables ’injected_mass1 +
injected_mass2:Injected Mass1 + Mass2($M_\odot$);
(injected_mass1/injected_mass2):Injected Mass
Ratio($m1/m2$)’
--variables ’injected_mchirp:Injected Chirp Mass
($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$);
(injected_mass1/injected_mass2):Injected Mass Ratio($m1/m2$)’












; plot injected ringdown parameters
variables = ’injected_mass:Injected Ringdown Mass ($M_\odot$);
injected_spin:Injected Ringdown Spin’ --variables ’injected_mass:
Injected Ringdown Mass($M_\odot$); injected_quality:
Injected Ringdown Quality Factor’
logz =
colorbar =







; plot injected ringdown parameters
variables = ’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown
Frequency ($Hz$);
injected_quality: Injected Ringdown Quality Factor’
--variables ’injected_frequency:















; detected vs injected imr parameters
variables = ’(injected_gps_time+injected_gps_time_
ns*1e-9):
Injected GPS Time($s$); (recovered_start_time+recovered_
start_time_ns*1e-9):
Recovered Ringdown Start Time($s$)’











; detected vs injected imr parameters
variables = ’injected_mass1 + injected_mass2: Injected Mass1 +
Mass2($M_\odot$); recovered_frequency:Detected
Ringdown Frequency($Hz$)’










injected_mass2: Injected Mass1 + Mass2($M_\odot$);
recovered_choppedl_snr:
New Triple SNR’ --variables ’injected_mchirp:
Injected Chirp Mass
($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$); recovered_choppedl_
snr: New Triple SNR’











; detected vs injected ringdown parameters






Detected Ringdown Mass($M_\odot$)’ --variables
’injected_spin:
Injected Ringdown Spin; recovered_spin:Detected
Ringdown Spin’











; detected vs injected ringdown parameters




--variables ’injected_quality:Injected Ringdown Quality
Factor;
recovered_snr: SNR’ --variables ’injected_mass:Injected
Ringdown
Mass($M_\odot$); recovered_snr: SNR’ --variables
’injected_spin:
Injected Ringdown Spin; recovered_snr: SNR’
--variables ’injected_quality:
Injected Ringdown Quality Factor; recovered_
choppedl_snr:




--variables ’injected_spin:Injected Ringdown Spin;
recovered_choppedl_snr:
New Triple SNR’










; detected vs injected ringdown frequency
variables = ’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown
Frequency ($Hz$); recovered_frequency:Detected
Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$)’ --variables ’injected_frequency:
Injected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$); recovered_snr:SNR’
--variables ’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown Frequency
($Hz$); recovered_choppedl_snr:New Triple SNR’













; plot imr accuracy
variables = ’injected_mass1 + injected_mass2: Injected
Mass1 + Mass2($M_\odot$); 1000*((recovered_start_time+
recovered_start_time_ns*1e-9)-(injected_gps_time+
injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)):











Recovered - Injected Start Time ($ms$)’
ranking-stat = ’combined_far:Combined FAR ($yr^{-1}$)’









; plot ringdown accuracy













Ringdown Quality Factor; 1000*((recovered_start_
time+recovered_start_time_ns*1e-9)-
(injected_gps_time+injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)):





injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)): Det Start Time -




Ringdown Quality Factor’ --variables
’recovered_frequency-injected_frequency:

















; plot ringdown frequency accuracy




injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)): Recovered Start Time -
Injected End Time($ms$)’



















; plot injected decisive distance v. imr parameters
variables = ’injected_gps_time:gps_days; injected_
decisive_distance:






















; plot injected decisive distance v. injected ringdown
mass



















; plot injected decisive distance v. injected ringdown
frequency
















; set static options for plotslide jobs
coinc-table = coinc_ringdown
[plotcumhist]





























Appendix B: Assignment of Copyright
Figure 6.1: Assignment of copyright form from IOP Publishing Limited. Section 3.2.2 grants
the author rights to include the article (all or part) in a research thesis or dissertation. This
article can be found online: http://iopscience.iop.org/0264-9381/29/9/095016/
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Appendix C: S5 Search Configuration Files
The following configuration file is the file used for the S5 ringdown search.


























































; both inspinj and rinj are necessary if you want to run








































































;Set matplotlibdir to a local directory to avoid NFS issues
; with the TeX part


































































































































































































































































































; location of the calibration cache and the cache files
































; not needed for ringdowns
[tmpltbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[h1-tmpltbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[h2-tmpltbank]
; not needed for ringdowns
[l1-tmpltbank]




















; not needed for ringdowns
[veto-inspiral]
; not needed for ringdowns
[coherent-inspiral]
; not needed for ringdowns
[inca]












; only turn on if you want no vetoes applied
;[thinca-2]
[thinca-slide]





The following configuration file is the file used for the S5 ringdown post-processing.




; this is the configuration file for the inspiral DAG generation
211
; program
; lalapps_cbc_pipedown that creates a condor DAG to run the cbc
; pipedown dag.
[condor]



















































; set node-tmp-dir to be a local directory that exists










; options common to plotting commands
enable-output =
[thinca_to_coinc]






























































































; set options for compute_durations jobs
live-time-program = rinca
[dbaddinj]
; set options for dbaddinj jobs
sim-table = sim_ringdown
[injfind]











































; set static options for cluster_coinc jobs








; following are optional


















; set static options for cfar jobs that







; the following options define a ’category’:
; the first 2, what parameter to bin by
; the last, whether or not to bin by coincident
; ifos
group-by-multiplicity =




;exclude-coincs = [all in h1,h2];[h1,h2 in all];[h2,l1 in h1,h2,l1]
[cfar-combined]
; set static options for cfar jobs that





; no categories are defined when combining;
; however, if only want to combine over param-bins,
; uncomment group-by-ifos
;group-by-ifos =

























































; set static options for minifollowup jobs
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[plotfm]
; establish what plotfm jobs to do; the following options
; must have corresponding sections with options given
















; plot injected decisive distance v. chrip mass
variables = ’injected_mass1:Injected Mass 1($M_\odot$); injected_
mass2:Injected Mass 2($M_\odot$)’ --variables ’injected_mass1 +
injected_mass2:Injected Mass1 + Mass2($M_\odot$); (injected_
mass1/injected_mass2):Injected Mass Ratio($m1/m2$)’ --variables
’injected_mchirp:Injected Chirp Mass($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$);
(injected_mass1/injected_mass2):Injected Mass Ratio($m1/m2$)’
--variables ’injected_spin1z:Injected Spin1z; injected_spin2z:Injected Spin2z’
logz =
colorbar =
; add lines at each mass bin boundary
;plot-y-function = ’3.48:$3.48$’ --plot-y-function ’7.4:$7.4$’







; plot injected mass2 v. injected mass1
variables = ’injected_mass:Injected Ringdown Mass ($M_\odot$);
injected_spin:Injected Ringdown Spin’ --variables ’injected_mass:Injected
Ringdown Mass($M_\odot$); injected_quality: Injected Ringdown Quality Factor’
logz =
colorbar =
; add lines at each mass bin boundary
;plot-y-function = ’3.48:$3.48$’ --plot-y-function ’7.4:$7.4$’








; plot injected mass2 v. injected mass1
variables = ’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$);
injected_quality: Injected Ringdown Quality Factor’ --variables ’injected_
frequency:Injected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$); injected_mass: Injected
Ringdown Mass ($M_\odot$)’ --variables ’injected_frequency:Injected




;plot-y-function = ’3.48:$3.48$’ --plot-y-function ’7.4:$7.4$’







variables = ’(injected_gps_time+injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9): Injected
GPS Time($s$); (recovered_start_time+recovered_start_time_ns*1e-9):
Recovered Ringdown Start Time($s$)’










variables = ’injected_mass1 + injected_mass2: Injected Mass1 +
Mass2($M_\odot$); recovered_frequency:Detected Ringdown
Frequency($Hz$)’ --variables ’injected_mchirp: Injected Chirp
Mass($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$); recovered_frequency:Detected
Ringdown Frequency($Hz$)’ --variables ’injected_mass1 + injected_
mass2: Injected Mass1 + Mass2($M_\odot$); recovered_snr:SNR’
--variables ’injected_mchirp: Injected Chirp Mass($M_\odot^{\frac{2}
{5}}$); recovered_snr: SNR’ --variables ’injected_mass1 + injected_
mass2: Injected Mass1 + Mass2($M_\odot$); recovered_choppedl_
snr:New Triple SNR’ --variables ’injected_mchirp: Injected Chirp Mass
($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$); recovered_choppedl_snr: New Triple SNR’











variables = ’injected_quality:Injected Ringdown Quality Factor;
recovered_quality:Detected Ringdown Quality Factor’ --variables
’injected_mass:Injected Ringdown Mass($M_\odot$);recovered_
mass:Detected Ringdown Mass($M_\odot$)’ --variables ’injected_
spin:Injected Ringdown Spin; recovered_spin:Detected Ringdown Spin’










variables = ’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$);
recovered_frequency:Detected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$)’ --variables
’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$); recovered_
snr:SNR’ --variables ’injected_frequency:Injected Ringdown Frequency
($Hz$); recovered_choppedl_snr:New Triple SNR’












; plot linear fm plots
variables = ’injected_mass1 + injected_mass2: Injected Mass1 +
Mass2($M_\odot$); 1000*((recovered_start_time+recovered_start_
time_ns*1e-9)-(injected_gps_time+injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)):
Recovered - Injected Start Time ($ms$)’ --variables ’injected_mchirp:
Injected Chirp Mass($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$); 1000*((recovered_
start_time+recovered_start_time_ns*1e-9)-(injected_gps_time+
injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)): Recovered - Injected Start Time ($ms$)’
--variables ’injected_spin1z:Injected Spin1z; 1000*((recovered_start_
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time+recovered_start_time_ns*1e-9)-(injected_gps_time+injected_gps_
time_ns*1e-9)): Recovered - Injected Start Time ($ms$)’









; plot linear fm plots
variables = ’injected_frequency: Injected Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$);
1000*((recovered_start_time+recovered_start_time_ns*1e-9)-(injected_
gps_time+injected_gps_time_ns*1e-9)): Recovered Start Time -
Injected End Time($ms$)’ --variables ’injected_frequency: Injected
Ringdown Frequency ($Hz$); (injected_frequency - recovered_
frequency)/((injected_frequency+recovered_frequency)/2.0):
Fractional Ringdown Frequency Accuracy ($\frac{freq_{inj}-freq_
{det}}{(freq_{inj}+freq_{det})/2}$)’











; plot injected decisive distance v. gps_time in days
variables = ’injected_gps_time:gps_days; injected_decisive_distance:
Injected Decisive Distance ($Mpc$)’ --variables ’injected_mass1+injected_
mass2:Injected Mass1+Mass2($M_\odot$); injected_decisive_distance:
Injected Decisive Distance ($Mpc$)’ --variables ’injected_mchirp:Injected
Chirp Mass($M_\odot^{\frac{2}{5}}$);injected_decisive_distance:Injected
Decisive Distance ($Mpc$)’ --variables ’(injected_mass1/injected_mass2):
Injected Mass Ratio; injected_decisive_distance:Injected Decisive Distance
($Mpc$)’














; plot injected decisive distance v. difference in recovered/injected gps-times
variables = ’injected_mass: Injected Ringdown Mass($M_\odot$); injected_
decisive_distance:Injected Decisive Distance ($Mpc$)’ --variables ’injected_
quality:Injected Ringdown Quality Factor; injected_decisive_distance:Injected
Decisive Distance ($Mpc$)’










; plot injected decisive distance v. difference in recovered/injected gps-times
variables = ’injected_frequency: Injected Frequency ($Hz$); injected_decisive
_distance:Injected Decisive Distance ($Mpc$)’











; set static options for plotslide jobs
coinc-table = coinc_ringdown
[plotcumhist]









; set static options for plotifar jobs
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